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Abstract

Nowadays, critical infrastructures are highly integrated
with state-of-the-art information and communication
technologies to enhance their efficiency. Due to far-
reaching societal and economic impacts caused by failure
or malfunction of critical infrastructures, cyber security
and self-healing capability are among their salient fea-
tures. A new security paradigm referred to as intrusion
tolerance is envisaged to complement the existing secu-
rity solutions (i.e., intrusion prevention and detection),
as well as to provide availability and self-healing capa-
bilities, particularly for the control centers as the key
components of critical infrastructures. However, intru-
sion tolerance techniques are associated with substantial
cost. In this paper, we propose an intrusion tolerant sys-
tem architecture which incorporates distinctive features,
namely dynamic redundancy level, and hybrid and hier-
archical rejuvenation mechanism. The acquired results
from security analysis of the proposed architecture show
improvements compared to two established architectures.
Also, analysis of the incurred cost demonstrates the cost-
effectiveness of the proposed architecture.

Keywords: Control center, critical infrastructure, intru-
sion tolerance, self-healing

1 Introduction

In recent decades, the growing dependence of critical in-
frastructures on Information and Communication Tech-
nology (ICT) and open standards has raised serious con-
cerns about security issues. Critical infrastructures are
complex physical and cyber-based systems and assets that
lay the foundations for a modern society, and their se-
cure and dependable operation is of utmost importance

for national security and economy. Smart grid (as the
modern power grid), public health system, and transport
system are examples of critical infrastructures. Cyber
systems serve as the backbone of critical infrastructures,
thus cyber security incidents may not only affect the cy-
ber domain but also potentially impact their dependent
physical systems [37]. The cyber-physical dependencies,
large-scale operation, heterogeneity and complexity along
with sophisticated and novel attacks pose grave and new
threats to the mission critical applications in critical in-
frastructures.

Using open standard software and protocols have
opened avenues for attackers to pose dire threats to
different sections of critical infrastructures’ communica-
tion system, particularly SCADA and control systems.
Some of the recent high-profile attacks such as Stuxnet
worm [16,28] and FLAME [29] have been mainly targeted
at control systems of critical infrastructures and crucial
organizations. Moreover, the security objectives of crit-
ical infrastructures differ from the ICT security goals in
their order of significance. Availability, continuity of ser-
vice and safety are the main security priorities in critical
infrastructures.

On top of all the mentioned issues, the widespread and
socio-economic impacts of malfunction or failure of criti-
cal infrastructures resulting from accidental or malicious
events mandate more automatic and robust security so-
lutions [5, 40]. These security approaches can be asso-
ciated with self-healing capabilities of critical infrastruc-
tures. Self-healing responses to malicious acts of sabo-
tage and natural calamities is one the essential features
of critical infrastructures. Self-healing is defined as the
attribute of a system to be able to recognize abnormal
operation (the disturbances may result from security in-
trusions) and subsequently making proper adjustments to
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restore to normal conditions [11]. Control centers are con-
sidered as the brain of critical infrastructures. They are
in charge of data analysis and decision making. For in-
stance, in smart grid as a critical infrastructure [2], based
on the assembled data, the control centers make appropri-
ate adjustments to power supply to satisfy demand as well
as spot and respond to the defects or failures by sending
control commands to field devices. Figure 1 illustrates a
control center which supervises other sections in a critical
infrastructure. This figure also depicts some of the key
components of the control center such as SCADA servers
and historian databases.

SCADA systems (as the key components of control cen-
ters) play a pivotal role in the proper operation of critical
infrastructures, any malfunction or failure of these sys-
tems and their underlying software systems may result in
widespread and devastating effects on industry, economy
and people’s daily life.

Therefore, the correct functioning of SCADA systems
in exigent security circumstances is of paramount im-
portance. Two of the dire threats to SCADA are De-
nial of Service (DoS) and unauthorized access/integrity
breach [23]. These threats will result in the unreliability
of the control signals from the monitoring system as well
as the collected data gathered from different sections of
critical infrastructures that are used for decision making
or other purposes.

In addition, thanks to the time-criticality of the com-
munication and control in some critical infrastructures
such as smart grid, a delay of a few seconds (following
from an availability attack) may lead to irreparable harm
to the national economy and security [18].

Communication Networks

 

Historian SCADA 

Servers

Workstations
     

Other Application 

Servers

Communication 

Equipments

Control Center

Other Sections of 

a Critical 

Infrastructure

Corporate LAN

Firewall

Other Control 
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Figure 1: Control center in critical infrastructures

The aforementioned security concerns serve as con-
tributing factors to change our mind set about the level
of security that can be achieved through conventional se-
curity approaches (i.e., prevention and detection [15]) es-
pecially for critical infrastructures.

To satisfy the mentioned security requirements, a
promising mechanism called intrusion tolerance has come
to existence and it has received considerable attention in
recent years [3–5, 7, 20, 22, 26, 27, 31, 38, 40, 47]. Intrusion

tolerance is concerned with the fact that it is always prob-
able for a system to be vulnerable to security compromise
as well as for some attacks to be launched successfully
on a system [40]. In spite of these assumptions, intrusion
tolerance mechanisms ensure that the system prolongs its
normal activities (or acts in a degraded mode providing
only essential services) even when it is under attack or
partially compromised. Thus, rather than preventing in-
trusions from happening in the system, they are tolerated
by adopting and triggering appropriate mechanisms such
as redundancy, diversity, rejuvenation, and so on.

In this paper, we propose an Intrusion Tolerant Sys-
tem (ITS) architecture to enhance the availability and
self-healing capabilities of critical infrastructures while
decreasing the associated cost with intrusion tolerance
techniques.

The main contributions of our research can be summa-
rized as follows:

• We highlight the importance of intrusion tolerance
approach which raises the possibilities for enhanc-
ing the security of crucial components in critical in-
frastructures, particularly control centers and Super-
visory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) sys-
tems.

• An ITS architecture is proposed to enhance the level
of security in control centers of critical infrastruc-
tures.

• To provide the availability and self-healing capabili-
ties required by critical infrastructures, special focus
is placed on redundancy and rejuvenation as two in-
trusion tolerance techniques. Also, we propose dy-
namic redundancy level and hybrid and hierarchical
recovery algorithms to alleviate the substantial cost
associated with these techniques.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
a detailed analysis of intrusion tolerance as a promising
security solution for critical infrastructures. Moreover,
the most commonly used intrusion tolerance techniques
are presented and a comparison is made between some
of existing ITS architectures. In Section 3, a detailed
discussion on the proposed intrusion tolerant architecture
(its modules and embedded algorithms) for control centers
of critical infrastructures is presented. The security and
cost analysis of the proposed ITS architecture is provided
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws the conclusion. It
should be noted that the terms recovery and rejuvenation
are used interchangeably throughout this paper.

2 Intrusion Tolerance for Critical
Infrastructures

Intrusion tolerance is commonly referred to as the third
generation of security technologies [14] which provides
complementary features to conventional security mech-
anisms, i.e., prevention and detection. It shows enormous
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potential to be adopted and deployed in critical infras-
tructures’ control centers in which the correct service and
availability is of great importance. The impacts of avail-
ability violation in critical infrastructures are substantial
and affect the physical world. The possible consequences
of service disruption in critical infrastructures range from
financial loss to human loss. As an instance in the context
of smart grid, a compromised server in control center may
result in sending misleading data to the field device. This
attack affects the availability (i.e., not allowing unautho-
rized access and providing correct service). The viable
consequences may be equipment damage (if control com-
mands that are sent to the field device lead to overload
conditions), blackouts or safety issues (if a line is ener-
gized while linemen are in the field servicing the line). To
increase the availability of critical infrastructures’ control
centers the self-healing capabilities are essential. Recov-
ery mechanisms enable the self-healing feature for critical
infrastructures, thus in this paper we placed especial fo-
cus on rejuvenation mechanisms in order to enhance the
availability.

Intrusion tolerance and its paradigms (e.g., replication
and recovery) enable secure and normal operation of the
control centers of critical infrastructures, even when the
system is being attacked or partially compromised. The
primary goal of intrusion tolerance is to tolerate malicious
events and sustained attacks as well as masking, removing
or recovering from intrusions. Thus, intrusion tolerance
measures avert security failures and aid to maintain the
availability of the system. Moreover, intrusion tolerance
places emphasis on the impact of the attack rather than
the cause of it [41].

During the last decade, various research have been
conducted on intrusion tolerance and multiple intrusion
tolerant architectures with specific features and applica-
tions have been proposed. The Willow architecture [17],
COCA [48], DIT [39], MAFTIA [34], SITAR [44],
SCIT [3], Crutial [5], FOREVER [30] and Generic in-
trusion tolerant architecture for web servers [27] exem-
plify a number of the proposed ITS architectures. Some
of these architectures are application-specific. For in-
stance, the goal of COCA is to provide a secure and
fault-tolerant Certification Authority (CA) while Cru-
tial is a distributed firewall-like intrusion tolerant system
for critical infrastructures protection such as power grid.
But primarily, enhancing the security and availability of
distributed services, Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS)
servers and critical information systems have called for
designing such architectures.

There are several intrusion tolerance techniques that
are commonly used in intrusion tolerant systems. Some
of the main techniques are as follows:

• Replication: Space redundancy or replication in-
volves physical resource redundancy which is a key
building block of many intrusion tolerant systems.

• Diversity: Replication suffers from the underlying
problem of fate sharing for replicas [33, 43]. If an

attacker discovers and exploits a vulnerability in one
replica, it is highly likely that all replicas are sus-
ceptible to the same threat. Thus, diversity (usually
in its most common form which is operating system
diversity [10]) serves as a solution to alleviate this
problem.

• Rejuvenation: Rejuvenation involves the restoration
of a replica to a pristine state to eliminate the likely
effects of intrusions or faults [43]. It can be triggered
reactively following from intrusion detection or car-
ried out proactively and periodically.

• Voting: Voting algorithms are employed to reach a
consensus on the valid and final output of non-faulty
replicated components in an ITS. Using Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT) agreement protocols or some
criteria such as edit distance (e.g., hamming dis-
tance) and hash codes make the comparison feasible.
Voting contributes to masking and tolerating intru-
sions [43].

• Secret Sharing: Secret sharing or threshold scheme
is based on the idea of concealing a piece of informa-
tion by splitting it into several shares and distribut-
ing among participants in a manner that specific sub-
sets of the shares are required to rebuild the initial
data [1, 6, 25]. This intrusion tolerance technique
has been used in ITS architectures, e.g., COCA (a
distributed certification authority) and its main pur-
pose is providing confidentiality and integrity. Since
in this paper our main goal is to provide availability
and self-healing capabilities as the top security prior-
ities for the critical infrastructures, we do not include
secret sharing method in our proposed architecture.

• Proxy: Proxies serve as additional layers of defense
between replicated servers and clients.

3 Proposed ITS Architecture

Typical intrusion tolerant systems have single primary fo-
cus. For instance, Scalable Intrusion Tolerant Architec-
ture for Distributed Services (SITAR) is detection trig-
gered, and Self Cleansing Intrusion Tolerance (SCIT) is
recovery based. Some ITS architectures (e.g., Crutial) ap-
ply a hybrid rejuvenation approach (i.e., both proactive
and reactive recovery) that enhances the level of security,
but the complexity and cost of redundancy and recovery
increases enormously. Based on our feasibility studies,
using adaptive redundancy as well as a hybrid and hier-
archical rejuvenation approach assists in reducing the in-
curred cost. Also, the specific requirements of the critical
infrastructures’ control centers (e.g., self-healing capabil-
ities, delay sensitivity) underscore the need for a new ITS
architecture that suits these systems.

By securing the software systems that manage the sub
systems of the control centers, we would be able to mit-
igate the consequences of cyber security incidents that
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Figure 2: The proposed ITS architecture

affect the physical domain (e.g., blackouts in smart grid)
and subsequently, enhancing the cyber-physical security
of critical infrastructures’ control centers. Our proposed
ITS encompasses a rich blend of a wide spectrum of dif-
ferent intrusion tolerance techniques. As illustrated in
Figure 2, the proposed system comprises five modules,
namely replication & diversity module, auditing module,
consolidator module, reconfiguration module and proxy
module. The role and working principles of the aforemen-
tioned modules are elucidated in the following sections.
In general, our proposed system is a security architecture
that can be hosted by a dedicated server (including au-
diting module, consolidator module, reconfiguration mod-
ule and proxy module) that manages a number of phys-
ical/virtual replicas (in replication & diversity module).
These replicas run one or more critical applications in
control centers as well as agents of the proposed ITS.

It should be noted that in the proposed ITS architec-
ture the emphasis is placed on offering algorithms for au-
tomatic and hierarchical rejuvenation as well as managing
replication and rejuvenation mechanisms cost-effectively.
This is due to the importance of availability and self-
healing capabilities for the critical infrastructure along
with addressing the issue of substantial cost incurred
by intrusion tolerance techniques. In essence, recovery-
oriented computing is a vital aspect of a self-healing sys-
tem [11] such as critical infrastructure. Intrusion toler-
ance techniques such as redundancy and rejuvenation con-
tribute towards provisioning availability and self-healing
characteristics. Moreover, to avoid the proposed ITS from
being compromised by the intruders, it is assumed that
all the components’ tasks and their communications are
performed in a trusted platform. Proxy module also helps
to enhance the security of the ITS.

3.1 Replication & Diversity Module

Replication in ITSs is usually integrated with Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (BFT) algorithms in which the number of
replicas is required to be 3f + 1 to tolerate f faulty repli-
cas. As a result, a fault/intrusion tolerant distributed
system is obtained which is enabled to tolerate f Byzan-
tine (i.e., arbitrary) faults. The aforementioned arbitrary
faults model accidental faults or malicious attacks and in-
trusions. Specifically, the key idea of BFT algorithms is
to enable a system to automatically continue correct op-
eration despite the fact that some of its components show
arbitrary, probably malicious behavior. BFT algorithms
have already been adopted to design intrusion tolerant
services such as network file systems, cooperative backup,
large scale storage and certification authorities [42].

The replication & diversity module consists of a num-
ber of replicas for a critical entity (usually a physical
server running crucial applications such as Master Ter-
minal Unit (MTU) or historian databases as shown in
Figure 1) in the control centers of the critical infrastruc-
tures. In addition, with regard to different levels of se-
curity needed in different points of the critical infrastruc-
tures, this module can be modified accordingly. The repli-
cas can be physically distributed (i.e., in different ma-
chines) for application such as automatic grid separation
in emergency states. As another example in the context
of smart grid, the replication module can be utilized in
substations with replicas as virtual machines running in
the same host. Although the system does not tolerate
physical faults, it may provide adequate protection for
substations in smart grid. Similar approach has been used
in [5].

In this module, the number of replicas is assumed to
be 2f +1+kmax (to tolerate f faulty/compromised repli-
cas provided that there are trusted components) and the
value of f and kmax (f, kmax ≥ 1) are indicated in the
deployment time. A similar approach also used to design
a distributed firewall-like protection device named Cru-
tial Information Switch (CIS) in [5]. kmax denotes the
maximum possible number of concurrent recoveries. The
reason why the value of kmax is added to the number of
replicas will be discussed in the reconfiguration module
section.

As mentioned before, diversity decreases the possibil-
ity of being vulnerable to the same intrusion for different
replicas. In the proposed ITS, all replicas have operat-
ing system diversity to decrease the probability of sharing
the same vulnerabilities. Operating system is considered
a vital element of each replica on account of hosting the
SCADA system and other critical components in control
centers. Subsequently, any misconfiguration or vulnera-
bility in it may bring down the SCADA system and causes
the adversaries achieve breakthroughs [23]. Hence, oper-
ating system diversity proves an appropriate approach for
applying diversity to replicas. However, the number of
existing and tailored operating systems are limited, thus
the diversity level is confined to this number. To have
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an effective system using both redundancy and diversity,
the redundancy level and diversity level are expected be
equal. More specifically, if the total number of replicas is
assumed to be 2f + 1 +kmax, the ideal degree of diversity
should be the same. By using a different operating system
in each replica, it is less probable that the replicas suffer
from similar vulnerabilities. If the diversity degree is less
than redundancy degree, at least two replicas will have
the same operating system and consequently will experi-
ence the same fate in the event of intrusions. In contrast,
if we assume the diversity degree more than redundancy
degree, part of the diversity level is useless since it is not
applied to any replica.

3.2 Consolidator Module

In this module, the outputs are inspected and then con-
solidated into one. More specifically, this module aims at
examining the responses/outputs of the replicas to iden-
tify possible infected/compromised ones. It is composed
of the following sub modules.

• Inspector: Acceptance testing [45] as an intrusion tol-
erance technique is entailed in the inspector module.
It involves application-specific checks with regard to
the security policy to ensure the sanity of outgoing
data (e.g, control commands that are sent to sub-
stations in critical infrastructure) from the replicas.
Any symptom of security compromise detected by it
will trigger the reactive recovery sub module in the
reconfiguration module. In contrast with SITAR, ac-
ceptance testing is only performed on the outgoing
data in our proposed ITS architecture. This would
result in decreasing the delay imposed by the pro-
posed ITS for processing the incoming data in critical
systems such as smart grid control systems that are
delay sensitive. The incoming data must satisfy the
time requirements otherwise it is not useful. Also,
some preliminary check on the incoming data can be
performed by proxies. In contrast, due to the crucial
importance of the outgoing data which are usually
the control commands in critical systems their sanity
and correctness should be tested before letting them
leave the system.

• Voting: This sub module is intended for masking the
impacts of intrusions as well as ensuring the integrity
of replicas outputs. Based on a voting algorithm, it
seeks for the correct output by comparing the redun-
dant outputs from the active replicas that passed the
inspector. In this way, it will arrive at a consensus
on the final desired output to be passed to the proxy
module. This output can be a command or informa-
tion from the control centers destined for a device or
component in critical infrastructures.

3.3 Reconfiguration Module

Reconfiguration module consists of two sub modules
namely, automatic rejuvenation and manual restoration.
When the proposed ITS is able to mask an intrusion, it
uses the automatic rejuvenation sub module, otherwise it
takes advantage of restoration which involves human in-
tervention. Manual restoration happens when for instance
the system is targeted by DoS attacks and only capable
of provisioning the essential services. The sub modules
descriptions are provided in the following sections.

Automatic rejuvenation: Automatic rejuvenation
mostly addresses the required self-healing capabilities of
critical infrastructures. In the event of detecting an ab-
normal behavior of a replica or periodically, it triggers a
recovery for the respective replica. Also, automatic reju-
venation enables the concurrent rejuvenation of at most k
(1 ≤ k ≤ kmax) replicas out of 2f + 1 + kmax (total num-
ber of replicas). The assumption for the total number
of replicas eliminates the impact of compromised repli-
cas (at most f) and recovery on the availability of the
system. It should be noted that k has a fixed value in
Crutial (usually k = 1) whereas the value of k is dynamic
in our proposed ITS architecture.

In this module, a hybrid rejuvenation approach, i.e.,
proactive and reactive recovery, has been used to address
the shortcomings of the two aforementioned rejuvenation
approaches. Reactive recovery mainly relies on the un-
derlying intrusion detection methods and subsequently is
subjected to the same drawbacks such as inability to de-
tect unknown attacks and false positives. In contrast,
proactive recovery can compensate for dormant or un-
detected intrusions. By assuming an asynchronous dis-
tributed system model and proactive recovery and it is
not possible to guarantee that recoveries are performed
within known time bounds. Thus, we have used a hybrid
distributed system model that uses some trusted compo-
nents to ensure that replicas are always rejuvenated in
accordance to predefined time bounds.

A hybrid rejuvenation mechanism will enhance the per-
formance of the system through decreasing the possible
duration of time a compromised replica may disrupt the
normal operation of the system [31].

To come up with a cost-effective and hybrid rejuvena-
tion mechanism, we were inspired by a hierarchical re-
active recovery method that has been proposed recently
in [14]. This model eliminates the need for complete re-
covery when the system is partly compromised. The mer-
its of this model can be considered as reduced total re-
covery time, improved flexibility and dependability.

In the proposed ITS architecture, reactive recovery can
be triggered externally and at the system level by the
consolidator module or internally (within a replica) in a
hierarchical fashion (including process level recovery and
system level recovery). Proactive recovery is performed
periodically by choosing an active replica based on small-
est rejuvenation time stamp in a hierarchical manner. It
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is triggered by the proactive recovery sub module of the
reconfiguration module. The details of the proposed re-
juvenation algorithm are provided in Section 3.6.

Manual restoration: This sub module is triggered
when the intrusion (whether detected or not) is non-
maskable (e.g., more than f replicas have been compro-
mised). This may cause the system to be in graceful
degradation mode, stopped functioning mode or complete
failure mode all of which require human intervention and
corrective measures to return to the normal working state.

3.4 Auditing Module

This module maintains audit logs for all modules. The
logs would be useful for security administrator to monitor
and analyze the operation of the system.

3.5 Proxy Module

The Proxy module is placed on the boundary of the ITS
architecture where the data comes in or goes out. The
proxy module shields the internal structure of the ITS
from attackers as well as acting as a load balancer.

The incoming data go through the proxy module as
the first layer of defense. This data is then forwarded
to the replication & diversity module to be dealt with.
Moreover, the control commands from the SCADA system
(outgoing data in Figure 2) pass the proxy to reach the
devices or other components of critical infrastructures.

Proxy module is composed of several proxies located in
different virtual machines that have diversity in their op-
erating systems and are managed by a controller. Proxies
can have three modes, namely online, offline, and cleans-
ing. The number of online proxies can be one or more
based on the decision of the controller. Depending on a
defined exposure time for proxies and a round-robin algo-
rithm, the controller deals with the rotation and chang-
ing turn between proxies [3]. When the exposure time
requirement for a proxy is met, it will go through the re-
juvenation process (or cleansing process) and will be in
cleansing mode. Then, its mode will be altered to offline
mode and it will be ready to be chosen by the controller
to go online.

3.6 Cooperative Operation of Replica-
tion and Reconfiguration Modules

In the proposed ITS architecture, we mainly focus on two
intrusion tolerance techniques, namely redundancy and
rejuvenation. The cooperative operation of replication
and rejuvenation module provides availability and self-
healing features in a cost-effective manner. This would
assist in enhancing the level of security while reducing
the cost.

Hybrid and hierarchical rejuvenation algorithm:
While in [14] the hierarchical recovery is performed at
three levels and only applies to reactive recovery, our pro-
posed algorithm employs a hierarchical recovery strategy
at two levels (i.e., process level and system level) for both
proactive and reactive rejuvenations. It should be noted
that a process is defined as an instance of a computer
program. A process can be a system process such as
a background process for logging and monitoring or an
application process such as Internet Explorer or any ap-
plication that is running on a SCADA server or other
application servers in a control center in critical infras-
tructure. Algorithm 1 shows the proposed hybrid and hi-
erarchical rejuvenation mechanism which is provided by
the cooperation of replication & diversity and reconfigu-
ration modules. Process manager is a module executed
in each active replica to handle the process level recovery.
At the deployment time, critical processes in the replicas
are identified. With regard to this, there are two sets of
processes, namely active set (includes running processes)
and standby set. To differentiate between reactive process
level recovery and proactive process level recovery, the
process manager includes two components, namely PLRR
(Process Level Reactive Recovery) and PLPR (Process
Level Proactive Recovery).

PLRR (Line 1 in Algorithm 1) acts as a type of host-
based IDS which features self-healing capabilities. Based
on a timeout period, it examines the pool of active pro-
cesses. In the event of finding any suspected process,
PLRR will obtain the relevant checkpoint, kills the pro-
cess and activates its peer from the standby set (if there
is any) otherwise the system level reactive recovery (SLR-
RTriggered denotes a system level reactive recovery) may
be performed.

PLPR (Line 15 in Algorithm 1) deals with process level
proactive recovery. After a timeout period which is set
in the proactive recovery sub module of the reconfigura-
tion module, a proactive rejuvenation signal is sent to the
replica with the least rejuvenation time stamp. In this
case, if there are standby processes available for all the
critical active processes, the PLPR will replace each ac-
tive process with its peer from the standby set in a similar
way to PLRR. However, if the aforementioned condition
is not satisfied, the proactive recovery (SLPRTriggered in-
dicates a system level proactive recovery) may be carried
out at system level for the respective replica.

The process level recovery is time-saving compared to
system level recovery as well as it is more secure since it
mainly involves internal information and communication
exchange in a machine. Moreover, it does not require the
replica to go offline for performing the recovery and causes
less overhead on the replica.

Dynamic redundancy level algorithm: The total
number of replicas represents the redundancy or diversity
level (we assume that they have the same value). The re-
dundancy level is a linear and increasing function of f and
k. However, increasing f will have more impact on the
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Algorithm 1 Hierarchical recovery

1: Begin
2: if PLRR− timeout then
3: Detection&Polling();
4: for all the suspected processes (j) in replica i do
5: if Process[j].StandbyAvailable() then
6: Process[j].ObtainCheckpoint(Suspect);
7: Process[j].Kill(Suspect);
8: Process[j].ActivateStandby();
9: Reset respective recovery timer

10: else
11: Replica[i].SLRRTriggered = True;
12: Exit the for loop
13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: if PLPR− timeout then
17: Polling();
18: for all the processes (j) in replica i do
19: if Process[j].StandbyAvailable() then
20: Process[j].ObtainCheckpoint(Suspect);
21: Process[j].Kill(Suspect);
22: Process[j].ActivateStandby();
23: Reset respective recovery timer
24: else
25: Replica[i].SLPRTriggered = True;
26: Exit the for loop
27: end if
28: end for
29: end if
30: End

increase of the number of replicas compared to k. This
means that increasing f incurs more resource cost. Hav-
ing less impact on the resource cost, increasing the value
of k would lead to increase in the cost of recovery which
may be more preferable to the resource cost increase fol-
lowing from increasing the value of f .

Having a dynamic redundancy level is regarded as an
effective way to cut the resource cost and recovery cost
to a certain extent. An adaptive redundancy level algo-
rithm has been offered in [27] based on attack and alert
severity. It provides a triplex regime for critical applica-
tions, i.e., three web servers out of N web servers process
each client request. This regime can be dynamically in-
creased provided that the attack rate increased. After
a specific period of time with no compromise detection,
the regime will be decreased. Three algorithms for dy-
namic redundancy design have been presented in [24] for
NAN (Neighbourhood Area Network) gateways in crit-
ical infrastructure which considered availability thresh-
old and cost minimization. Our proposed dynamic re-
dundancy algorithm is integrated with recovery mecha-
nism and handled by the automatic rejuvenation module.
Considering the possible maximum redundancy/diversity
level (MaxRL = MaxDL = 2f + 1 + kmax) as an up-
per bound for the total number of replicas, the offered

adaptive redundancy level algorithm involves increasing
the value of k (Line 7 in Algorithm 2) based on the
number of system level recovery signals sent to the re-
configuration module. If the number of ongoing rejuve-
nations is equal to k and RL < MaxRL (RL denotes
redundancy level and it is equal to 2f + 1 + k which is
the number of active or under recovery replicas), then
a new incoming system level rejuvenation signal would
result in increasing the number of k by one, otherwise
(if k = kmax, i.e, RL = MaxRL) the recovery signal is
ignored by the automatic rejuvenation module. After a
time-out period, if the number of ongoing rejuvenations
is less than k, this value is reduced by 1. We can also
conclude that the number of standby replicas is calcu-
lated by subtracting the value of (RL) from the value of
(MaxRL) in each moment. Algorithm 2 illustrates the
adaptive redundancy algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Dynamic redundancy level

1: Begin
2: k = 1;
3: RL = 4;
4: MaxRL = 6;
5: while true do
6: if SLRRTriggered ‖ SLPRTriggered then
7: if OngoingRejs = k && RL < MaxRL then
8: k + +;
9: RL+ +;

10: OngoingRejs+ +;
11: Reset respective recovery timer
12: else
13: if OngoingRejs < k then
14: OngoingRejs+ +;
15: end if
16: end if
17: end if
18: if RL− timeout then
19: if OngoingRejs < k then
20: k −−;
21: RL−−;
22: end if
23: end if
24: end while
25: End

3.7 A Case Study: Trojan Horse Attack
on Smart Grid Control Centers

For the benefits of readers we describe the working prin-
ciple of the proposed ITS architecture by an attack sce-
nario in the context of smart grid. Suppose a possible
intrusion scenario in which an attacker (an outsider or a
malicious insider) has bypassed prevention or even detec-
tion mechanisms and has gained access to the SCADA
system in smart grid (this attack can be considered as
privilege escalation). Subsequently, he/she tries to infect
one or more replicas of a critical component. Figure 3
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Figure 3: Case study: Trojan horse

depicts a SCADA server that has been compromised by
a Trojan horse. It is less probable that more than one
replica be infected by this attack since there is diversity
in the operating systems of the replicas (all of them are
not vulnerable to the same type of attack). We can con-
sider more than one type of attack (not only Trojan horse)
on the system but due to the diverse replicas it is highly
unlikely that more than one replica affected by the same
type of attack. As long as the current redundancy level
is less than or equal to the maximum allowed by the ITS,
there can be faulty replicas that have been intruded even
by more than one type of attack (whether unknown at-
tack or known attack). It is possible that the adversary
causes the replica become malfunctioned by running a
Trojan and changing some system files which may result
in sending inappropriate control commands (in case of
automatic operation). However, the command must first
pass the consolidator. It is highly probable that the com-
promised replica(s) being recognized (due to the fact that
the replicas have different operating systems, all of them
may not be infected by the same attack targeted at a
special type of vulnerability, and thus the generated re-
sponses would be different) by the inspector (using detec-
tion capabilities) and the infected replicas would undergo
reactive recovery. Another possibility is that the infected
outputs may be masked by the voting module. In addi-
tion, process manager running in each replica may detect
the infection and trigger the process level rejuvenation.
Even if the intrusion tolerance mechanisms fail to detect
the intrusion, it is possible that the attack’s impact is
masked through proactive recovery (whether at process
level or system level). During the performance of attack
masking measures by the proposed ITS, if the number
of required concurrent rejuvenations becomes more than
current RL (RL < MaxRL), the redundancy level will
be increased adaptively (at most up to MaxRL).

3.8 Comparison of Existing ITS Archi-
tectures and the Proposed ITS Ar-
chitecture

The intrusion tolerance techniques can be utilized to an-
alyze and compare different intrusion tolerant architec-

tures. Some representatives of existing ITS architectures
have been compared by conducting qualitative analyses
in [22,26]. Table 1 depicts such analysis with emphasis on
the paradigms of intrusion tolerance employed in several
ITSs. The spectrum of architectures have distinct fea-
tures. In this paper, we conduct a comparative analysis
to enable a clear reflection of their respective attributes.
Moreover, our provided comparison encompasses a higher
volume of ITSs.

As it can be seen in Table 1, replication and diver-
sity are the techniques adopted by almost all of the
ITSs. The adaptive redundancy that has been employed
in the ITS for web servers and our proposed architec-
ture contributes towards reducing the redundancy cost.
Although design diversity (e.g., using different operat-
ing systems) is the dominant type of diversity used by
the ITSs, FOREVER and Crutial can employ time diver-
sity (i.e., rejuvenation introduces diversity). Some ITSs
such as FOREVER, Willow and Crutial apply a hybrid
recovery method whereas others like SCIT only use proac-
tive recovery. To the best of our knowledge, none of the
existing ITSs utilizes the hierarchical recovery strategy
introduced in [14]. However, as mentioned earlier, our
proposed ITS architecture uses a hybrid and hierarchical
recovery approach which decreases the recovery cost. One
of the indirection techniques that is widely preferred is the
use of proxies as the mediator between the COTS servers
and the outside network. Intrusion detection methods
whether anomaly-based or signature-based are very com-
mon among the ITSs. Byzantine agreement algorithms
and secret sharing are the other intrusion tolerant mech-
anisms that have been implemented in some of the ar-
chitectures. Among the ITSs shown in Table 1, SCIT
and SITAR have drawn more attention in published in-
trusion tolerance research and investigated with regard
to their performance [9,19,21,38]. In addition, interested
readers can find useful hints about implementation of the
proposed architecture in existing architectures as stated
in [3, 5, 44, 46]. For instance, the SCIT has used Vir-
tual Box as the virtual machine monitor and setup four
Ubuntu 9.04 server edition on each machine. This ap-
proach may be applied to the replicated servers in our
proposed architecture.

4 Performance Evaluation

This section is divided into two parts namely, security
analysis and cost analysis. Security analysis using a semi
Markov model shows the effectiveness of the hybrid reju-
venation approach to enhance the security whereas cost
analysis demonstrates the cost-effectiveness of the pro-
posed algorithms.

4.1 Security Analysis

Security quantification of the proposed ITS architecture
is needed for assessing the outcome of the desired perfor-
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mance measures as well as performance comparison with
other architectures. To achieve this goal, a state-space
model is developed that incorporates an attacker’s be-
havior along with the system’s response to an attack or
intrusion [9, 12, 19, 21, 38]. State transition diagrams as-
sist in the evaluation of the transitions impacted by the
inter-domain dependencies in the cyber-physical systems.
They describe how the attacker’s actions cause transitions
to failure states [32]. The main advantage of state transi-
tion models is the ability to provide a fine-granular system
description which includes the dynamic behavior of sys-
tem [13]. Moreover, these models are tailored to model
immense and complex systems such as the critical infras-
tructures. In this paper we utilize Semi-Markov Process
(SMP) which is a generalization of both continuous and
discrete time Markov chains which allows arbitrary state
holding time distribution functions, probably relying on
both the current state and on the state to be visited af-
terwards [8]. We place focus on the evaluation of the sen-
sitivity of the steady-state availability and Mean Time
To Security Failure (MTTSF) as performance measures
to variations in model parameters (i.e., pI and hG). The
same approach has been used in [19,21,38]. A comparison
between the proposed ITS and two of the existing ITSs,
namely SITAR and SCIT has been made using these pa-
rameters. The aforementioned architectures have been
chosen for comparison with our proposed ITS firstly, due
to their main focus on improving availability which is the
top security priority in critical infrastructures and sec-
ondly due to their popularity compared to other existing
ITS architectures. The analytical evaluation has been
carried out using MATLAB simulator.

4.1.1 System Model

The derived state transition diagram for the proposed
ITS is shown in Figure 4. Considering both reactive
and proactive intrusion tolerance measures (particularly
in terms of the hybrid rejuvenation mechanism as the case
in our proposed ITS and also in Crutial) differentiates this
state transition diagram from its peer in [19]. Thus, it
can serve as a generic model for analyzing the behavior of
various ITS architectures.This state transition diagram
incorporates different security related states of the ITS
and their respective interrelationships. Table 2 presents
these security states and their corresponding descriptions.

The system changes from one state to the other during
its functional lifespan following from normal usage, abuse,
maintenance and corrective measures, failures, and so on.
Therefore, the behavior of the system is portrayed as the
transitions between the states and each transition corre-
sponds to a specific event. Since the interval between the
transition from one state to the other (i.e., state holding
time or inter event time) is inclined to be random, its un-
derlying process is defined as a stochastic process [13].
In our system, this process is associated with arbitrary
probability distributions, thus, it can be modeled using
an SMP.

Table 2: Different states of the system and their
respective descriptions

State Description
G Good
V Vulnerable
I Intruded

DMC Detected Masked Compromised
UMC Undetected Masked Compromised
UNC Undetected Not masked Compromised
DNC Detected Not masked Compromised
GD Graceful Degradation
FS Fail-secure
F Failed

An SMP can be studied by finding the embedded dis-
crete time Markov chain that requires two sets of param-
eters [12,19]:

1) Mean sojourn time (i.e., state holding time) for each
state;

2) The transition probabilities between different states.

With respect to Figure 4, the Discrete Time Semi
Markov Model (DTSMM) possesses a discrete state space
Xs= {G, V, I, UMC, DMC, DNC, UNC, FS, F} for which
hi indicates the mean sojourn time in state i ∈ Xs and
pij represents the transition probabilities between states
i and j (i, j ∈ Xs).

4.1.2 Availability Formulation and Analysis

We analyze the sensitivity of the availability with respect
to two parameters, including the probability of intrusion
(pI) and the mean time to resist becoming vulnerable to
intrusions (hG) [35, 36]. The steady-state availability A
is defined as the probability that the system is in one of
normal functioning states. One approach to determine
the availability is to pinpoint what the unavailable states
(i.e., states FS, F and UNC) are. Thus, the steady-state
availability A can be formulated as,

A = 1− (πUNC + πFS + πF) (1)

where πi, i ∈ {UNC,FS, F} denotes the steady-state
probability of being in state i for the SMP, that can be
computed as,

πi =
νihi∑
νjhj

, i, j ∈ Xs (2)

where hi indicates the mean state holding time in state
i and νi denotes the embedded Discrete Time Markov
chain (DTMC) steady-state probability in state i. We
can derive νis from the following two equations,

ν = ν · P (3)∑
i

νi = 1, i ∈ Xs (4)
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Table 1: Comparative analysis of intrusion tolerant architectures (Y: Yes, N: No, O: Optional)

COCA DIT Willow SITAR SCIT MAFTIA Crutial FOREVER ITS for web servers Proposed architecture
Replication Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Diversity N Y Y Y O Y Y Y Y Y

Proactive Recovery Y Y Y N Y N Y Y Y Y
Reactive Recovery N Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y

Hierarchical Recovery N N N N N N N N N Y
Voting/BFT Agreement Y Y N Y N Y Y Y N Y

Proxy N Y N Y N N N N Y Y
Intrusion Detection Capabilities Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y

Secret Sharing Y N N N N Y N N N N
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Figure 4: State transition diagram for the proposed ITS

where the P is the transition probability matrix of the
corresponding DTMC for the proposed ITS,

P =



G V I DMC UNC UMC DNC FS GD F

G 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 1− pI 0 pI 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 pDM pUN pUM pDN 0 0 0
DMC 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
UNC 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
UMC 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DNC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pFS pGD pF

FS 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
GD 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



In this paper, the mean state holding times hi for all
the states of DTMC have been assumed to have the same
values as [19] except for the state UMC which is a new
state (corresponding to proactive recovery) for our pro-
posed ITS.

Finally, by using Equations (1)-(4), the steady-state
availability (AP) of our proposed ITS is computed as,

Ap = 1−
hUNCpIpUN + hFpIpDNpF + hFSpIpDNpFS

hG + hV + pI(hI + hDMCpDM + hUNCpUN + hUMCpUM

+ hDNCpDN + hGDpDNpGD + hFSpDNpFS + hFpDNpF) (5)

In a similar manner, the steady-state availability for
SITAR (ASITAR) and SCIT (ASCIT) are derived as,

ASITAR = 1−
hUNCpIpUN+hF

pIpDNpF + hFSpIpDNpFS

hG + hV + pI(hI + hDMCpDM + hUNCpUN + hDNCpDN

+ hGDpDNpGD + hFSpDNpFS + hFpDNpF) (6)

ASCIT = 1− hFpIpF

hG + hV + pI(hI + hUMCpUM + hFpF)
(7)

It should be pointed out that some of the transition
probabilities may have different values or even may not
be applicable for all three ITSs. This follows from the fact
that the three ITSs do not possess the same state space
(DTSMM’s state space for SITAR does not include state
UMC whereas SCIT does not contain the states DMC,
DNC, UNC, GD and FS).

In Figure 5, the availability for SCIT falls sharply when
the probability of intrusion increases compared to the
other two ITSs. This is due to the fact that SCIT lacks
detection capabilities and only uses periodic rejuvenation.
SCIT may alleviate the impacts of attacks on the system,
but it does not identify the type of attack (if it is a known
attack) to deal with it more appropriately (e.g., trigger-
ing recovery when an attack is detected). However, its
advantage is dealing with unknown attacks. Considering
Figure 5, availability performance of the proposed ITS
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shows 0.6% and 36% improvement compared to SITAR
and SCIT respectively. Figure 6 shows the positive im-
pact of increasing the time that the system is in the good
state on the availability (i.e., the availability increases as
the hG rises). For larger values of hG, there is a slight
difference in availability performance of the three ITS. In
this figure, availability performance of the proposed ITS
presents 0.3% and 9% improvement compared to SITAR
and SCIT respectively. This is mostly due the use of the
hybrid and hierarchical recovery approach in the proposed
ITS. While proactive recovery (reflected in state UMC in
Figure 4) deals with dormant faults in the system or un-
known attacks against the system, reactive recovery (re-
flected in state DMC in Figure 4) eliminates the effects of
known attacks on the system.
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Figure 5: Impact of probability of intrusion on
availability
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Figure 6: Impact of state holding time in state G
on availability

4.1.3 MTTSF Formulation and Analysis

MTTSF is defined as the mean elapsed time for the sys-
tem to reach one of the security-compromised states (also
called absorbing states), provided that the system begins
in state G [19]. In the context of critical infrastructure, it
can demonstrate the resiliency and robustness of the pro-
posed ITS for control centers’ critical components such
as SCADA and application servers. A secure and robust
ITS is expected to have a high MTTSF when facing intru-
sions. Using a similar approach to availability analysis,
we analyze the MTTSF with regard to pI and hG param-
eters. We take advantage of an SMP with absorbing and
transient states. In the state transition diagram shown in
Figure 4, the set of states Xa = {UNC, GD, FS, F} are
considered as the absorbing states (i.e., the probability of
moving out of these states is zero). These states indicate
the security compromised states. The rest of the states
are called transient states and denoted by Xt = {G, V,
I, UMC, DMC, DNC}. The transition probability Ma-
trix M exhibits the transition probabilities between the
transient states (i.e., Q) and the states originating from
transient states to absorbing states (i.e., C) in an orga-
nized form.

M =

 Q | C
−− | −−
0 | I


Matrixes Q and C are as follows:

Q =



G V I DMC UMC DNC

G 0 1 0 0 0 0
V 1− pI 0 pI 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 pDM pUM pDN

DMC 1 0 0 0 0 0
UMC 1 0 0 0 0 0
DNC 0 0 0 0 0 0



C =



UNC FS GD F

G 0 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0
I pUN 0 0 0
DMC 0 0 0 0
UMC 0 0 0 0
DNC 0 pFS pGD pF


Then we can compute the MTTSF by the following

formula [19],

MTTSF =
∑
i∈Xt

Vihi (8)

where Vi indicates the average number of times the tran-
sient state i has been visited before the DTMC arrives
at one of the absorbing states and hi indicates the mean
state holding time in state i.

Let qi be the probability of start in state i (here, it
is assumed that the DTMC starts in state G) and qji be
the transition probability from the transient state j to the
transient state i. So, the Vis can be computed through
solving the system of equations,

Vi = qi +
∑
j

Vjqji, i, j ∈ Xt (9)
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Finally, we use Equation (8) to calculate the MTTSF for
the proposed ITS as,

MP =
hGp
−1
I + hVp

−1
I + hI + hDMCpDM + hUMCpUM + hDNCpDN

1− pDM − pUM

(10)

Using the same approach, we derive the expression for
SITAR [19] and SCIT as follows,

MSITAR =
hGp
−1
I + hVp

−1
I + hI + hDMCpDM + hDNCpDN

1− pDM

MSCIT =
hGp
−1
I + hVp

−1
I + hI + hUMCpUM

1− pUM

As illustrated in Figure 7, MTTSF has a reciprocal
relationship with the probability of intrusion, i.e., it de-
creases as the probability of intrusion rises. The proposed
ITS architecture shows improved MTTSF with regard to
pI (17% compared to SITAR and 2% compared to SCIT)
since it has more security features (e.g., proactive and re-
active recovery) and thus more system states (correspond-
ing to tolerance measures) when dealing with intrusions.

As shown in Figure 8, MTTSF ascends when the sys-
tem spends more time in state G. In this graph, the proac-
tive rejuvenation in SCIT seems to have more effects on
the MTTSF when increasing the hG in comparison with
the reactive rejuvenation in SITAR. The acquired results
show that the stability of our proposed ITS is better than
the others. The improvement in MTTSF performance is
16% and 0.8% compared to SITAR and SCIT respectively.
The acquired results for MTTSF also prove the security
enhancement of the proposed architecture compared with
the other two systems. As mentioned in availability anal-
ysis, the masking capabilities (pM) of the proposed ITS
have been improved.

4.2 Cost Analysis

One of the downside of using intrusion tolerance is the
substantial cost incurred by the underlying techniques
such as redundancy and rejuvenation. Thus, the afore-
mentioned techniques should be used meticulously. The
proposed algorithms provide assistance for using redun-
dancy and rejuvenation in an efficient manner to decrease
the incurred cost. Since there is a trade-off between cost
and security, the proposed algorithms make an effort to
maintain an accepted level of security while reducing the
associated cost. We considered two types of cost (in terms
of overhead) as follows:

• Rejuvenation cost: The rejuvenation cost is repre-
sented by the number of system level rejuvenations.

• Redundancy cost: The redundancy level can be con-
sidered as a performance metric that can repre-
sent the incurred redundancy cost. It should be
noted that the redundancy level is influenced by both
proactive and reactive rejuvenation mechanisms since
they affect the number of concurrent rejuvenations.
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Figure 7: Impact of probability of intrusion on
MTTSF
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Figure 8: Impact of state holding time in state G
on MTTSF

To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms,
a cost analysis is conducted using OMNeT++ simulator.
We consider six different simulation scenarios as follows:

• S1: Only system level proactive rejuvenation (as is
the case in SCIT)

• S2: Hierarchical proactive rejuvenation

• S3: Only system level reactive rejuvenation (it is used
as a part of reconfiguration measures in SITAR)

• S4: Hierarchical reactive rejuvenation

• S5: Hybrid system level rejuvenation (as is the case
in Crutial)

• S6: Hybrid and hierarchical rejuvenation (our pro-
posed algorithms)
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In all scenarios, the adaptive redundancy level algorithm
is used. The primary factor that differentiates one sce-
nario from another is the type of employed rejuvenation
mechanisms. Moreover, it is assumed that the system is
under sustained attack (i.e., the incoming traffic to the
ITS always includes attack traffic as well). S6 is the sce-
nario that completely shows the proposed algorithms. S1

to S6 serve as proofs of concept for the impact of using
different recovery mechanisms on the incurred cost and
security of the system.

Other assumptions and simulation parameters are as
follows. The number of replicas (whether active or under
recovery), denoted by RL, at each moment during sim-
ulation is 2f + 1 + k with the minimum value of 4 (i.e.,
f, k = 1) and maximum value of 6 (i.e., MaxRL).The
traffic distribution follows Poisson process. The time
between arrivals are exponentially distributed with rate
2ms. It is assumed that with current parameters, no fail-
ure happens (i.e., meaning the attackers are not able to
compromise more than f replicas in a way that the in-
fected replicas cannot be detected or the impact of the
intrusion cannot be masked). So, the system will always
be available and operates correctly. Moreover, the possi-
ble results will be calculated as the average over 10 runs
except for the S1 and S2 in which no randomness is used
and therefore repeating the experiment will not affect the
results. The default parameters used in our simulation
are tabulated in Table 3.

Table 3: Simulation assumptions

Parameter value

Number of runs 10

f 1

k 1,2,3

MaxRL (MaxDL) 6

Redundancy level (RL) 4-6

Number of active replicas at the beginning of the simulation 4

Simulation time 21600s

Number of critical processes in each replica 5

Number of backups for each process in per replica 3

Replica processing time exponential(0.003s)

Process level reactive rejuvenation period 300s

Process level proactive rejuvenation period 240s

System level rejuvenation time 600s

4.2.1 Simulation Results and Discussion

This section demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed
algorithms using different scenarios.

Rejuvenation cost: Figure 9 illustrates the number of
performed system level rejuvenations in distinctive sce-
narios respectively. It is shown that the total number
of carried out system level rejuvenations have been de-
creased in S6 (in which our proposed hybrid and hier-
archical recovery is used). Thus, the rejuvenation cost
is reduced while the security and resiliency enhanced us-
ing a hybrid and hierarchical rejuvenation approach. Al-
though in S2 the number and time duration of recoveries
have minimum value, the level of security and tolerance

is not satisfactory because the system only uses hierarchi-
cal proactive recovery and it does not possess detection
capability.

But as a virtue, S2 shows the effectiveness of hierarchi-
cal proactive recovery in terms of rejuvenation cost reduc-
tion compared to S1. This is also applicable to S4 which
demonstrates the desired effect of hierarchical reactive re-
covery compared to S3 in which only system level reactive
recovery is employed. Nevertheless, S4 still suffers the
problem of not being able to handle unknown and novel
attacks as well as false positives. Also, S5 (which uses hy-
brid system level rejuvenation) shows reduced rejuvena-
tion overhead compared to S1 and S3 in which proactive
and reactive system level recovery have been employed
respectively.With regard to the aforementioned issues, we
can draw the conclusion that the limitations of the first
five scenarios are alleviated in S6.
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Figure 9: Rejuvenation cost in terms of the number of
performed system level rejuvenations in each scenario

Figure 10 illustrates a detailed view of the provided
results in Figure 9. In fact, the total number of reju-
venations in each scenario is gained from calculating the
average values of these parameters for each replica over
10 simulation runs and then summing the averages (ex-
cept for S1 and S2 as mentioned earlier). Furthermore,
the redundancy level is reflected in Figure 10 by showing
zero number of recoveries and zero rejuvenation time for
the sixth replica in S1 and S2, i.e., the redundancy level is
5 (RL = 5) in these scenarios. This is mostly due to the
inability of detection in these scenarios that would result
in less number of performed concurrent rejuvenations and
consequently less changes in the in the redundancy level.

Process level and system level rejuvenations: Fig-
ure 11 displays a view of the average number of performed
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Figure 10: Average number of performed system level rejuvenations per replica for each scenario

process level rejuvenations and the average number of sys-
tem level rejuvenations in scenarios that features hierar-
chical recovery, i.e., S2, S4 and S6. In all three scenarios,
most of the rejuvenations are carried out at process level.
This shows the impact of hierarchical recovery on the re-
duction of recovery overhead resulting from system level
rejuvenations (in S1, S3 and S5 all the rejuvenations are
done at system level). In S6, the average number of pro-
cess level rejuvenations has been increased compared to
S4 and consequently the average number of system level
recoveries and rejuvenation overhead has been decreased.
Although in S2, the average number of system level re-
juvenations is less than its peer in S6, it does not satisfy
the required level of security due to lack of detection abil-
ities. Moreover, the average number of system level re-
juvenations in S2 depends on the frequency of triggering
proactive recovery as well as the number of redundant pro-
cesses related to each critical process in a replica. Assume
there is a fixed number of redundant (backup) processes
for each process. In this case, increasing the frequency of
triggering proactive recoveries would result in the rise in
the number of system level rejuvenations. In contrast, if
the frequency of proactive recovery is constant, then in-
creasing the number of backup processes assigned to each
process, would reduce the number of system level recov-
eries (while increasing the number of process level recov-
eries). As it is shown in Table 3, the number of replicated
processes is 4 for each crucial process in a replica. This
means that it is expected to have on average of 4 process
level rejuvenations per system level rejuvenation in S2.
This deterministic relation follows from the fact that S2

only employs proactive recovery approach and it does not

involve any randomness. Figure 11 confirms this matter
for S2. Although this relation is not deterministic for S4

and S6, with regard to Figure 11 we can roughly conclude
that 2 and 3 process level recoveries are performed per
system level recovery in S4 and S6 respectively. Obvi-
ously, S6 shows less system level recovery cost in this case
(more number of process level recoveries per system level
recovery).
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rejuvenations compared to system level rejuvenations
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Figure 12: The impact of false positive rate on the
undesired reactive recovery overhead

Undesired reactive rejuvenation cost: The false
positive rate of the underlying detection mechanisms is
an important factor that affects the reactive rejuvenation
overhead. With respect to false positive and true pos-
itives, we can divide the reactive rejuvenation cost into
two parts, namely desired reactive rejuvenation cost re-
sulting from true positives and undesired reactive rejuve-
nation cost because of false positives. Therefore, as it is
shown in Figure 12, the less the false positive rate is, the
less the undesired rejuvenation cost would be in scenar-
ios S3-S6. S1 and S2 are not shown in this figure since
they only contain proactive recovery. S4 and S5 show al-
most the same behaviour since proactive rejuvenation in
S5 has minor impact on decreasing the number of sys-
tem level reactive recoveries in this simulation; however,
as mentioned earlier the security has been enhanced in
S5. Moreover, because the number of performed reactive
recoveries in S3-S5 are more than S6, the undesired reac-
tive rejuvenation cost is increased sharply when the false
positive rate rises. Thus, a fool-proof ITS is expected to
have intrusion detection method with low false positive
rate which subsequently result in less undesired reactive
rejuvenation cost.

Redundancy cost: The average redundancy level at
the end of simulation in different scenarios shows the effect
of recovery mechanisms on the redundancy level (when
the system is under attack). As shown in Figure 13, while
the redundancy levels have the values of 5 and 4 for S1 and
S2 respectively, the other four scenarios end up with level
6 which is the maximum value. Thus, in this simulation
the effect of reactive recovery and hybrid recovery mecha-
nisms on the redundancy level is more than the proactive
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Figure 13: Average redundancy level at the end of
simulation in each scenario

recovery mechanism. When the system is armed with de-
tection capabilities and reactive rejuvenation as well as
proactive recovery, the possibility of increase in redun-
dancy level is more (more attacks can be handled suc-
cessful by the ITS). This follows from the fact that the
ITS tries to adapt itself to the situation to maintain the
desired availability. Thus, it increases the number of si-
multaneous rejuvenations which will have direct impact
on the redundancy level.
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Figure 14: Proactive rejuvenation frequency impact on
the redundancy level (S1)

As a proof of concept, the impact of proactive recov-
ery (S1 and S2) on the redundancy level changes can be
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Figure 15: Proactive rejuvenation frequency impact on
the redundancy level (S2)

shown. As it has been depicted in Figures 14 and 15, the
frequency of proactive rejuvenation has a direct impact
on the redundancy level and subsequently on the number
of concurrent system level rejuvenations. Three cases can
be considered as follows:

1) Rejuvenation period < rejuvenation time: if this con-
dition is met, then the probability of redundancy
level changes is increased. This is due to the fact
that most of the time the number of concurrent re-
juvenations (i.e., k) is more than 1. That is, while
one or more rejuvenations are in progress, another
rejuvenation is triggered. In Figure 14, the number
of redundancy level changes is more than its peer in
Figure 15. This follows from the adoption of hierar-
chical proactive recovery in S2 compared to S1 that
decreases the number of system level rejuvenations
and the possibility of having more than one simulta-
neous rejuvenation. This also affects the maximum
redundancy level during simulation time which is 6
for S1 and 5 almost all the time for S2. With regard
to the aforementioned issues, the conclusion can be
drawn that the redundancy cost has been declined in
S2.

2) Rejuvenation period = rejuvenation time: In this
situation, the maximum redundancy level is 5 for
both S1 and S2. Also, the shifts in redundancy level
have been reduced for both scenarios. However, it
is more tangible in S2 which involves hierarchical
rejuvenation. Obviously, S2 shows less redundancy
overhead compared to S1. Concerning the incurred
redundancy cost, this condition can be considered
as a moderate situation. Nevertheless, if the time
needed by an adversary to break into the system is
less than the time between two successive recoveries

(between two process level or system level recoveries
or between a process level and a system level recov-
ery) and the maximum redundancy level (i.e., 6) is
reached, the required security level of the system will
not be satisfied.

3) Rejuvenation period > rejuvenation time: Figures 14
and 15 illustrate no redundancy level change for S1

and S2 in this situation. So, the redundancy cost is
minimum (the maximum redundancy level is 4 and
the value of k is always 1). In spite of this advan-
tage, as mentioned before, the security requirements
may not be satisfied (the intrinsic trade-off between
security and cost).

5 Conclusion

Cyber security of critical infrastructures is a hot research
area due to the fact that these systems are tightly coupled
with ICT. The security incidents in cyber domain may
affect the physical world and may subsequently lead to
nationwide and disastrous consequences such as cascaded
failures in the whole system. The possible ramifications
would be financial loss or even loss of lives. Thus, this
paper provided an in-depth research on the significance
of using intrusion tolerance as a security approach to im-
prove the security of critical infrastructures’ control sys-
tems. An ITS architecture was proposed to be adopted
in control centers’ critical components. Using different
intrusion tolerance techniques such as replication and di-
versity (along with dynamic redundancy level), hybrid
and hierarchical recovery made the proposed ITS out-
perform two of well-known architectures, namely SITAR
and SCIT. To investigate the effectiveness of the afore-
mentioned features, analytical modelling and cost analy-
sis were conducted. The acquired results demonstrated
decrease in the incurred cost by intrusion tolerance tech-
niques enhancement while maintaining an appropriate
level of security.
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Abstract

Network vulnerabilities are common sources of many se-
curity threats. Attack models representing chains of all
possible vulnerability exploits by attackers can help locate
security flaws and pre-determine appropriate preventative
measures. To realize the full benefits of attack models, ef-
fective analysis is crucial. However, due to the size and
complexity of the models, manually pinpointing potential
critical attacks can be daunting. Thus, there is a need for
an automated analysis approach. Existing techniques are
either based on network topology alone or subjective prior
knowledge. They do not utilize domain-specific knowl-
edge. This paper presents an approach to automatically
ranking states in an attack model in the order of their
intrusion likelihoods. Using the degree of exploitability
of network vulnerabilities and the Markov property, the
proposed approach provides a tractable computation en-
hanced by domain-specific heuristic knowledge for esti-
mating such likelihoods. The paper discusses the details
of the approach, illustrates its use, and compares results
with a similar existing technique with experiments on its
performance.

Keywords: Attack graphs, security models, network vul-
nerability, network security, ranking algorithm

1 Introduction

Securing networks requires understanding of network vul-
nerabilities, which are common sources of many attacks.
Such vulnerabilities include exploitable errors in configu-
rations (e.g., ports and services enabled) or the network
service software (e.g., Apache Chunked-Code on Apache
web servers, buffer overflow on Windows XP SP2 operat-
ing environments, and TNS-Listener on Oracle software

for database servers). These vulnerabilities are unavoid-
able as long as we need the network to provide their cor-
responding services. Building attack models as chains of
all possible vulnerability exploits by attackers can help
security administrators locate security flaws and pre-
determine appropriate preventative measures. To fully
realize the practicality of attack models, effective analysis
is crucial. By analysis, we mean a systematic method for
extracting useful information for security management.

Much work in attack model analysis has been primar-
ily on visualization [9, 16, 17, 22]. Although this can help
security administrators assess overall threats to the net-
work, locating hazardous situations and locations to se-
cure networks is still a challenging task due to the size and
complexity of the attack models. Besides, visualization
often requires human expertise to observe and pinpoint
critical information. Thus, visualization can be time con-
suming and may produce inconsistent findings. There is a
need for an automated approach to attack model analysis
that can assess network security more effectively.

Several formal approaches to automatic attack model
analysis have been proposed using graph theory [10],
probabilistic analysis [21] and game theory [13]. The
probabilistic analysis by Sheyner et al. [21] estimates the
reliability of a given node (or state) in the attack model
(or attack graph) in term of the probability of an attacker
reaching his goal from the node. However, the assign-
ment of arbitrary prior probabilities of detecting each at-
tack action makes this approach ad-hoc as it relies on sub-
jective opinions. Jha et al. [10] introduced a graph-based
approach that identifies the smallest set of exploits to be
removed to prevent the network from all possible attacks
shown in a given attack model. The intent is to identify
the smallest set of counter-measures required to protect
the network. However, the choice of an appropriate set
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of counter-measures does not always depend on its size
alone. Furthermore, the approach is limited to directed
acyclic attack graphs (DAG). Lye and Wing [13] applies a
game theoretic approach to model “rational” interactions
between an attacker and a network administrator during
an attack attempt. Unlike others, this approach is not a
preventative approach and its application is restricted to
complete attack graphs.

A recent approach to attack model analysis aims to
efficiently rank the nodes of an attack model based on
the likelihood of an attacker reaching these states was
introduced by Mehta et al. [14]. The ranking provides
useful information for determining which attack path is
more vulnerable or requires more immediate attention for
network protection. The approach is based on PageR-
ank [4], a well-known link analysis algorithm for Google’s
web search engine. Unfortunately, their ranking results
are not always meaningful. This is because network in-
trusion does not have as much freedom as web browsing
where we can randomly visit any website via URLs. In
network intrusion, an attacker can only advance his attack
position to a node that has connectivity and vulnerabil-
ity to be exploited. Thus, the approach to computing the
probability of advancing each attack action to a new state
requires an adjustment. Mehta el al. introduced a mod-
ified ranking algorithm to address this issue. However,
all of the above approaches tend to view attack model
analysis as a general problem in graph theory and only
use structural topology of the attack model. None makes
use of domain-specific knowledge about network security
(e.g., vulnerability and degree of its exploitability) to ob-
tain more meaningful and accurate analysis.

This paper presents an approach to automatically an-
alyzing security attack models that ranks states in the
attack model in the order of their likelihoods of being in-
truded by an attacker. The proposed approach is most
similar to Mehta et al.’s approach [14]. However, there
are a few major differences that set this work apart from
previous work. First, we use knowledge about the ex-
ploitability of network vulnerability instead of subjective
or no prior domain-specific knowledge in estimating the
intrusion likelihoods as in Mehta et al.’s approach. In par-
ticular, our analysis proposes ExploitRank, a new heuris-
tic ranking algorithm that uses public information on the
Common Vulnerability Scoring System [7] as a measure
for quantifying the exploitability of network vulnerability.
Second, ExploitRank assumes that when an attacker has
no more vulnerability to exploit to advance to the next
state, he will give up on the current path and start find-
ing an alternative attack path from the beginning (i.e.,
at initial states). In contrast, Mehta el al.’s approach as-
sumes that an attacker may either persist on attacking
the same state (analogous to browsing a web page that
has links to itself) or decide to start over. We will show
that these slight differences yield drastically different re-
sults and that our approach produces results that better
match logics in our reasoning than those of Mehta et al.’s.
The paper has the following contributions:

1) An automated framework for protecting a computer
network against malicious attacks via attack models.

2) An enhanced ranking algorithm for analyzing large-
scale attack models by ranking possible attack states
based on their relative intrusion likelihoods.

The ExploitRank algorithm help provide priorities for
network security management. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work.
Section 3 gives preliminary concepts. Sections 4 and 5
describe and illustrate our proposed approach with some
experimental results. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Majority of research in attack model analysis includes vi-
sualization techniques [16, 17] that have been employed
to simplify an attack model. By grouping together nodes
that have the same characteristics (e.g., same locality)
into a single node, the resulting model is easier to view
and less complicated to find ways to prevent attack paths.
Because most graph visualization is semi-automated or
manual, it tends to be time consuming and the results
obtained can still be far too complex to be useful in prac-
tice. Our approach is automated and does not aim to
simplify the view of the model but helps locate critical
nodes.

Sheyner et al.’s probabilistic approach [21] employs
Markov Decision Process (MDP) to estimate reliability
of each node in the model with the probability of an at-
tacker reaching his goal from a given node. This approach
tends to be subjective and impractical since it requires as-
signments of arbitrary prior probabilities of detecting each
attack action. Our approach, however, does not require
such prior probability assignment.

A graph-based approach by Jha et al. [10] aims at find-
ing a minimum set of countermeasures to guarantee that
the attackers’ goal states will never be reached. This is
done by estimating the smallest set of attacks required to
protect the network along with the smallest set of coun-
termeasures to account for each of the attacks. Jha et
al.’s approach is limited to a DAG, where each attack
path, from an initial state to a goal state, is considered
only once, whereas our approach can be applied to any
attack graph topology.

Another approach to attack graph analysis aims at
ranking graph states by their likelihoods of being at-
tacked [14, 19]. Most of these ranking techniques are
based on the well-known PageRank algorithm [4] for rank-
ing web pages. Among these, the work that is most closely
related to our approach is Mehta et al.’s approach [14]
that modifies the transitions at the end of each attack
path to an initial state instead of every node as used in
PageRank algorithm. However, Mehta el al. treat each
node reachable from a given node to have the same degree
of vulnerability and exploitability. Unlike ours, none of
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the above approaches exploits domain-specific knowledge
about the exploitability of the network vulnerabilities.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Terms and Concepts in Network Se-
curity

Network vulnerabilities refer to the weaknesses of a tar-
get system network, for examples, security flaws in server
software (e.g., Apache Chunked-Code, Oracle with TNS
Listener software) or network configurations (e.g., en-
abled ports and services). Known vulnerabilities are pub-
licly available (e.g., [5, 18]). Vulnerability can be ex-
ploited when its preconditions are satisfied. These pre-
conditions include connectivity, access privileges on rele-
vant hosts, and network or host configurations.

A vulnerability exploit refers to an attacker’s action
to advance his attack. Typically, an exploit involves
an attacking host (the source on which an attacker per-
forms an exploit), and a victim host (the destination on
which an attacker gains benefits after the exploit has been
carried out). An exploit has two modes: local and re-
mote. To attack, the network must have vulnerabilities
and an attacker must know how to exploit them. Note
that each exploit could involve one or more vulnerabili-
ties (e.g., the “Apache Chunked-Code Buffer Overflow”
exploit involves software vulnerability (e.g., Apache web
server software Version 1.3) and configuration vulnera-
bility (e.g., Apaches default port is enabled on a victim
host). Similarly, vulnerability could be involved in more
than one exploit.

An attack model or attack graph represents the be-
havior of attackers harming a network. Each node in
the graph represents a state, typically specified by the
relevant network attributes such as connectivity between
hosts and an attacker’s access privileges. Each link rep-
resents an action that an attacker takes to gain his access
control in the network. Starting from a set of initial nodes,
an attacker can take an action that exploits the network
vulnerability to reach a set of states satisfying the attacker
goal (e.g., obtain a root privilege on a database server).
There are various forms of attack graphs (e.g., access [1],
host-centric [8], and network-based [21]). However, they
all use the same level of abstraction of attacker’s actions.
Each attack model can have multiple initial states as well
as multiple goal states.

3.2 Link Analysis and the PageRank Al-
gorithm

Ranking web pages is an important function of an Inter-
net search engine. Approaches to ranking web pages are
based on a link analysis, where we assign weights to a
hyperlinked set of web pages to approximate the relative
importance of each web page within the set. Variations of
link-based ranking algorithms include PageRank [4] and

HITS [12]. Because of its accuracy and efficiency, the
Google’s PageRank algorithm becomes one of the most
predominant ranking algorithms, whose main concepts
will be briefly described below.

The rank value of a web page indicates a probability
that a web surfer randomly clicking on links will end up
visiting the page. Thus, the sum of page rank values over
all of the considered web pages must be one. It is assumed
that the initial approximation of this probability would be
equally distributed among all web pages in the considered
collection. PageRank algorithm simulates the clicking be-
havior of a web surfer who can visit a web page either via
an incoming link to the page or picking a URL of the page
at random. The surfer who randomly clicks on links will
eventually stop. At any surfing stage, a damping factor is
the probability that the web surfer will continue surfing
using hyperlinks.

Let rt(v) be the probability of visiting web page v at
the time t, d be a damping factor and V be a set of web
pages under consideration. For a page v, out(v) and in(v)
is a set of web pages in V with an outgoing link from v,
and an incoming link to v, respectively. The page rank
value is recursively defined and its computation can be
viewed as a Markov process whose state are pages and
the links between pages represent state transitions that
are equal probable. The PageRank ’s computation is given
in the Equation (1) below.

rt+1(v) = (1− d)
∑
u∈V

rt(u)

|V |
+ d

∑
u∈in(v)

rt(u)

|out(u)|
(1)

The second part of Equation (1) represents when the
surfer continues surfing (with probability d) to page v
at time t + 1 by clicking a hyperlink, at time t, from
each page u that has an outgoing link to v (i.e., u ∈
in(v)). Because the chance of clicking each of such page
u is equally likely, the probability of visiting v from each
such u is 1/|out(u)|, assuming that u has no more than
one link to v. Alternatively, the surfer may stop using
hyperlinks (with probability 1 − d) but visit page v at
time t+ 1 by using page v’s URL from any page that the
user is at time t. The probability of visiting v via URL
from any page is 1/|V | and thus, we obtain the first part
of the equation.

To satisfy the constraint that the sum of page rank
values over all of the considered web pages at any time
must be one, a web page that has no outgoing hyperlink
is assumed to have a link pointing to itself. To see this,
consider summing rt+1(v), from Equation (1), over all v.
Thus, the left side yields one by the constraint. On the
right side of the equation, the first part gives (1− d) and
the second part becomes:

d
∑
u∈V

∑
u∈in(v)

rt(u)

|out(u)|
= d

∑
|out(u)|6=0

rt(u). (2)

The second part as shown in Equation (2) needs an
additional term, d

∑
|out(u)|=0 rt(u), to produce a total of
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Figure 1: Hyperlinks of Web pages

d in the second part of the equation so that the right side
of the equation becomes one as desired. Thus, the extra
term is required for the constraint to hold. In fact, adding
this extra term is acquired by assuming for a page with no
outgoing link to have a self-loop link. With this assump-
tion, the constraint is satisfied. As a result, Equation (1)
can be simplified as the following.

rt+1(v) =
(1− d)

|V |
+ d

∑
u∈in(v)

rt(u)

|out(u)|
(3)

The above computation iterates over time to obtain
a stable estimate of the probability distribution of each
page’s visit by random clicking behaviors. Thus, the com-
putation terminates when there is no change in the prob-
ability distribution obtained.

We now give a small example to illustrate how the
PageRank algorithm works. Figure 1 shows a collection
of five web pages where a hyperlink between the pages is
represented by a directed edge.

Based on the above web page structure, we can create
a stochastic matrix (or transition matrix ) [2] A = (aij),
where aij represents a probability that a surfer makes a
transition from page i to page j. Here we assume that
each outgoing page from the same page has equal chance
to be visited. Thus, below is a stochastic matrix cor-
responding to the hyperlinks of web pages in Figure 1.
Here B has two outgoing links to page C and D. Thus,
aBC = aBD = 1/2. Stochastic matrix is used for comput-
ing transitions in each iteration step in a Markov process.



A B C D E

A 0 1 0 0 0
B 0 0 1/2 1/2 0
C 0 0 0 1/2 1/2
D 0 1/2 0 0 1/2
E 0 0 1 0 0


Initially at t = 0, each of the five pages has the same

ranking value of 1/5 because the probability of visiting
each page is equally likely and the sum of these proba-
bilities must be one. Using a commonly used value of
d = 0.85, at t = 1, the ranking values of pages A, B, C,
D and E obtained are 0.03, 0.285, 0.115, 0.200, and 0.370,

respectively. Table 1 summarizes the results up until it-
eration 15, where the ranking values no longer change.

Table 1: Ranking results of PageRank algorithm

t rt(A) rt(B) rt(C) rt(D) rt(E)

0 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200
1 0.030 0.285 0.115 0.200 0.370
2 0.030 0.141 0.151 0.200 0.478
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14 0.030 0.099 0.072 0.103 0.696
15 0.030 0.099 0.072 0.103 0.696

As shown in the last column of Table 1, page E has
the highest value of 0.696 and therefore it has the highest
chance to be visited comparing to other pages. In fact,
the ranking order of these web pages, based on their visit
likelihoods, is E, D, B, C, A, respectively.

4 Proposed Approach

The proposed analysis applies domain-specific knowledge
to estimate the probability distribution of intrusion for
each attack state in a given attack model. Specifically, it
identifies, for each attack state, a relative chance of in-
trusion based on the degree of exploitability of its vulner-
abilities. This section describes two core components of
our analysis approach. Section 4.1 defines exploitability
as heuristics to be applied in the ExploitRank algorithm,
which is to be described in Section 4.2.

4.1 Exploitability

Our approach uses knowledge about existing network vul-
nerabilities that can be found in public databases. It is
well recognized that some vulnerability may be exploited
more easily than others. In fact, the complexity of the
vulnerability can affect its exploitability, which in turn
influences the chance of intrusion at different states of
the network attack.

We define exploitability(v) to be a function that mea-
sures a degree of difficulty in exploiting vulnerability v
with values ranging from zero to one (i.e., from the hard-
est to the easiest to exploit, or from the lowest to the
highest vulnerability). The Common Vulnerability Scor-
ing System (CVSS) [7] and severity factor provides a
standard for computing exploitability of various publicly
known vulnerabilities. Basic CVSS is based on vulner-
ability characteristics that are static over time and user
environments. There are three basic metrics: access vec-
tor, access complexity, and authentication.

Access vector represents difficulty from the access loca-
tion (e.g., local, adjacent network accessible, and network
accessible or remote) required to exploit the vulnerability.
The more remotely an attacker can exploit the vulnera-
bility, the greater the exploitability value will be. Ac-
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cess complexity indicates the level (i.e., low, medium and
high) of effort required to exploit the vulnerability after
an access to the target point is gained. For example, a
buffer overflow in an Internet server has low complexity
since the vulnerability can be exploited once an attacker
gains access of the server. The lower the complexity is,
the higher the exploitability will be. Finally, authentica-
tion is defined to measure the number of authentications
required (e.g., multiple instances, single instance, or no
instance) before network vulnerability can be exploited.
Based on the United State National Institute of Standard
and Technology [15], qualitative domain values of these
three CVSS metrics are quantified to numeric values as
the following:

Access Vector = case Access Vector of

Local access: 0.395

Adjacent network accessible: 0.646

Network accessible: 1.0

Access Complexity = case Access Complexity of

High: 0.35

Medium: 0.61

Low: 0.71

Authentication = case Authentication of

Multiple instances : 0.45

Single instance : 0.56

No authentication: 0.704

As an example, consider CVE-2006-5794, the Common
Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) in the sshd Privi-
lege Separation Monitor in OpenSSH before Version 4.5.
This vulnerability can be exploited by network accessi-
ble (i.e., remote) with no authentication, and the method
to exploit this vulnerability is of low complexity. There-
fore, access vector, authentication, and access complexity
of this vulnerability is 1.0, 0.704 and 0.71, respectively.
Thus, given a severity factor of 20, the exploitability of the
CVE-2006-5794 vulnerability can be calculated as 20 ×
AccessV ector×AccessComplexity×Aunthentication =
9.9968. Note that the exploitability of the vulnerabil-
ity in [3, 8] has a maximum value of 10. To obtain
the exploitability value ranging to a maximum of one
as defined in this paper, we divide the resulting value
by 10. This gives the exploitability(CVE-2006-5794) =
0.99968, which indicates that CVE-2006-5794 has a high
exploitability degree and thus, high vulnerability (i.e.,
easy to exploit/attack).

4.2 The ExploitRank Algorithm

ExploitRank algorithm estimates the probability distri-
bution of intrusion for each attack state in a given attack
model by applying Markov model similarly to how PageR-
ank algorithm applies the model for ranking web pages.
However, there is a subtle difference between web surfing
behaviors and network attacking behaviors.

While a web surfer can randomly pick a web page to
visit via its URL, an attacker does not have the same
freedom. In fact, an attack model provides a constraint
of how an attacker can traverse among attack states. For
example, a surfer can arrive at any web page in one sin-
gle step via URL but an attacker requires more than one
step to advance to an attack state that the target sys-
tem is completely shut down (e.g., by first gaining access
privilege of the target system followed by a few steps to
exploit the target’s vulnerability). For this reason, we
cannot employ the same recurrences of Equations (2) and
(3) for ranking exploitability in attack states.

During an attack, an attacker has options to continue
or quit attacking on a current path. We assume that if
the attacker quits attacking on the current path (because
it is too hard to lead to his goal), he will attempt on an
alternative path by starting over from one of the set of
initial states. Each of the initial state has equal chance
to be a starting point of this new attempt. On the other
hand, if he continues attacking, he will advance to each
of the possible transition states with a probability based
on how hard its vulnerabilities can be exploited (see more
details later).

Based on a Markov model, we obtain Equation (4) and
Equation (5) for computing the probability distribution
of intrusion of a given attack model where we use the
exploitability of vulnerabilities at each attack state along
with the structure of the network. The computation gives
a relative chance of intrusion for each attack state, or,
roughly speaking, a ranking of the exploitability of attack
states in the attack model. Thus, it provides a basis for
the proposed ExploitRank algorithm.

For a given security model, let rt(v) be the probability
of intrusion of attack state v at time t, I be a set of initial
states and h(u, v) be the exploitability of a vulnerability
exploit from u to v as explained in Section 4.1. We define
rt(v), a ranking score of v at time t, recursively as follows:

Case 1: v is not an initial state

rt+1(v) =
∑

u∈in(v)

rt(u) · e(u, v) (4)

Case 2: v is an initial state

rt+1(v) =
∑

u∈in(v)

rt(u) · e(u, v) +

1

|I|

 ∑
u∈V

w∈out(u)

rt(u) · ē(u,w) +
∑
u∈V

out(u)=∅

rt(u)


(5)

where e(u, v) = h(u,v)
|out(u)| and ē(u, v) = 1−h(u,v)

|out(u)| .

When v is not an initial state, the only way to attack v
is by continuing exploiting a vulnerability from any state
u to v, where u was attacked in a previous step, i.e., u ∈
in(v). The likelihood of attack from each such u depends
on the chance to intrude u, i.e., rt(u), and the likelihood
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of each vulnerability exploit from u to v, i.e., e(u, v). The
latter depends on the chance of selecting the move from
u to v out of all possible moves from u, i.e., 1/|out(u)|
and the probability based on how hard it is to apply the
exploit, i.e., h(u, v), the exploitability of the vulnerability
exploit from u to v. Thus, we obtain Equation (4).

On the other hand, when v is an initial state, an at-
tacker can reach v in two ways. First, by continuing ad-
vancement from previously intruded state as derived in
Equation (4), we can obtain the first part of Equation (5).
The other way to reach v is based on our assumption that
when the attacker gives up on the current attack path, he
will start over from any initial state. Thus, the likelihood
to intrude each initial state v depends on the chance to
intrude any possible state u, i.e., rt(u), and the chance
that the attacker will not continue exploiting a vulnera-
bility from u to start over from v. If u has a vulnerability
exploit to w, i.e., w ∈ out(u) and u is not a terminal
node, then the chance of u not to continue with this ex-
ploit and start over at v (out of all possible initial states)

is 1
|I| ×

1−h(u,w)
out(u) . However, if u is a terminal node, u does

not have an out-going exploit and by our assumption,
the chance of the attacker not to exploit the vulnerability
from u is certain. Thus, the chance of u starting over at
v becomes 1/|I|. This gives Equation (5).

Based on the recurrence equation above, we construct
the ExploitRank algorithm as shown in Algorithm 1,
where all variables are as defined. Assume that any given
attack model can be represented as a graph, G(V,E),
where V and E represents a set of attack states and a set
of vulnerability exploits, respectively. ExploitRank takes
the attack model G with an exploitability degree cor-
responding for each possible connection between attack
states as inputs. The probability distribution of network
intrusion is computed recursively and iteratively using the
stochastic matrix, defined in line 22, until the process
reaches a stationary point in line 31. The algorithm pro-
duces a relative chance of intrusion at each attack state
in a given model. This can be viewed as ranking among
attack states in the order of the exploitability of their
vulnerabilities. Next we evaluate the proposed approach
by comparing the results obtained from the ranking be-
tween with and without the proposed heuristic (i.e., ours
vs. Mehta et al.’s approach).

Note that Mehta et al. adopted the assumption used
in PageRank algorithm where the attacker (or web surfer)
may still pursue attacking (surfing) the terminal state u
with probability d, the damping factor, leaving the chance
of attacking v to be 1 − d. This difference with our ap-
proach is shown in Figure 2, where A is an initial node.
In addition, Mehta et al.’s approach does not provide an
explicit formulation of the Markov model as expressed
in the equations here. More importantly, their approach
does not take the degree of the difficulty in exploiting the
vulnerability into consideration.

Algorithm 1 ExploitRank

1: Procedure ExploitRankG(V,E), h
2: I ← asetofinitialstates
3: A← zeromatrixofsize|V | × |V |
4: t← 0
5: for each v ∈ V do
6: r0(v)← 1/|V |
7: end for
8: for each u ∈ V and v ∈ V do
9: if u ∈ in(v) then

10: e(u, v)← h(u, v)/|out(u)|
11: end if
12: if v ∈ out(u) then
13: ē(u, v)← (1− h(u, v))/|out(u)|
14: else
15: ē(u, v)← 1 {u is a terminal node}
16: end if
17: if v /∈ I then
18: w(u, v)← e(u, v)
19: else
20: w(u, v)← e(u, v) + ē(u, v)/|I|
21: end if
22: a(u, v)← a(u, v) + w(u, v)
23: end for
24: repeat
25: for each v ∈ V do
26: for each v ∈ V do
27: rt+1(v)← a(u, v)× rt(u)
28: end for
29: end for
30: t← t + 1
31: until rt+1(v) = rt(v),∀v ∈ V
32: return rvt ,∀v ∈ V
33: end procedure

5 Illustration

This section illustrates the proposed approach in details.
Consider a simple but realistic network as shown in Figure
3, where there are two service hosts: IP1 and IP2, and
an attacker’s workstation, Attacker, connecting to each of
the servers via a central router. The network has a secu-
rity requirement that “no one can obtain a root privilege
access to host IP2 ”.

Three types of vulnerabilities detected by a scanner
(e.g., Nessus [3]): (1) CVE-2006-5794 (vulnerability in
the sshd Privilege Separation Monitor in OpenSSH Ver-
sion before 4.5) (2) CVE-2006-5051 (a signal handler race
condition in OpenSSH Version before 4.4), and (3) CVE-
2004-0148 (a configuration problem on the restricted-gid
option). The first two can be exploited remotely to by-
pass the authentication process (thus, maintain a user
access level in a victim host), and to obtain a denial of
service (thus, gain a root access level in the victim host),
respectively. Local users can exploit the last vulnerabil-
ity to bypass access restrictions by changing their access
permissions of a home directory via the ftp, which causes
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Figure 2: Comparing assumptions at a terminal node

Figure 3: A simple scenario

its service program, wu-ftpd to, instead, allow access of
the root directory. We annotate each configuration of the
network in Figure 3 with its corresponding vulnerabilities
and their associated labels. For example, IP2 has two
vulnerabilities, namely CVE-2006-5794 (or v1) and CVE-
2004-0148 (or v3). More details of these common standard
vulnerabilities are described in [7, 20]. Although our ap-
proach can be applied to any form of a security model,
in this study we use a host-centric attack graph model
[8]. Suppose the goal of an attacker is to violate a se-
curity requirement. Based on the network configurations
and the vulnerabilities shown in Figure 4, we can auto-
matically generate a host-centric attack model as shown
in Figure 4a) by employing a model-checking tool such as
NuSMV [6] as illustrated in [8].

Each state is labeled by a tuple representing a host
name and its access level obtained by an attacker. Thus,
(Attacker, root) is an initial state since an attacker has a
root access privilege on his own machine. The attacker’s
goal is to obtain a root access to IP2 and thus, (IP2,
root) represents a goal state. In Figure 4b), we rename
the states (Attacker, root), (IP1, root), (IP1, user), (IP2,
user) and (IP2, root) as s0, s1, s2, s3, and s4, respectively.

Table 2 shows the exploitability computed for each
of the relevant vulnerabilities obtained from publically
known CVSS as described in previous section. Based on
the heuristic values in Table 2, we obtained the corre-
sponding attack graph for analysis as shown in Figure
4b) by replacing a state transition of each vulnerability
exploit by a corresponding exploitability from Table 2.

The model obtained in Figure 4b) is used for comput-
ing a stochastic matrix A = (aij) in the ExploitRank al-
gorithm to estimate a probability of transitions between

Figure 4: Annotated attack model for analysis

Table 2: Vulnerability and exploitability

Vulnerability
Exploit

Vulnerability Exploitability

v1 CVE-2006-5794 0.99
v2 CVE-2006-5051 0.49
v3 CVE-2004-0148 0.39

any two attack states. The normalization is required so
that the sum of the probabilities of all possible transitions
from each state would be one. Note that for each applica-
ble exploit of exploitability p, an attacker has two possi-
ble transitions: pursuing the exploit to the next state with
likelihood p, or not pursuing the exploit and moving to an
initial state to start over with probability (1p). Therefore,
the sum of probabilities of all possible transitions for each
exploit is one. Thus, to obtain the normalized stochastic
matrix, each probability of exploit from state s to state
t is normalized by a total number of applicable exploits
from s. For example, in Figure 4b), there are three ap-
plicable exploits to advance from state s0, to states s1,
s2 and s3 with exploitability values 0.49, 0.99, and 0.99,
respectively. Thus, the probability of applying the exploit
to make a transition from s0 to s1 can be estimated from
the normalized heuristic value of 0.49/3 = 0.16. Simi-
larly, the transition probabilities from s0 to s2 and s3 can
be estimated to 0.33 and 0.33, respectively. By the above
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argument, it is clear that the probability of a transition
from s0 (an initial state) to s0 can be estimated from the
normalized sum of probabilities of not pursuing all the
three exploits from s0 yielding a likelihood of entering s0
to be (0.51 + 0.01 + 0.01)/3 = 0.18. These results are
shown in the first row of the matrix below.



s0 s1 s2 s3 s4

s0 0.18 0.16 0.33 0.33 0
s1 0.01 0 0 0.99 0
s2 0.26 0.245 0 0.495 0
s3 0.38 0.16 0.33 0 0.13
s4 1 0 0 0 0


Applying the above transition matrix to the Ex-

ploitRank algorithm, Table 3 shows the results of the in-
trusion probability distribution obtained by iteration. As
shown in Table 3, a steady state is reached in iteration 16,
where we obtain the intrusion likelihoods of each state.

Table 3: Computing intrusion likelihoods

t rt(s0) rt(s1) rt(s2) rt(s3) rt(s4)

0 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200
1 0.366 0.113 0.132 0.363 0.026
2 0.265 0.148 0.240 0.297 0.047
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15 0.274 0.147 0.200 0.335 0.043
16 0.274 0.147 0.200 0.335 0.043

The results of ranking attack states in the host-centric
attack model are shown in the first column of Table 4. We
then apply Mehta et al.’s ranking approach that does not
employ the exploitability heuristic and obtain the results
in the second column of Table 4.

Table 4: Comparisons of ranking results

State Our approach Mehta et al.’s approach

s0 0.274 0.150
s1 0.147 0.145
s2 0.200 0.102
s3 0.335 0.209
s4 0.043 0.394

As shown in Table 4, using exploitability heuris-
tics (i.e., our approach) gives a ranking result of
〈s3, s0, s2, s1, s4〉, whereas not using any heuristics (i.e.,
Mehta et al.’s approach) gives a ranking result of
〈s4, s3, s0, s1, s2〉. Mehta el al.’s approach and ours sug-
gest that s4 and s3, respectively has the highest (relative)
likelihood of being attacked (i.e., most vulnerable). How-
ever, based on the structure of the attack model in Figure
4b), every path from s0 to s4 must pass thru s3. There-
fore, attacking s4 is harder than s3. Thus, the intrusion

likelihood of s3 should be higher than that of s4. This is
consistent with our ranking result but not Mehta et al.’s.

To further compare the two ranking results, both agree
that the initial state s0 is more vulnerable than s1, and s2
since the attacker has already intruded the initial state.
However, the ranking order between s1 and s2 are in con-
flict. Consider an attack from the initial state. As shown
in Figure 4b), to reach state s1 (e.g., from s0, s2 or s3) re-
quires exploiting vulnerability v2, whereas to reach state
s2 (e.g., from s0 or s3) requires exploiting vulnerability
v1. However, according to the CVSS standard, since
exploitability(v1) = 0.99 but exploitability(v2) = 0.49,
v1 is more vulnerable than v2. Therefore, intruding s2
(via v1) is easier than s1 (via v2). For example, from
initial state s0, reaching s2 requires v1 exploit compared
to a v2 exploit or a chain of v1 and v1 exploits to reach
s1. Therefore, s2 should rank higher than s1. This intu-
itive reasoning conforms to our ranking order but contra-
dicts with the ranking order produced by Mehta et al.’s
approach. In this particular example, using exploitabil-
ity heuristic based on vulnerability appears to offer more
sensible ranking results that obtained without the use of
heuristic knowledge.

6 Experiments

This section describes two sets of experiments to assess
the performance of our approach on relatively large at-
tack models. The first aims to evaluate ranking results of
relatively large attack model and the second focuses on
computational cost for large-scale models.

6.1 Ranking Large Models

Figure 5 shows an attack graph of 66 nodes studied in [23].
The graph was generated with a security property that the
intruder would never attain root privileges on the Linux
host. As described in [23], Figure 5 shows the shaded
nodes to signify areas that the intrusion detection system
(IDS) alarm has been sounded. Thus, it is possible for the
intruder to escape the detection by attacking a portion to
the right of the graph that is not “covered” by the IDS.
Figure 5 highlights an example of such an attack scenario
(a path with solid square nodes), where each attack step
identified by exploit number and name. Here the goal
states, shown by double circled nodes, are when the in-
truder violates the security property (i.e., he successfully
gains a root privilege on the Linux host). Here the attack
model has 16 goal states and one single initial state.

It is clear that making a decision on which vulnerability
and security flaws to fix first in order to effectively pro-
tect the network can be a complex task, especially when
dealing with a large attack model. In this context, we ran
the ExploitRank algorithm to rank nodes in the attack
graph in order of their intrusion likelihoods. To evalu-
ate the ranking results, since there is no known solution,
we compare our results with those obtained from Metha
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Figure 5: Attack model does not have a full coverage from an IDS [23]

et al.’s approach. Using the attack model, excluding the
root, of Figure 5, Figures 6 and 7 show results obtained
by Mehta et al.’s approach and ours, respectively.

Recall that Mehta et al.’s approach assumes that ev-
ery child node is equally likely to be attacked from the
parent node, whereas ours differentiates each possibility
based on the exploitability of a corresponding vulnerabil-
ity to be exploited. In this experiment, we assign three
exploitability values: 0.1, 0.3, and 0.7 as shown by a dash,
solid, and thick solid line to represent the exploit that is
hard, somewhat hard, and easy to perform, respectively.

Nodes with equal resulting likelihoods (ranking scores)
are labeled with the same rank. As shown in Figure 6,
ranking results of Mehta et al.’s approach are the same for
nodes that are on the same level with the same degrees of
exposure (i.e., incoming arrows), e.g., ranks 6, 14, 43, 53,
61, and so on. The reason for the former (nodes of the
same level are of the same rank) is because of the use of
Markov property where intrusion likelihoods of states in
a current level are impacted by only intrusion likelihoods
of states in a previous level, whereas the latter (nodes
of the same degree of exposure) is by the assumption on
equal likelihoods of attacks from a parent to every child.
However, in practice, this is highly unlikely the case, as
we know that intrusion likelihoods depend on types of
exploits and their exploitability degrees.

Figure 7 shows the ranking results obtained by our
approach using a random exploitability assignment as de-
scribed earlier. Glancing at the results, we no longer ob-
tain the same regularity as observed by Mehta et al.’s
approach. It is not necessary that nodes of the same level
and the same parent would have the same rank. Both
approaches give the root to have the highest rank since
it is the easiest to intrude (since the intruder is already
there). However, Mehta et al.’s results rank the four goal
states at the bottom to be next easiest to intrude. This

could be due to the persistence (damping) factor and the
assumption that attackers who intrude nodes with no out-
going link (terminal nodes) will persist on their attempt
to attack with a probability of the damping factor be-
fore giving up to start over (as shown in Figure 2). To
compare results of the two approaches in more details,
consider three representative scenarios as summarized in
Table 5. The number entries, as marked in Figures 6 and
7, represent ranking labels of the nodes, from left to right,
in the corresponding depth level of each scenario.

Table 5: Comparison of three ranking scenarios

Scenario Mehta et al.’s approach ExploitRank

Level 1 6, 6, 6 2, 1, 2
Level 4 53, 53 44, 56

Bottom level 4, 4 26, 32

Scenario 1 compares three nodes in Level 1 from the
root. Mehta et al.’s approach reports that the three nodes
are of the same rank. This is clearly wrong. In Figure 7,
node 1 has higher rank (more likely to be intruded) than
the other two nodes 2. This is because:

1) all the three nodes are intruded by exploiting vulner-
ability from the same node 0 (root), and

2) the second exploit has the highest exploitability de-
gree (i.e., easiest to intrude), therefore its destination
node 1 should have the highest rank.

Since the other two have the same exploitability that is
somewhat hard to exploit, they both must be of lower
rank than node 1, hence nodes 2.

Scenario 2 compares relative ranks of two nodes in
Level 4. In Figure 7, consider nodes 44 and 56. Both
have two incoming exploits from the same parent nodes
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Figure 6: Ranking results by Mehta et al.’s approach

at Level 3. However, both of the incoming exploits to
node 44 have exploitability of 0.3 (somewhat hard to ex-
ploit), while both of the incoming exploits to node 56 are
of exploitability 0.1 (hard to exploit). Therefore, node
44 has a higher order of intrusion likelihood than node
56 as ranked by our approach. However, Mehta et al.’s
approach results in equal rank for nodes 53.

Finally, Scenario 3 compares relative ranks of two ter-
minal nodes at the bottom level of the tree. In Figure
7, consider nodes 26 and 32. Since each can only be in-
truded by exploiting from its parent who has the same
intrusion likelihood (i.e., the same rank of 22), the des-
tination of a dark solid link (high exploitability of 0.7),
node 26 must be easier to intrude. Thus, node 26 has a
higher intrusion likelihood than node 32 as obtained by
our approach. Once again, Mehta et al.’s approach does
not distinguish such likelihoods. Based on the three case
scenarios, ExploitRank algorithm outperforms Mehta et
al.’s approach. Although we do not compare all possible
relative ranking results, we anticipate that our approach
would rank correctly based on the logics of our recurrence
formulae.

In addition, we have also experimented with a modi-
fied Metha et al.’s approach where exploitability is used
as a heuristic for estimating prior probability for an ex-
ploit. The ranking results of our approach still outperform
those of the modified Mehta et al.’s approach (not shown
here). For example, consider a relative ranking of 26 and
32 in Figure 7. The modified Metha et al.’s approach
that uses exploitability as heuristic gives the same rank-
ing score of 3 for these two nodes. This is clearly wrong
since both nodes have parents of the same ranking order;
each can be reached by a single exploit where one has
a higher exploitability degree than the other. Therefore,
the resulting ranks of these two nodes should be different.
The main distinction that contributes to this significant
difference is due to the fact that Mehta et al.’s approach
assumes that an attacker behaves like a surfer when he

reaches a terminal node in that there is a chance that we
would continue penetrating the node intrusion (or surfing
the site with the likelihood of a damping factor), while our
approach does not. As a result, Mehta et al.’s assump-
tion increases the intrusion likelihoods of terminal nodes
and lessens the impact of the degree of exploitability of
the exploits to reach these nodes. Unlike Mehta et al.’s
approach, we assume that the attacker starts over when
he reaches the terminal point of the attack path.

6.2 Performance on Large-scale Attack
Models

This section presents experiments to see if the proposed
approach can be computed efficiently enough to cope with
large-scale attack models. Our ExploitRank algorithm
was implemented using NodeJS language on Ubuntu
Linux machine with an Intel Core i5 CPU of 3.20 GHz
and 2 GB memory.

Table 6 shows a sample of running times of the imple-
mented algorithm with various sizes (number of nodes and
edges) of attack graphs. The edges were randomly gen-
erated. As shown in Table 6, while the size of the graph
roughly grows with a constant rate of four, the running
times grow approximately at the rates of 4, 5, 2 and 3.5,
respectively, making the ratios between the size growth
and the running time growth close to one (except for the
case of 1024 nodes).

Table 6: Running times of our ranking approach

#Nodes #Edges Graph Size Running
time (sec)

128 8,192 8,320 0.5
256 32,768 33,024 2.1
512 131,072 131,584 10.7

1,024 524,288 525,312 20.2
2,048 2,097,152 2,099,200 71.5
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Figure 7: Ranking results by ExploitRank algorithm

Figure 8: Performance of the ranking algorithm

To further evaluate the performance of our approach,
we ran 500 runs of experiments with various sizes of attack
models ranging from 60 to 501,000. Figure 8 shows the
resulting runtimes in milliseconds. The running time ob-
tained fits to an approximate linear equation: 0.0185n1.13,
where n is the attack graph size. Just like PageRank algo-
rithm that can handle ranking of a huge number of web
pages, based on similar concepts of Markov Model, our
ExploitRank algorithm can scale with linear time in size
of the graph. The advantage of ranking algorithm is that
one can give the number of top k nodes to be ranked.
This is useful when resources are limited.

7 Conclusions

We present an automated approach to attack model anal-
ysis that allows quantitative ranking of network nodes by
their intrusion likelihoods. What sets our approach apart
from the rest is our use of domain-specific knowledge that
can be obtained from public databases or derived in a
principled way from the structure of the network. The
approach is adapted from a Markov Model-based ranking
algorithm that is well-established tractable computational

model used for intractable problems (e.g., ranking web-
pages).

This paper differs from our previous work [11] in that
the previous work extends Mehta et al.’s approach to us-
ing the exploitability concept. However, as we have illus-
trated in this paper in the example in Section 6.1 that
the basic assumption adapted by Mehta et al.’s approach
is not appropriate for use in intrusion analysis. Future
work includes additional evaluations of the proposed ap-
proach by investigating a large network in real-world ap-
plications.
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Abstract

In global mobile network, it is required to authenticate
mobile users, provide secure communication channel be-
tween a user and a foreign agent using session key, and
guarantee users’ anonymity and untraceability. In order
to improve the security of mobile roaming service, two-
factor authentication which employs smart card and pass-
word was introduced to global mobile network. In 2014,
Kuo et al. [5] proposed an anonymous two-factor authen-
tication scheme for mobile roaming service. However, we
found that this scheme is vulnerable to four kinds of man-
in-the-middle attacks and denial-of-service attack. In this
paper, we first review Kuo et al.’s scheme and analyze its
weaknesses. Then, we propose an efficient anonymous
two-factor authentication protocol that overcomes those
vulnerabilities in Kuo et al.’s.

Keywords: Anonymity, authentication, GLOMONET,
mobile roaming, untraceability

1 Introduction

Mobile telecommunications technology has developed at a
rapid pace. The 3G and 4G networks have been deployed
all over the world providing mobile users with broadband
Internet access. When a user travels from one place to
another, the continuity of the mobile service is enforced
by the mobile roaming service, which is also known as the
global mobility network (GLOMONET) [8, 11]. Along
with the great advantages that the mobile networks pro-
vide, there are security challenges that we need to over-
come. Because of its nature, data transmission in mobile
network is susceptible to eavesdropping and interception.
Therefore, establishing a secure channel between a user’s
device and a foreign agent is a must in GLOMONET.
Moreover, the personal information of a user, such as
his/her identity, location, travelling, Internet accessing
habits, etc., should be kept confidential. Thus, both

anonymity and untraceability are the characteristics that
the global mobile networks must ensure.

In 2004, Zhu and Ma [13] first proposed an anony-
mous authentication scheme based on hash function for
global mobile network. In 2006, Lee et al. [6] pointed out
that Zhu-Ma’s scheme cannot achieve mutual authenti-
cation and perfect backward secrecy, and it is vulnerable
to forgery attack. Lee et al. then proposed a scheme to
overcome these weaknesses. However, Wu et al. [9] and
Chang et al. [2] showed that both Lee et al.’s and Zhu-
Ma’s schemes failed to ensure anonymity. Later, Youn at
al. [12] demonstrated that Chang et al.’s protocol does
not provide secure key establishment and anonymous au-
thentication. In 2012, Mun et al. [7] illustrated that Wu
et al.’s scheme cannot achieve anonymity and perfect for-
ward secrecy. Recently, Kim and Kwak [4] showed that
Mun et al.’s scheme is susceptible to replay attacks and
man-in-the-middle attacks.

In 2013, Xie et al. [10] proposed a new anonymous
two-factor authentication scheme for roaming service in
GLOMONET. In this scheme, a mobile user must pos-
sess a smart card and memorize a password in order to
authenticate with the mobile network agents. The com-
putation cost of Xie et al.’s scheme is high due to em-
ploying both modular exponentiation and symmetric en-
cryption/decryption operations. Furthermore, He et al.
[3] found that Xie et al.’s protocol fails to prevent two
types of impersonation attack; and they proposed another
scheme that resolves these weaknesses.

In 2014, in line with Xie et al.’s two-factor authentica-
tion scheme, Kuo et al. [5] proposed an efficient anony-
mous authentication protocol for mobile roaming service.
Kuo et al.’s protocol is more efficient in computing than
Xie et al.’s. However, we found that Kuo et al.’s scheme
is prone to four kinds of man-in-the-middle attacks and
denial-of-service attack. In this paper, we first demon-
strate how an attacker can exploit the weaknesses in Kuo
et al.’s. Then, we propose a novel and secure anonymous
two-factor authentication scheme for global mobile net-
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work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

reviews Kuo et al.’s scheme and illustrates its weaknesses.
Our proposed protocol is introduced in Section 3. The
security analysis is provided in Section 4. After that, we
evaluate the security and performance of our scheme in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Related Work

In this section, we briefly review Kuo et al.’s scheme and
demonstrate its weaknesses. At first, we list all the nota-
tions used in this paper in Table 1.

Table 1: Notations

MU The mobile user
IDMU The identity of MU
FA The foreign agent

IDFA The identity of FA
HA The home agent

IDHA The identity of HA
pwMU The password of MU
A The adversary
SC The smart card
h(·) The hash operation
P A point on the elliptic curve
P.x The value of P on x-axis
s HA’s long-term secret

r, r1, r2, NMU Random numbers

2.1 Review of Kuo et al.’s Scheme

There are four phases in Kuo et al.’s scheme: registration
phase, authentication and establishment of the session key
phase, update session key phase, and password change
phase.

2.1.1 Registration Phase

In this phase, MU registers with HA in order to use roam-
ing service. MU and HA execute the following steps:

Step 1. MU chooses an identity IDMU and a pass-
word pwMU , and then computes PWMU =
h(IDMU‖pwMU ). It sends {IDMU , PWMU} to
HA via a secure channel.

MU → HA : mreg = {IDMU , PWMU}.

Step 2. HA checks whether IDMU is available for
use. If it is, HA chooses a random nonce
NMUi

and pHA−MUi
, and computes U =

h(pHA−MUi
‖NMUi

), Wi = PWMU ⊕ NMUi
,

and Vi = NMUi
⊕ pHA−MUi

. It then writes

{IDHA,Wi, Vi, h(·)} to a smart card and issues it
to MU . Finally, HA stores the values U , PWMU ,
and pHA−MUi

in its database.

HA → MU : SC = {IDHA.Wi, Vi, h(·)},
HA → DB : {U,PWMU , pHA−MUi

}.

2.1.2 Authentication and Establishment of the
Session Key Phase

In this phase, HA helps FA and MU authenticating each
other as follows:

Step 1. MU inserts the smart card into the reader
and provides IDMU and pwMU . The smart
card chooses a random nonce NMUi+1 , and
derives PWMU = h(IDMU‖pMU ), NMUi =
PWMU ⊕ Wi, pHA−MUi

= NMUi
⊕ Vi. Then,

it computes S1 = h(pHA−MUi
‖NMUi

), S2 =
PWMU ⊕NMUi+1

, S3 = h(NMUi+1
‖IDFA), S4 =

h(PWMU ⊕ h(pHA−MUi‖NMUi+1)), and sends
m1 = {IDHA, S1, S2, S3, S4} to FA after saving
NMUi+1

.

MU → FA : m1 = {IDHA, S1, S2, S3, S4}.

Step 2. FA chooses a random nonce a and computes aP .
It sends {IDFA, S1, S2, S3, S4, aP} to HA, and
stores IDHA, a, aP .

FA→ HA : m2 = {IDFA, S1, S2, S3, S4, aP}.

Step 3. Upon receiving m2, HA uses S1 to search the
database and retrieves PWMU , pHA−MUi

. It
derives NMUi+1

= S2 ⊕ PWMU , and com-
putes S′3 = h(NMUi+1

‖IDFA), and S′4 =
h(PWMU ⊕ h(pHA−MUi

‖NMUi+1
)). HA checks

whether S′3
?
= S3 and S′4

?
= S4. If they

both hold, HA successfully authenticates MU ,
and FA; otherwise, it informs FA to termi-
nate the session. Next, it computes S5 =
h(PWMU‖NMUi+1

), S6 = h(IDFA‖IDHA‖S5),
and S7 = h(aP.x‖S5), and replaces S1 in the
database with h(pHA−MUi

‖NMUi+1
). It then

sends {IDHA, S6, S7} to FA.

HA→ FA : m3 = {IDHA, S6, S7}.

Step 4. FA authenticates HA by checking IDHA in its
database. If IDHA exists, FA trusts that HA is
legitimate and transmits {IDFA, S6, S7, aP} to
MU .

FA→MU : m4 = {IDFA, S6, S7, aP}.

Step 5. MU verifies whether S6
?
= h(IDFA‖IDHA‖S5)

and S7
?
= h(pHA−MUi‖NMUi+1). If both equa-

tions hold, it chooses a random nonce b, and
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computes bP , KMF = h(abP.x), and CMF =
h(KMF ‖bP.x). The smart card updates Wi, Vi

with Wi+1 = PWMU⊕NMUi+1
, Vi+1 = NMUi+1

⊕
pHA−MUi

, respectively, and stores aP . Then, it
sends {bP,CMF } to FA.

MU → FA : m5 = {bP,CMF }.

Step 6. FA computes KMF = h(abP.x), and C ′MF =

h(KMF ‖bP.x). It verifies whether CMF
?
= C ′MF .

If they are equal, FA successfully authenticates
MU , and writes CMF , aP into its database.

Eventually, FA and MU mutually authenticate each
other and share the session key KMF .

2.1.3 Update Session Key Phase

To update the session key, MU and FA perform the fol-
lowing steps:

Step 1. MU chooses a new random nonce bi and sends
biP , CMFi

to FA.

MU → FA : m6 = {biP,CMF }.

Step 2. FA checks the existence of CMF in the database.
If there is a record of it, FA trusts MU , and re-
trieves ai−1P from the record. Next, it selects a
new random nonce ai, and computes KMFi+1 =
h(aibiP.x), CMFi+1

= h(KMFi+1
‖biP.x), and

h1 = h(CMFi+1
‖ai−1P.x). It then replaces CMFi

by CMFi+1
and ai−1P by aiP in the database be-

fore delivering {aiP, h1} to MU .

FA→MU : m7 = {aiP, h1}.

Step 3. MU computes the new session key KMFi+1 =
h(aibiP.x), and C ′MFi+1

= h(KMFi+1
‖biP.x). It

then checks whether h1
?
= h(C ′MFi+1

‖ai−1P.x).
If it holds, MU authenticates FA; otherwise, it
terminates the session. At last, it replaces CMFi

with CMFi+1
, ai−1P with aiP in the smart card’s

memory.

2.1.4 Password Change Phase

In this phase, MU changes its password as follows:

Step 1. MU chooses a new password pwMUnew
, and com-

putes PWMUnew
= h(IDMU‖pwMUnew

), U =
h(pHA−MUi

‖NMUi
), h1 = PWMU ⊕ PWMUnew

,
and h2 = h(PWMUnew

‖pHA−MUi
). It then trans-

mits U , h1, h2 to HA.

MU → HA : m8 = {U, h1, h2}.

Step 2. HA uses U to search and retrieves PWMU ,
pHA−MUi

from the database. Next, it com-
putes PW ′MUnew

= PWMU ⊕ h1, h′2 =

h(PW ′MUnew
‖pHA−MUi). It checks whether h′2

?
=

h2. If the equation holds, HA replaces PWMU

with PWMUnew
. It then computes h3 =

h(PWMU‖pHA−MUi
), and sends h3 to MU .

HA→MU : m9 = {h3}.

Step 3. MU verifies whether h3
?
= h(PWMU‖pHA−MUi).

If it holds, MU updates Wi with PWMUnew ⊕
NMUi

.

2.2 The Weakness of Kou et al.’s Scheme

2.2.1 Man-in-the-middle Attack in Authentica-
tion Phase (MU − FA)

In the authentication phase, an attacker A intercepts the
messages sending between MU and FA. It forwards the
message m1 from MU to FA. Upon intercepting m4 from
FA to MU , it generates a random nonce c, and computes
K∗MF = h(caP.x), C∗MF = h(K∗MF ‖cP.x), where aP is in
m4. Then, it sends the message m∗5 = {cP,C∗MF } to FA.

When receiving m∗5, FA computes K∗MF = h(caP.x),
and C∗MF = h(KMF ‖cP.x). Since C∗MF equals to CMF ,
FA trusts that it is in communication with a legitimate
mobile user and the shared session key is KMF . At this
stage, A has successfully deceived FA, and it imperson-
ates a valid user to use FA’s services.

In this attack, the values KMF and CMF are computed
from cP and aP , where aP is sent in plaintext. A exploits
the fact that FA does not verify whether cP really comes
from MU or not.

2.2.2 Man-in-the-middle Attack in Update Ses-
sion Key Phase (MU − FA)

In this attack, A eavesdrops all the messages between MU
and FA. When MU sends m6 = {biP,CMFi} to FA,
the attacker intercepts this message and generates a new
random nonce c. Then, it transmits m∗6 = {cP,CMF } to
FA.

Once receiving m∗6, FA only searches for the record of
CMFi in its database, but it does not verify whether cP
comes from MU or not. Therefore, FA will accept A as
a legitimate mobile user, if it finds a match for CMF . It
then computes the session key KMFi+1

= h(caiP.x). At
this point, it has succeeded in forging a legitimate MU .

2.2.3 Man-in-the-middle Attack in Authentica-
tion Phase (MU − FA,FA−HA)

Since the communication channel between FA and HA
is not secure, the attacker A can intercept the message
m2 from FA to HA. It generates a new random nonce
c and replaces aP in m2 by cP . Then, it forwards the
modified m2 to HA. Because HA does not verify whether
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Figure 1: Registration phase

cP comes from FA or not, it will accept MU and compute
the value S7 = h(cP.x‖S5) based on cP . That means HA
has accidentally authenticated cP . A forwards m3 from
HA to FA. Then, it intercepts m4 from FA to MU , and
replaces aP with cP .

Upon receiving the modified m4, MU verifies S6 and
S7; it trusts that FA is valid, and cP comes from FA.
Then, MU selects a random nonce b and sends bP in
m5. Now, the attacker intercepts m5, and computes the
session key KMF = h(caP.x). Finally, A has successfully
masqueraded as FA.

2.2.4 Man-in-the-middle Attack in Authentica-
tion Phase using Stolen Verifiers

Suppose that the attacker can either steal HA’s
database or access it. Using U = h(pHA−MUi

‖NMUi
),

PWMU , and pwHA−MUi
, A can derives NMUi

= S2 ⊕
PWMU , and computes S5 = h(PWMU‖NMUi+1

), S6 =
h(IDFA‖IDHA‖S5), and S7 = h(aP.x‖S5), where S2 is
in m1 sent from MU , and a is generated by A. The at-
tacker then can send m4 = {IDFA, S6, S7, aP} to MU .

Upon receiving m4 from A, MU verifies S6 and S7,
and trusts that it is communicating with a legitimate FA.
Then, it sends bP to A. After this, the attacker computes
the session key KMF = h(abP.x). In the end, A has
successfully deceived MU into thinking of it as a valid
FA.

2.2.5 Denial-of-Service Attack

HA might face unsynchronization problem when it up-
dates the database without knowing whether MU has
completed the authentication phase or not. If MU termi-
nates the session before updating Wi and Vi in the smart
card, then it will not be able to authenticate with HA
next time.

This may lead to a bigger problem in which an attacker
A can mount DoS attack (Denial-of-Service) to any mo-
bile user. A can seize any message m3 or m4, and cause
the corresponding MU unable to authenticate with FA
in the future unless re-registering with HA.

3 The Proposed Scheme

The proposed scheme shows how a foreign agent (FA)
authenticates a mobile user (MU) with the help of
MU ’s home agent (HA). As a result, FA and MU
will be mutually authenticated and share a session key.
The scheme consists of four phases: registration phase,
authentication phase, session key update phase, and
password changing phase.

Assumption. In this scheme, we assume that FA and
HA are mutually authenticated and they communicate
via a secure channel.

3.1 Registration Phase

In a mobile network, it is required that a mobile user
MU registers with its home agent HA. The registration
procedure is shown in Figure 1 and has the following steps:

Step 1. First, the mobile user IDMU chooses a password
pwMU and a random number b1 ∈ Z∗p. It com-
putes the has PWMU = h(pwMU‖b1). Then,
it submits the registration request to the home
agent HA via a secure channel.

MU → HA : mreg = {IDMU , PWMU}.

Step 2. Upon receiving the request, the home agent
identifies MU and verifies the identity IDMU .
HA chooses two random numbers b2, r ∈ Z∗p
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Figure 2: Authentication Phase

and computes the corresponding pseudo-identity
PIDMU = h(IDMU‖b2) for MU , and the value
SR = h(r‖s), where s is the long-term secret
of HA. It uses the hash of the user’s pass-
word to compute PSR = SR ⊕ PWMU . Then,
HA computes and stores DIDMU = PIDMU ⊕
SR, V IDMU = h(r‖PIDMU ) in its database as
shown in the Table 2. In the end, the home agent
writes r, b2, PSR into a smart card and issues it
to MU .

HA→MU : SC = {r, b2, PSR}.

Step 3. After receiving the smart card, the mobile user
IDMU writes b1 into it.

3.2 Authentication Phase

In this phase, MU moves into a region handled by a for-
eign agent FA whose identity is IDFA. The mobile user
IDMU will be authenticated anonymously by the home
agent HA as shown in the Figure 2 and the following
steps:

Step 1. MU inserts the smart card into the reader, and
inputs its username IDMU and password pwMU .

The smart card uses the provided information to
compute SR = PSR ⊕ PWMU = h(r‖s), where
PWMU = h(pwMU‖b1). Using the identity of
the mobile user, the smart card computes the
pseudo-ID PIDMU = h(IDMU‖b2), and the dy-
namic identity DIDMU = PIDMU ⊕SR. It then
chooses a random number r1 ∈ Z∗p, and computes
R1 = r1 ⊕ SR, and V1 = h(r1‖PIDMU‖IDFA),
where IDFA is the identity of the current for-
eign agent. The smart card forms a message
m1 = {r,DIDMU , R1, V1, IDHA} and sends it to
FA.

MU → FA : m1 = {r,DIDMU , R1, V1, IDHA}.

Step 2. Upon receiving m1, FA chooses a random num-
ber a ∈ Z∗p and computes aP . Then, it sends
m2 = {r,DIDMU , R1, V1, aP} to HA.

FA→ HA : m2 = {r,DIDMU , R1, V1, aP}.

Step 3. HA uses its long-term secret s to compute SR′ =
h(r‖s), and then compute PID′MU = DIDMU ⊕
SR′, and r′ = R1 ⊕ SR′. It looks up DIDMU
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Table 2: HA’s database layout

Current−DID Current− V ID Previous−DID Previous− V ID
DIDMU V IDMU - -

in the database and retrieves the correspond-
ing V IDMU . HA checks whether V IDMU =
h(r‖PID′MU ) and V1 = h(r′1‖PID′MU‖IDFA). If
both equations hold, it trusts that MU is valid.
HA then chooses a random number r2 ∈ Z∗p
and computes r∗ = r′1 ⊕ r2, SR∗ = h(r‖s),
R2 = r2 ⊕ h(SR′), MSR = SR∗ ⊕ r2, V2 =
h(r2‖SR∗‖SR‖aP.x‖IDFA), and V3 = h(r‖r∗),
where aP.x is the x-axis value of the point aP .

HA computes PID∗MU = h(r∗‖s), DID∗MU =
PID∗MU ⊕ SR∗, and V ID∗MU = h(r∗‖PID∗MU ).
It saves the old values DIDMU and V IDMU

to the Previous − DID and Previous − V ID
columns in the database, then writes DID∗MU

and V ID∗MU to the Current − DID and
Current−V ID columns, respectively. Finally, it
transmits the message m3 = {R2,MSR, V2, V3}
to FA.

HA→ FA : m3 = {R2,MSR, V2, V3}.

Step 4. Ater receiving the confirmation from HA that
MU is legitimate, FA stores V3 and forwards R2,
MSR, V2, and aP to MU .

FA→MU : m4 = {R2,MSR, V2, aP}.

Step 5. From m4, MU ’s smart card computes r′2 = R2 ⊕
h(SR), SR∗′ = MSR ⊕ r′2. It verifies whether

V2
?
= h(r′2‖SR∗

′‖SR‖aP.x‖IDFA). If it holds,
the smart card believes that it is talking to a valid
FA. It then computes r∗ = r1⊕r′2, V3 = h(r‖r∗).
It chooses a random number b ∈ Z∗p, and compute
the session key KMF = h(abP.x), and CMF =
h(KMF ‖V3). It then sends bP , CMF , to FA.

MU → FA : m5 = {bP,CMF }.

After that, the smart card replaces the current
PSR in memory by PSR∗ = PWMU⊕SR∗′, and
r by r′.

Step 6. Upon receiving m5, FA computes the session

key KMF = h(abP.x), and verifies if CMF
?
=

h(KMF ‖V3). If they are equal, FA and MU
are mutually authenticated and share the ses-
sion key KMF . The foreign agent then computes
C∗MF = h(h(KMF )‖V3), and saves C∗MF and V3

for this MU in the database for roaming users.

At the end, the mobile user and the foreign agent are
mutually authenticated and have a shared session key
KMF .

3.3 Session Key Update Phase

MU and FA can renew their session key so that MU can
extend its stay in the FA’s region or rejoin it. This phase
commences with MU sending FA a session key update
message as shown in Figure 3.

Step 1. MU ’s smart card chooses a random number c ∈
Z∗p, and computes C∗MF = h(h(KMF )‖V3), and
VMF1 = h(cP.x‖V3), where KMF is the current
session key. Then, it transmits {C∗MF , cP, VMF1}
to FA.

MU → FA : m6 = {C∗MF , cP, VMF1}.

Step 2. FA searches for C∗MF in its database. If it is
found, FA trusts that MU has been authenti-
cated previously and it retrieves the correspond-
ing V3 from the database. After that, FA ver-
ifies whether VMF1 = h(cP.x‖V3). If it holds,
FA chooses a random number d ∈ Z∗p and com-
putes the new session key K∗MF = h(cdP.x), and
VMF2 = h(V3‖K∗MF ). It then sends {dP, VMF2}
to MU , and updates the current C∗MF with
C∗MF = h(h(K∗MF )‖V3).

FA→MU : {dP, VMF2}.

Step 3. MU computes the new session key K∗MF =
h(cdP.x) and checks if VMF2 = h(V3‖K∗MF ). If
the equation holds, MU updates the session key
to K∗MF .

3.4 Password Changing Phase

In this phase, we suppose that MU is already authen-
ticated/ In order to update the password, MU inputs
the old password pwMU and the new password pw∗MU .
The smart card computes PWMU = h(b1‖pwMU ), and
PW ∗MU = h(b1‖pw∗MU ). At last, it replaces the old PSR
with PSR∗ = PSR⊕ PWMU ⊕ PW ∗MU .

4 Security Analysis

Our scheme has the following security properties.

4.1 Mutual Authentication

In our scheme, we assume that HA and FA are mutually
authenticated. In the authentication phase, MU first au-
thenticates with HA; then, HA helps FA and MU to to
authenticate each other. Our reasoning is based on BAN
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Figure 3: Session key update phase

login [1] to prove that the proposed scheme provides mu-
tual authentication for MU −HA and MU − FA.

The value r that is kept by MU is fresh for each ses-
sion, and HA has a verifier of r stored in its database
under the tuple Current − V IDMU , where V IDMU =
h(r‖PIDMU ). When receiving m2 from FA, HA uses
its long-term secret s to derive PIDMU . Then, it verifies
the received r by competing V ID′MU and comparing it
with V IDMU . Since HA trusts that V IDMU is fresh, it
believes that m2 is also fresh. Therefore, it trusts that
the parameters r, DIDMU , R1, and V1 come from the
legitimate mobile user whose pseudo-ID is PIDMU .

At the other end, MU knows that its r is
fresh. Upon receiving m4, it verifies V2 =
h(r′2‖SR∗

′‖SR‖aP.x‖IDFA). If V2 is valid, MU trusts
that V2 comes from HA since only HA can compute
SR = h(r‖s) using its long-term secret s. Because IDFA

is in V2, MU also trusts that FA is genuine. At this point,
MU and HA believe that their counterpart is authentic.
Since HA helps FA to authenticate MU , both FA and
MU are also mutually authenticated.

4.2 Perfect Forward Secrecy

Our scheme uses ECDH (Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman)
to provide perfect forward secrecy. In the computational
ECDH problem, given two points xP and yP , where x,
y ∈ Z∗p, computing the point xyP is infeasible. Therefore,
ECDH is commonly used in establishing session key be-
tween two entities. Since x and y are selected at random
for each session, there is no feasible way to compute the
past session key xyP without knowing either x or y.

In the proposed scheme, HA and FA compute the
session key KMF = h(abP.x), where a, b are generated

freshly for each session. It is infeasible to derive either a
or b from aP and bP , respectively. Based on ECDH, it
is a computationally difficult problem to guess abP pro-
vided aP and bP . Therefore, no adversary can guess the
session key KMF for any session even after compromising
long-term secrets of MU and HA.

4.3 Achieve Anonymity

In our protocol, HA authenticates MU by verifying its
PIDMU = h(IDMU‖b2). The parameters in the message
m2 from FA to HA do not contain IDMU , but only car-
rying its hash value PIDMU in DIDMU . Since a secure
hash function is used, HA cannot deduce IDMU from
PIDMU .

Moreover, IDMU is never sent in plaintext. Only
PIDMU is sent over insecure channel in DIDMU =
PIDMU ⊕ h(r‖s). FA or an eavesdropping adversary
A will not be able to derive IDMU from DIDMU . There-
fore, the mobile user is anonymous to HA, FA, and A.

4.4 Achieve Untraceability

At the end of each authentication phase, r is assigned a
new value r∗ = r1 ⊕ r2, where r1, r2 are freshly gener-
ated by MU and HA, respectively; thus, it leads to the
charges of h(r‖s) and DIDMU = PIDMU ⊕h(r‖s). Con-
sequently, the parameters in the messages originated from
MU do not retain the same values for different sessions.
Therefore, FA and A cannot know whether the messages
in two different sessions come from the same MU or not.
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Table 3: Comparison regarding security properties

Mun et al. [7] Xie et al. [10] Kuo et al. [5] Ours

Achieve anonymity Yes Yes Yes Yes
Achieve untraceability Yes Yes Yes Yes
Provide perfect forward secrecy Yes Yes Yes Yes
Prevent disclosure of user’s password No No Yes Yes
Prevent replay attack No Yes Yes Yes
Provide mutual authentication (MU −HA) Yes Yes Yes Yes
Provide mutual authentication (MU − FA) Yes Yes Yes Yes
Prevent man-in-the-middle attack Yes No No Yes
Session key security Yes Yes Yes Yes
Smart card lost attack No Yes No No
Stolen verifier attack No No Yes No

4.5 Prevent Disclosure of User’s Pass-
word

In the proposed scheme, the mobile user’s password is
only used to compute PWMU = h(pwMU‖b1), and there
is no information related to PWMU in any message sent
from MU . Therefore, no adversary can obtain pwMU by
eavesdropping on the communication channel.

4.6 Prevent Man-in-the-middle Attack

Kuo et al.’s suffers four kinds of man-in-the-middle at-
tacks because it does not verify aP and bP properly. In
our scheme, MU makes sure that aP comes from FA,
and FA can verify that bP comes from MU .

HA provides FA with V3 = h(r‖r∗) so that it can au-
thenticate bP . When receiving m4 from MU , FA com-
putes the session key KMF and uses V3 to verify it by
comparing h(KMF ‖V3) against the received value CMF .

At the mobile user side, the smart card
can verify aP since aP.x is contained in V2 =
h(r2‖SR∗‖SR‖aP.x‖IDFA) which is sent from HA.
If MU and HA are already mutually authenticated, MU
will trust that aP indeed comes from FA.

4.7 Prevent Replay Attack

The values r, r1, a, and b are generated for each session,
and the parameters in all the messages are all related to
them, Those values are verified by MU , FA, and HA;
therefore, an adversary cannot deceive any legitimate en-
tity by replaying old messages.

4.8 Prevent Stolen Verifier Attack

If an attacker A compromises HA’s database, it can
obtain DIDMU = PIDMU ⊕ h(r‖s), and V IDMU =
h(r‖PIDMU ). However, without HA’s long-term secret
s, it cannot compete h(r‖s) which is used in computing
R2, V2. Therefore, it will not be able to masquerade as
FA like it could do in Kuo et al.’s scheme.

4.9 Prevent Smart Card Lost Attack

If A obtains a valid smart card of IDMU , it can re-
trieve b1, b2, r and PSR = h(r‖s) ⊕ PWMU , where
PWMU = h(pwMU‖b1). The attacker does not know
pwMU to compute PWMU . Without the password, A
cannot derive SR = h(r‖s) which plays essential role in
authentication. Therefore, loosing smart card will not
compromise the security of the system.

5 Functionality and Performance
Analysis

In this section, we evaluate our proposed scheme in terms
of security properties and computation costs. We com-
pare these features in our scheme with their counterparts
in Mun et al.’s [7], Xie et al’s [10], and Kuo et al’s [5].

The comparison for security features is shown in the
Table 3. All the schemes can achieve mutual authenti-
cation (MU −HA, MU − FA), perfect forward secrecy,
session key security, anonymity, and untraceability. How-
ever, Mun et al.’s and Xie et al.’s schemes are vulnerable
to disclose the mobile user’s password. Both Xie et al.’s
and Kuo et al.’s cannot prevent man-in-the-middle at-
tacks. Since there is no verifier database in Mun et al.’s
and Xie et al.’s, stolen verifier attack is not a threat to
them, but Kuo et al.’ scheme is susceptible to this kind
of attack. And lastly, all the schemes except Xie et al.’s
are immune to smart card lost attack.

The schemes’ performances in term of computation
costs in the authentication phase are shown in Table 4.
Mum et al.’s and Xie et al.’s employ both symmetric and
asymmetric cryptography in their schemes. Therefore,
their computing workloads are higher than Kuo et al.’s
and our scheme. Like in Kuo et al.’s, we use only ellip-
tic curve point multiplications in establishing session key.
MU in our scheme performs less computing than Kuo et
al.’s one, whereas computing workloads on our FA and
HA are slightly higher than Kuo et al.’s. However, our
scheme is more sufficient than Kuo et al.’s in the pass-
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Table 4: Comparison regarding computation costs

Mun et al. [7] Xie et al. [10] Kuo et al. [5] Ours

MU 2tp + ts + 5th + 2tXOR 3te + 4th + 2ts + tXOR 2tp + 9th + 6tXOR 2tp + 7th + 7tXOR

FA 2tp + ts + 4th + 2tXOR 3te + 2th + 3ts 2tp + 2th 2tp + 3th
HA 5th + 3tXOR 2te + th + 4ts + tXOR 6th + 2tXOR 8th + 6tXOR

Total 4tp + 2ts + 14th + 7tXOR 8te + 7th + 9ts + 2tXOR 4tp + 11th + 8tXOR 4tp + 18th + 13tXOR

te : time for performing modular exponentiation
tp : time for performing elliptic curve point multiplication
ts : time for performing symmetric encryption/decryption
th : time for performing hash operation
tXOR : time for performing XOR operation

word changing phase as shown in Table 5 since HA does
not have to involve in the process.

Table 5: Computing workloads in Password Changing
Phase

Kuo et al. [5] Ours

MU 4th + 2tXOR 2th + 2tXOR

FA 0 0
HA 2th + tXOR 0

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a novel and secure authen-
tication and key agreement scheme for roaming service
in global mobile network. Our scheme achieves mutual
authentication for MU − HA, and MU − FA. To en-
sure mobile user’s anonymity, pseudo-identity is used in
place of the actual identity. All the parameters in the
messages exchanged are fresh and not repeated so that
mobile user’s activities are not traceable. Perfect forward
secrecy is preserved even in the extreme case where the
long-term secret of HA is compromised. Furthermore, the
proposed scheme uses mostly hash functions and XOR op-
erations, and very few elliptic curve point multiplication;
as a result, it is very efficient and suitable for use in mobile
networks.
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Abstract

RC4 is the most widely used stream cipher algorithm. It
is used to protect valuable electronic information. How-
ever, RC4 encryption algorithm suffers from a secret key
generation as a seed problems. This paper proposes an
intelligent dynamic secret key generation as a seed by em-
ploying an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). The proposed
RC4-EA method tends to enhance the RC4 encryption
algorithm with a high degree of a seed key randomness.
The main advantage of the proposed RC4-EA method is
that the generation of this secret key is done dynamically
and randomly; this adds more strength of the RC4 en-
cryption algorithm against breaking this cryptosystems.
Several experiments on the proposed RC4-EA method are
conducted. Where, the results of the experiments show
the improvement of the encryption time and the through-
put of the proposed encryption RC4-EA method. Also,
the proposed validated RC4-EA encryption method is ap-
plied for data ciphering in Content Management System
(CMS).

Keywords: Confidentiality, evolutionary algorithm (EA),
RC4

1 Introduction

During the past decades, Internet Technology (IT) has
influenced everyday life [5, 23]. Internet security issues
have become more common nowadays; particularly on in-
ternet banking account, shopping online and content man-
agement systems (CMSs) due to the harmful impact on
confidentiality, integrity and privacy [21]. Sensitive infor-
mation should stay secured and such security should be
transparent and ubiquitous whenever shared [24]. Cryp-
tography plays a major role in helping to prevent eaves-
dropping of sensitive information [7]. Encryption is the
process of transforming plaintext into cipher text in order
to prevent any unauthorized recipient from retrieving the

original data [10]. The encrypted data is sent over the
public network and is decrypted by the intended recipi-
ent [25].

One of the cryptographic algorithms is RC4 stream
cipher algorithm. RC4 is considered to be a perfect cipher
algorithm, but it suffers from some drawbacks [1]. One of
the main drawbacks is that; a nonrandom secret key k as
a seed is exposed to the attacker [6, 22]. Since the same
secret key when permutes with the exposed Initial Vector
(IV), an attacker can re-derive the secret key by analyzing
the initial words of the key streams with relatively little
work [18].

The random number generator is deterministic and pe-
riodic, which means that the sequence of numbers will
eventually repeat itself or reproduced at later date. So
the random number generator is not suitable for applica-
tions where it is important that the numbers are really
unpredictable, such as data encryption.

Evolutionary Algorithm (EA), which is based on a
powerful principle of evolution: survival of the fittest
which model the natural phenomena [3]. EA has been
widely used in science for solving complex problems [4].

In this paper, a stream cipher RC4 employees an Evo-
lutionary Algorithm (EA) based approach to generate a
dynamic secret key as a seed permutes with Initial Vector
(IV) to produce a final key stream for encrypting the data
is proposed. The novelty in the proposed method is that;
EA is used to generate a dynamic random secret keys as
a seed used for RC4 encryption algorithm which leads to
increase the security of the system.

In the proposed RC4-EA method, the plaintext is en-
crypted in the form of ciphertext. Where, EA based ap-
proach is used to generate the dynamic random secret
key based on a normal biological evolution. Since we get
the key it is sent securely to RC4 encryption algorithm
which permute with the (IV) to generate the the final key
stream. An XOR operation is performed on the final key
stream with the plaintext to obtain the ciphertext then
storzed in the database.
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The advantage of the proposed RC4-EA method is to
increase the security of the system, by generating the se-
cret keys dynamically and randomly. Which leads to,
overcome the drawback of a non-random secret key as a
seed in the original RC4 encryption algorithm. Hence,
the final key stream can not be cracked by the attacker.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents an overview of the used algorithms, including the
RC4 Encryption algorithm, weaknesses and attacks over
RC4, and Evolutionary Algorithm (EA). Section 3 intro-
duces the proposed dynamic RC4-EA encryption method.
Section 4 gives the implementation results and analysis.
Section 5 presents an applicable case study of the pro-
posed RC4-EA encryption method. Finally, Section 6
contains the conclusion remarks.

2 An Overview

2.1 RC4 Encryption Algorithm

RC4 is a stream cipher algorithm designed in 1987 by
Ron Rivest for RSA Security. The details remained secret
until 1994, when they were anonymously published on an
internet newsgroup.

RC4 is the most widely used software stream cipher in
the world. It is used to protect internet traffic as part
of the SSL (Secure Socket Layer), TLS (Transport Layer
Security) protocols [20]. RC4 also used for encryption in
the Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) (part of the IEEE
802.11), and Wi-Fi Protected Access (WPA) (part of the
IEEE 802.11 i) protocols [14].

The RC4 algorithm consists of a permutation of array
S containing the numbers 0, ...., N − 1, and two indices
i, j in the initial state, where N = 256 . The algorithm
can be broken into two main stages: the Key Scheduling
Algorithm (KSA), which uses the secret key k as a seed
to create a pseudo-random initial state, and the Pseudo
Random Generation Algorithm (PRGA), which generates
the pseudo-random stream [19]. The flow chart of the
RC4 encryption algorithm is shown in Figure 1.

2.1.1 Initialization

At the internal state, the entries of array S are set equal
to the values 0, ..., N − 1 in ascending order; that is
S[0] = 0, S [1] = 1, ... , S[255] = 255. Also, a
temporary Vector T is created. If the length of the secret
key k is 256 bits, then k is transferred to T . Otherwise,
for a secret key k of length ` bits, the first element is
copied from k to T till the length `, then k is repeated as
many times as necessary to fill out T [8].

for i = 0 to 255 do
S[i] = i ;
T [i] = k [ i mod ` ];

Figure 1: Encryption and decryption by RC4

2.1.2 The Key Scheduling Algorithm

The Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) is used to generates
a pseudo-random initial permutation of array S. Once the
S array is initialized, S is shuffled using the secret key T [i]
to make it a permutation array [9]. The following actions
are iterated 256 times after initializing i and j to 0:

Compute j = ( j + S[i] + T [i] ) mod 256;
Swap ( S[i], S[j] );
increment i;

Once i has reached 256, the S array has been properly
initialized [19]. The Key Scheduling Algorithm (KSA) is
given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 A key scheduling algorithm (KSA)

Input:
S //before permutation
T //A temporary vector of secret key k as a seed
Output:
array S //after permutation

1: for i = 0 to 255 do
2: S[i] = i
3: end for
4: j = 0
5: for i = 0 to 255 do
6: j = ( j + S[i] + T [i] ) mod 256
7: Swap ( S[i], S[j] )
8: end for
9: Return (S)

2.1.3 The Pseudo-Random Generation Algo-
rithm (PRGA)

Once the S vector is initialized, the input secret key is no
longer used [7]. The PRGA algorithm can generate key
streams of any size. First, it initializes the two indexes
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i, j to 0 and then starts the stream generation with S[0]
till S[255]. For each S[i], S[i] are swapped with S[j] ac-
cording to the following actions [12]:

1) Compute new value of i and j.
i = ( i+ 1 ) mod 256;
j = ( j + S[i] ) mod 256;

2) Swap S[i] and S[j] to have a dynamic state (it makes
it harder to crack than if the state was computed
only once and use for the generation of the whole
key streams).

Swap ( S[i], S[j] );

3) Retrieve the next byte of the key stream from the
array S at the index u.

u = S[(S[i] + S[j]) mod 256];

The algorithm of the PRGA is given in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-random generation algorithm
(PRGA)

Input:
S // State of array S
u //A temporary vector
Output:
K //sequence of keystreams

1: i = 0
2: j = 0
3: while not end of sequence do
4: i = ( i+ 1 ) mod 256
5: j = ( j + S[i] ) mod 256
6: Swap ( S[i], S[j] )
7: u = S[(S[i] + S[j]) mod 256]
8: K = S[u]
9: end while

10: Return (K)

2.1.4 Encryption and Decryption

Once the final key stream has been generated, the encryp-
tion and decryption process is the same as, the plaintext
is XORed with the generated final key stream. If it is fed
in plaintext, it will produce the cipher text, and if it is fed
in a cipher text, it will produce the plaintext output [15].

2.2 Weakness And Attacks Over RC4

The cryptanalysis of the RC4 algorithm was divided into
two parts, (1) analysis of the initialization of RC4 which
focuses on the initialization of KSA, and (2) analysis of
the output key streams generation which focuses on the
internal state and the round operation of PRGA. To make
the RC4 algorithm secure and capable to stand against
attacks, lot of research are done over RC4 algorithm to
enhancing its security.

Pardeep and Pushpendra in [16], reported that the
RC4 algorithm was disclosed to the market and then ex-
perts start to analyze the RC4 algorithm and find out lots
of weaknesses in both of two main stages of the algorithm
KSA and PRGA.

Mantin and Shamir in [13], find out the weakness in
the second round, where the probability of Zero output
bytes are the major weakness of the RC4 algorithm.

Fluher et al. in [6], discovered the big weakness in
the RC4, if anyone know the portion of the secret key
then possible attacks fully over RC4.

Paul and Maitra in [17], generate the secret key by
using the initial state table. They generated some equa-
tion on the bases of initial state table and they select some
of the bytes of secret key on the bases of guess and the
remain secret key find out by using the equation.

As the security of RC4 algorithm depends on the se-
curity of the secret key and the internal states of array
S, thus many attacks focus on resuming the secret key of
the internal states of the array S.

2.3 Evolutionary Algorithm

In real world applications Evolutionary Algorithm (EA),
offers practical advantages to the researchers from facing
difficult optimization problems [26]. These advantages
are manifold, including the simplicity of the algorithm,
its robust response to change circumstance, and its flexi-
bility [2].

The EA can be applied to problems where heuristic
solutions are not available or generally lead to unsatisfac-
tory results. One of these problems is to implement di-
verse high-quality Random Number Generators (RNGs).
As a result, EA has recently received increased interest,
particularly with regard to the manner in which it may
be applied for practical problem solving [11].

The conceptual base of EA to simulate the evolution
of individual structures is via processes of selection, mu-
tation, and reproduction. The processes depend on the
perceived performance of the individual structures as de-
fined by the problem [2].

Algorithm 3 Evolutionary algorithm (EA)

1: Starting with the source string.
2: Initialize a population of random parents.
3: Evaluate the population of the parents based on a

fitness function.
4: while The parent is not yet the target. do
5: Apply mutation to the selected parents.
6: Evaluate the fitness of all parents in the population,

and keep the most fit string as the new parent
7: repeat until the fit parent converges to the target.
8: end while
9: Return the number of iteration of the best parent.

Algorithm 3 is starting with the Source string . A pop-
ulation of a random parents are initialized, then new par-
ent is created by applying reproduction operator (muta-
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tion). The fitness of the resulting solution is evaluated to-
wards the Target string. Then, a suitable selection strat-
egy is applied to determine which parent is maintained
into the next generation. The process is iterated until a
candidate parent with sufficient quality is found. Finally,
it returns the number of iteration of the best string closed
to the Target string.

3 Proposed Dynamic RC4-EA
Encryption Method

A dynamic RC4-EA method is used for encrypting and
decrypting the plaintext. Where, the EA algorithm is
adapted to generate a dynamic secret key as a seed used
in the RC4 encryption algorithm. Then, XOR operation
is performed with the final key stream generated from the
RC4-EA method on the plaintext to obtain the ciphertext,
which is then stored in the database. The proposed RC4-
EA method is divided into the following phases.

3.1 Generate Dynamic Secret Key Phase

To generate the dynamic secret key, EA will start with
some characters which can be view as string. It will ran-
domly mutate these characters to evolve the string toward
the target. The following fitness function is used to judge
the new mutated string fitness.
Fitness (source, target)
fitval = 0 .
for i = 0 to len (source)
fitval + = (ord(target[i]) − ord(source[i]))2 .
return (fitval) .

The mutation function is given below, where only one
character is mutated by one value at a time.
mutate (source)
charpos = rand ( 0 , len ( source ) − 1) .
parts = list ( source ) .
parts [charpos] = char ( ord (part [ charpos ])
+ rand ( 0 , len (source − 1))) .
return (′ ′ .join ( parts ) ) .

Once reaching the best string; the number of iteration
of the best string is used as the random secret key after
multiply it n times to obtain the desirable length. Then
this secret key is passed to the encryption plaintext phase.

The chart of an EA is illustrated in Figure 2

3.2 Encryption Plaintext Phase

Figure 3 shows the proposed RC4-EA method for encrypt-
ing the plaintext. Where, the dynamic secret key is per-
mute with the initial value (IV) in RC4 algorithm to gen-
erate the final key stream for encrypting the plaintext.
To ensure the security, the sequence of key streams ob-
tained is never used more than once. Instead of using the
fixed secret key to generate key streams; we generate it
dynamically and randomly. The randomness of the secret

Figure 2: Generate dynamic secret key phase

key will enhance the security of the system and prevent a
hacker to crack final key stream which XORed with the
plaintext. As we get the ciphertext, it is stored in the
database.

Figure 3: Encryption plaintext phase

4 Implementation Results and
Analysis

The proposed RC4-EA encryption method is used for en-
crypting and decrypting the plaintext. All experiments
have been performed using server 32 core AMD Opteron
processor 6376 with 32 GB of RAM and 4 RAID 1s. The
experiments have been implemented using PHP-MySql
language environment.
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4.1 Performance Evaluation

For the experiments, the performance evaluation of the
encryption and decryption process is measured on differ-
ent file sizes ranging from 20KB to 100KB. The perfor-
mance evaluation metrics are:

1) Encryption time: It is the time that an encryp-
tion method takes to produce a ciphertext from a
plaintext. As the encryption time decreases; the per-
formance of the method increases.

2) Throughputs: The throughput of the encryption
method is calculated as the total plaintext encrypted
in KB divided by the encryption time in microsec-
onds. As the throughput increases, the performance
increases and the power consumption decreases.

4.2 Experiments and Analysis

To analyze the performance of the proposed RC4-EA en-
cryption method, a performance comparison between the
original RC4 encryption algorithm and the proposed RC4-
EA method is conducted. Based on the key length, two
different cases of experiments are evaluated:

1) With key length 128 bits and data size ranging from
20KB to 100KB.

2) With key length 256 bits and data size ranging from
20KB to 100KB.

Case 1: Key length 128 bits
The average encryption times in µs of the proposed RC4-
EA encryption method and the original RC4 encryption
algorithm were calculated over 10 different (random) key
of length 128 bits. Where, the average encryption times
are measured on different plaintext data sizes ranging
from 20KB to 100KB. The comparison evaluation are
shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Encryption time vs. data size with key length
128 bits

Data Size Encryption Time Encryption Time
(KB) RC4 (µs) RC4-EA (µs)

20 1037.1208 905.9906
40 1085.9966 940.0845
60 1156.0917 978.9467
80 1192.0929 982.0461
100 1219.0342 988.9603

Table 2 shows the throughputs of the proposed RC4-
EA encryption method compared with the original RC4
encryption algorithm.

From the results obtained with key length 128 bits, it
is clear that the proposed RC4-EA encryption method
shows an enhance in the encryption times and the
throughputs compared to the original RC4 encryption al-
gorithm, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Table 2: Throughputs vs. data size with key length 128
bits

Data Size Throughput Throughput
(KB) RC4 (KB/S) RC4-EA (KB/S)

20 19284.15 22075.28
40 36832.52 42549.36
60 51898.99 61290.36
80 67108.86 81462.57
100 82032.15 101116.29

Figure 4: Encryption time of different data size with se-
cret key of length 128 Bits

Figure 5: Throughputs for the encryption scheme of dif-
ferent data size with secret key of length 128 bits

Case 2: Key length 256 bits
Table 3 shows the average encryption times in µs of the
proposed RC4-EA encryption method and the original
RC4 encryption algorithm, with 10 different (random) key
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of length 256 bits. The encryption time is calculated for
different plaintext data size varying from 20KB to 100KB.

Table 3: Encryption time vs. data size with key length
256 bits

Data Size Encryption Time Encryption Time
KB RC4 (µs) RC4-EA (µs)
20 1105.0701 1036.9219
40 1125.0973 1044.9886
60 1189.9471 1047.1344
80 1214.9811 1052.8564
100 1260.0422 1065.9695

The throughputs of the proposed RC4-EA encryption
method compared with the original RC4 encryption algo-
rithm with key length 256 bits are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Throughputs vs. data size with key length 256
bits

Data Size Throughput Throughput
(KB) RC4 (KB/S) RC4-EA (KB/S)

20 18098.39 19287.85
40 35552.48 38277.92
60 50422.4 57299.23
80 65844.64 75983.77
100 79362.42 93811.31

From Figures 6 and 7, it is clear that the experiments
results with key length 256 bits, show an enhance to the
proposed RC4-EA encryption method for the encryption
times and the throughputs compared to the original RC4
encryption algorithm.

Figure 6: Encryption time of different data size with se-
cret key of length 256 bits

Figure 7: Throughputs for the encryption method of dif-
ferent data size with secret key of length 256 bits

5 Applicable Case Study Using
RC4-EA Encryption Technique

The proposed RC4-EA encryption method is applied
for data ciphering in Content Management System
(CMS) in order to keep the data in high confiden-
tial authentication. Where the proposed RC4-EA
method is used during the development of the web site
(www.egywow.com/thesisv1).

Figure 8 and Figure 9 are samples of data in form of
plaintext,and the same data in ciphertext form in (CMS)
respectively .

Figure 8: Data before the encryption using the proposed
RC4-EA encryption method

6 Conclusions

The major contribution of this paper is proposing RC4-
EA encryption method for encrypting the plaintext. The
proposed RC4-EA encryption method solves the defi-
ciency of RC4 encryption algorithm which are caused by
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Figure 9: Data after the encryption using the proposed
RC4-EA encryption method

recovering the secret key. In the proposed RC4-EA en-
cryption method, Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is used
for generating a dynamic random secret key as a seed for
RC4 in KSA algorithm to create a pseudo-random initial
state. Then, PRGA generates a pseudo-random output
final key stream. This final key stream will XORed with
the plaintext to generate the ciphertext.

The main advantage of the proposed RC4-EA method
is increasing the security of the system by generating a dy-
namic random secret key. Hence, overcomes the drawback
of a non-random secret key as a seed used in RC4. Which
makes it difficult for the hacker to trace the plaintext
and the secret key used to generate the final key stream.
Several experiments with different secret key length (128
bits and 256 bits), were conducted to evaluate the pro-
posed RC4-EA method. Experiment’s results show that
the proposed RC4-EA encryption method enhances the
encryption times and the throughputs compared to the
original RC4 algorithm. The proposed RC4-EA encryp-
tion method is applied for ciphering the data in Content
Management System, to keep these data in high confiden-
tial authentication.
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Abstract
Among the embedded systems which were quickly devel-
oped during the last years and that were used in vari-
ous domains (e.g. access control, health, ...) we can cite
radio frequency identification (RFID). In this paper, we
propose an improved mutual authentication protocol in
RFID systems based on the randomized McEliece cryp-
tosystem. The McEliece cryptosystem is not only very
fast, but it is resistant to quantum computing and it does
not require any crypto-processor. Our work includes a
comparison between the improved protocol and different
existing protocols based on error-correcting codes in terms
of security and performance. Security and privacy prop-
erties are proved, and the performance of the proposed
authentication protocol is analysed in terms of storage re-
quirement, communication cost and computational cost.
Keywords: Authentication protocol, McEliece cryptosys-
tem, RFID

1 Introduction
Among the embedded systems which were quickly devel-
oped during the last years and that were used in vari-
ous domains (e.g. access control, supply chain manage-
ment,health, ...) we can cite radio frequency identifica-
tion (RFID). The typical RFID system consists of three
entities: tags, readers and server. The tag is a small
electronic chip supplemented with an antenna that can
transmit and receive data, the reader i.e. a device to
communicate with tags by radio waves. The server (or
back-end) is a centralized place that hosts all data re-

garding access permissions and may be consulted by the
reader. The use of cryptographic primitives in low-cost
RFID tags is limited because the space memory available
is restricted, and the computational capabilities are lim-
ited. The lowest cost RFID tags are assumed to have the
capability of performing bitwise operations (e.g. xor, and,
...), bit shifts (e.g. rotate, logical shift, ...) and random
number generator.

The code-based cryptography is a very important re-
search area and it is applied in different schemes. Its
advantages are: high-speed encryption and decryption
compared to public-key cryptosystems based on number
theory. It does not require a crypto-processor and based
on difficult problems NP-complete (syndrome decoding,
...). It resists to quantum attacks, and it uses different
schemes, such as: public-key cryptosystems, identification
schemes, secret sharing and signature [31].

The major problem was the size of public key. Re-
cently, code-based cryptosystems were presented with
small key sizes, for example, we quote [3, 22]. In the ma-
jority of RFID authentication protocols, the tag does not
require a generator matrix or other matrices, but it stores
the codeword with the necessary information. RFID au-
thentication protocols based on error-correcting codes use
various schemes: error-correcting code with secret pa-
rameters [8, 9, 26], randomized Niederreiter cryptosys-
tem [11, 30], Quasi-Dyadic Fix Domain Shrinking [28] and
randomized McEliece cryptosystem [19].

In order to have secure authentication protocols, it is
important that a RFID authentication protocol own se-
curity and privacy properties:
Secrecy. It provides that the identifier of the tag or se-

cret data is never send in clear to air on the interface
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radio frequency which can be spied.

Mutual Authentication. A RFID authentication pro-
tocol achieves mutual authentication that is to say; it
achieves the tag’s authentication and the reader’s au-
thentication. In tag’s authentication, the reader has
to be capable of verifying a correct tag to authen-
ticate and to identify a tag in complete safety. In
reader’s authentication, a tag has to be able to con-
firm that it communicates with the legitimate reader.

Untraceability. the untraceability is one of the privacy
properties. The tag is untraceable if an intruder can-
not tell whether he has seen the same tag twice or
two different tags [12].

Desynchronization Resilience. This property speci-
fies for RFID protocols updating a shared secret be-
fore terminating the protocol. The definition of this
property is as follows: in session (i), the intruder can
block or modify the exchanged messages between the
reader and the tag. In the next session, the authen-
tication process is will fail because the tag and the
reader are not correlated.

Forward Secrecy. One of the abilities of the intruder is
to compromise secrets stored in the tag. The prop-
erty of forward secrecy signifies to protect the pre-
vious communications from a tag even assuming the
tag has been compromised.

Resist Replay Attack. The intruder can listen to the
message answer of the tag and to the reader. It will
broadcast the message listened without modification
to the reader later.

We propose in this paper an improved RFID mutual
authentication protocol using code-based scheme. Our
protocol based on randomized McEliece cryptosystem,
uses an efficient decoding/encoding algorithm to generate
an error vector of fixed weight. The only datum stored in
tag is a dynamic identifier, and it is updated before the
end of the session and without the need to do exhaustive
search to obtain the identifier from a database. The paper
includes a comparison between the new protocol and dif-
ferent protocols based on error-correcting codes in terms
of security and performance. Our protocol proves secu-
rity and privacy properties. Using the AVISPA (Auto-
mated Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Ap-
plications) tools [1], we prove the security requirements.
We use the privacy model of Ouafi and Phan [25] to ver-
ify the untraceability property. The performance of the
proposed authentication protocol is analysed in terms of
storage requirements, communication cost and computa-
tional cost.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents the basic concepts of code-based cryptography.
Section 3 presents related work. We describe our pro-
posed protocol in Section 4. In Section 5, we prove the
security and privacy requirements. Section 6 presents the

comparative study in terms of performance. Finally, the
paper ends with a general conclusion.

2 Code-based Cryptography
C[n, k, d] is a binary linear code, where n is length and k
is dimension which stands a generator matrix G′ (k and n
are positive integers and k < n). The minimum distance
d is the smallest weight of any non-zero codeword in the
code. The codeword c of n bits is mG, where m is binary
string with length k and G is a public-key matrix. The
encoded codeword is c′ = c⊕ e, where e is an error vector
of length n and weight t = wt(e), with t is less than or
equal to

⌊
d−1

2
⌋
.

2.1 McEliece Cryptosystem
The McEliece cryptosystem [20] is the first public key
cryptosystem using algebraic coding theory and based on
the problem of computational dual decoding syndrome.
The idea of McEliece is to hide the corresponding code-
word to the message by adding as an error vector while
still being able to correct them. If the correction method
is kept secret, then only the recipient will be able to re-
cover the original message. We describe this cryptosystem
as follows.
Key Generation Algorithm

• choose n, k and d

• randomly generate a generator matrix G′ of an
[n, k, d] binary Goppa code C,

• randomly generate a n×n binary permutation matrix
P ,

• randomly generate a k × k binary invertible matrix
S′,

• compute G = S′G′P ,

• public key is (G, t), where t integer < d

2 ,

• private key is (S′,G′, P,A(.)), where A(.) is a
polynomial-time decoding algorithm until < d

2 errors
(like for instance the Patterson algorithm for binary
Goppa codes).

Encryption Algorithm

• m message with length k,

• randomly generate e of weight t,

• output c′ = mG ⊕ e, where wt(e) = t.

Decryption Algorithm

• compute z = c′P−1,

• compute y = A(z),

• output m = yS′−1.
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2.2 Randomized McEliece Cryptosystem
Nojima et al. [24] prove that padding the plaintext with a
random bit-string provides the semantic security against
chosen plaintext attack (IND-CPA) for the McEliece
cryptosystem with the standard assumptions.

The standard assumptions are: the syndrome decoding
(SD) problem is hard and the public-key is indistinguish-
able.

The randomized McEliece is a probabilistic cryptosystem,
whose encryption algorithm of message is as follows:

c′ = c⊕ e = [r ‖ m]G ⊕ e = (rG1 ⊕ e)⊕mG2 (1)

where:

• G =
[ G1
G2

]
• k1 and k2: two integers such that k = k1 + k2 and
k1 < bk where b < 1 (e.g. b = 9

10 [24]),

• G1 and G2 : matrices with k1× n and k2× n, respec-
tively,

• r: random string with length k1,

• m: message with length k2.

The encryption algorithm encrypts [r‖m] instead of m
itself. The decryption algorithm is almost the same as
original McEliece, the difference is that it outputs only
the last k2 bits of the decrypted string.

2.3 Encoding Constant Weight Words
To transform a binary string into error vector (bijective)
or encode/decode constant weight words, we have two
methods: the enumerative method [10, 27] and the recur-
sive method [29]. We are interested in the enumerative
method, which is based on the following bijective appli-
cation:

φn,t :
[
0,

(
n
t

)[
−→ Wn,t := {x ∈ Fn

q |wt(x) = t}
x 7→ (i1, · · · , it)

Wn,t is represented by its non-zero positions in increasing
order 0≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ n − 1 and length of x is
` =

⌊
log2

(
n
t

)⌋
.

The inverse application is defined as follows:

φ−1
n,t : Wn,t −→

[
0,

(
n
t

)[
(i1, · · · , it) 7→

(
i1

1

)
+

(
i2

2

)
+ . . .+

(
it

t

)
The cost of a bijective application is O(t`2) binary

operations. The decoding algorithm φn,t is proposed
by [10, 27] as follows (Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Enumerative decoding
1: Data x ∈

[
0,

(
n
t

)[
2: Result t integers 0≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < it ≤ n−1
3: j ← t
4: while j > 0 do
5: ij ← invert-binomial (x, j)
6: x← x−

(
ij

j

)
7: j ← j − 1
8: end while
9: where invert-binomial (x, j) returns the integer i such

that
(

i
j

)
≤ x <

(
i+1

j

)

3 Related Work

In a survey of design and implementation of authenti-
cation protocols on RFID systems, we can find many
protocols developed using various algebraic and crypto-
graphic primitives (asymmetric cryptosystems, symmet-
ric cryptosystems, hash function, bitwise operators, ...),
such as [5, 7, 17, 23, 32, 33, 34, 35]. Our work is artic-
ulated on recent RFID authentication protocols that use
error-correcting codes.

Park [26] proposed a one-way authentication protocol
to provide untraceability which is based on the secret-
key certificate and the algebraic structure of the error-
correcting code. This protocol is designed for wireless mo-
bile communication systems. We study this protocol be-
cause the computational capabilities of Mobile subscriber
is limited like RFID tag. This protocol does not achieve
untraceability because the weight of e in session (i) is the
same weight as in session (j) with equal t. If the intruder
knows d or t, so the intruder can trace of the legitimate
tag. Also, this protocol does not resist desynchronization
attacks because the tag and the reader store a number of
the last session and do not use a secret synchronization
value.

In [11], authors proposed an authentication protocol
based on the randomized Niederreiter cryptosystem and
the amelioration of the protocol [30]. This protocol does
not achieve forward secrecy because the data stored in tag
is static and does not achieve the reader’s authentication.

Chien and Laih [9] proposed a RFID authentication
protocol based on error-correcting codes with secret pa-
rameters. This protocol uses a confusion scheme to avoid
traceability attacks. The data stored in tag is static,
therefore, this protocol does not achieve forward secrecy.

Sekino et al. [28] proposed a challenge-response au-
thentication protocol based on Quasi-Dyadic Fix Domain
Shrinking that combines Niederreiter personalized public-
key cryptosystem (P2KC) [18] with Quasi-dyadic (Goppa)
codes [22]. The authors reduce the size of the public-key
matrix stored in tag of protocol [11], but it remains rel-
atively important compared to the resources of low-cost
tag. Also, the information stored in tag is static, there-
fore, this protocol does not achieve forward secrecy.

Malek and Miri [19] proposed a RFID authentication
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protocol based on randomized McEliece public-key cryp-
tosystem. In this protocol, the tag can communicate with
a set of authorised readers. This protocol achieves the un-
traceability property because the identifier is modified in
each session. Concerning the desynchronization attack,
if the intruder modifies a last message, then the identi-
fier stored in reader is different to identifier stored in tag.
Thus, this protocol does not resist the desynchronisation
attacks. In other hand, in the phase of reader’s authen-
tication, the tag computes and uses the circulant matrix,
this requires a more complex computation and important
space in volatile memory.

4 Our Improved Protocol
In this section, we propose an improved mutual protocol
based on randomized McEliece cryptosystem. To better
describe our proposed protocol, we use the notations given
in Section 2 and Table 1.

Table 1: Notations
T,R, S The tag, the reader and the server

NR Random number generated by R
g(.) Pseudo-random function
‖ Concatenation of two inputs

t, t′ Integer numbers
x Random number, with x ∈

[
0,

(
n
t′

)[
φn,t′(x) decoding bijective application

(transform x into error vector e)
e Error vector of length n and weight

t′ < t where t = b(d− 1)c/2
id Identifier of tag, with binary length k2

r, r′ Random numbers with binary length k1
cr Codeword, where cr = rG1
cr′ Codeword, where cr′ = r′G1
cid Codeword, where cid = idG2

DID Dynamic ID, codeword with length n,
where DID = cr ⊕ cid

crold
,crnew

Two secret synchronization codewords,
where crold

= roldG1 and crnew
= rnewG1

4.1 System Model
The RFID system consists of three entities: tag T , reader
R and server S.

• The tag T is low-cost and passive. It stores the
dynamic identity (DID) which is strictly confiden-
tial. T implements an application φn,t′ and pseudo-
random numbers generator (PRNG) to generate x
and compute g(.). It also supports bitwise opera-
tions (xor, and, ...). A tag has a rewritable memory
that may not be tamper-resistant.

• The reader R can generate pseudo-random numbers.

• The server S has the sufficient storage space and
computational resources. We implement algorithms
of φ−1

n,t′ and PRNG. Server S can decode the mes-
sage received from T , then, we implement encryp-
tion/decryption of randomized McEliece cryptosys-
tem with public-key matrix G, private-key matri-
ces and a polynomial-time decoding algorithm A(.).
The server contains the database which includes
{id, cid, crold

, crnew
}.

In our work, we propose to use φn,t′(x) as follows (Al-
gorithm 2).

Algorithm 2 Generation a error vector
1: Randomly choose x ∈

[
0,

(
n
t

)[
2: repeat
3: determine the largest t′ such that x ∈

[
0,

(
n
t′

)[
4: until t′ < t
5: compute φn,t′(x) = e where wt(e) = t′ < t

We will choose t′ such that the syndrome decoding prob-
lem (most efficient algorithm) remains hard.

The communication channel between the server and
the reader is assumed to be secure while the wireless chan-
nel between the reader and the tag is assumed to be in-
secure in the authentication phase since it makes it open
to attacks on the authentication protocol.

4.2 Description of Our Proposed Proto-
col

The proposed Protocol is divided into two phases: the
initialization phase and the mutual authentication phase.

4.2.1 Initialization Phase

The server generates a random binary Goppa code
C[n, k, d] as specified by the generator matrix G′, where
G = S′G′P and G is public-key. The server S generates
random values using PRNG, id the unique identifier of
tag and the random number r. It computes cr = rG1,
cid = idG2 and DID = cr ⊕ cid, and initializes crold

and crnew
by cr. Then, the server (registration center)

sends DID to the tag through a secure channel, where
DID is strictly confidential. S stored in the database
{id, cid, crold

, crnew
} for each tag.

4.2.2 Mutual Authentication Phase

The mutual authentication phase is described as follows
(and in Figure 1).
Step 1. Tag’s Authentication

Step 1.1. R generates a nonce NR and sends it as a
request to the tag T .

Step 1.2. T generates a random number x ∈[
0, log2

(
n
t′

)[
and t′ ∈ [1, t[, and computes er-

ror vector e with wt(e) = t′ from φn,t′(x),
c′ = DID ⊕ e and P = g(NR ‖ x ‖ DID).
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Figure 1: Our proposed protocol

Step 1.3. T sends c′ with P to the reader, and re-
sends the received c′, message P and nonce NR

to the server S.
Step 1.4. S performs a decoding algorithm A(.)

with private key matrices and identifies the er-
ror vector e as well as id and r. From id,
in database, the server retrieves the values of
cid, crold

, crnew
and computes x = φ−1

n,t′(e) and
P1 = g(NR ‖ x ‖ (cid ⊕ cr)) (either crold

or
crnew

). S verifies if P1
?= P , if they are equal,

the tag’s authentication is successful; otherwise
the tag’s authentication has failed.

Step 2. Reader’s Authentication

Step 2.1. In this case the tag’s authentication is
successful. The server generates a random num-
ber r′ and computes cr′ = r′G1 and DIDNew =
cid ⊕ cr′ . It computes Y = DIDNew ⊕ e and
Q = g(NR ‖ DIDNew ‖ x). It updates crold

←
crnew and crnew ← cr′ , only in case the matched
cr is crnew

.
Step 2.2. S sends Y and Q to the reader and re-

sends the received message to T .
Step 2.3. T obtains DIDNew by computing Y ⊕ e

and calculates Q1 = g(NR ‖ DIDNew ‖ x). T

verifies if Q1
?= Q, if they are equal, the reader’s

authentication is successful; otherwise the au-
thentication of the reader will fail.

Step 2.4. T updates the dynamic identifier by the
value of DIDNew, if reader’s authentication is
successful.

5 Security and Privacy Analysis
A secure RFID authentication protocol should provide
mutual authentication, secrecy, untraceability, desynchro-
nization resilience, forward secrecy and replay attack re-
sisting. In this section, we discuss the security and privacy
requirements of proposed protocol and others protocols.
Table 2 presents the security comparison between the ex-
isting protocols and the proposed protocol.

5.1 Automated Verification
We choose AVISPA tools (Automated Validation of In-
ternet Security Protocols and Applications) [1] to verify
the security properties for the following reasons: the tools
uses various techniques of validation (Model-checking, au-
tomate trees, Solver SAT and resolution of constraints).
The AVISPA platform is the analyzer which models a
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Figure 2: Specification of our protocol by HLPSL

Table 2: Comparison of security and privacy properties
M.A D.C Unt D.R F.S R.R

Park [26] N Y N N Y Y
Cui et al. [11] N Y Y Y N Y
Chien-Laih [9] Y Y Y Y N Y
Sekino et al. [28] N Y Y Y N Y
Malek-Miri [19] Y Y Y N Y Y
Our Protocol Y Y Y Y Y Y
M.A: Mutual Authentication, D.C: Data Confidentiality
Unt: Untraceability, D.R: Desynchronization resilience
F.S: Forward secrecy, R.R: Resist replay attacks

big number of cryptographic protocols. These tools can
detect passive and active attacks, like replay and man-
in-the-middle attacks. AVISPA tools are based on only
one specification language named HLPSL language (High-
Level Protocol Specification Language) [2].

HLPSL is a formal, expressive, modular and role-based
language. Protocol specification consists of two types of
roles, basic roles and composed roles. Basic roles serve to
describe the actions of one single agent in the run of the

protocol. Others instantiate basic roles to model an entire
protocol run, a session of the protocol between multiple
agents, or the protocol model itself. HLPSL can specify
the secrecy and the authentication properties.

The intruder model agreed in HLPSL is Dolev-Yao
model [13]. This intruder model is based on two impor-
tant assumptions that are the perfect encryption and the
intruder is the network. Perfect encryption ensures in
particular that an intruder can decrypt a message m en-
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crypted with key k if it has the opposite of that key. The
second hypothesis which is the intruder is the network
means that, the intruder has complete control over the
channel of communication between the reader and the
tag. It can intercept any message passing through the
network, block or modify messages and it can also derive
new messages from its initial knowledge.

Our protocol requires the primitives: PRNG, nonce
xor-operator and McEliece cryptosystem. The random-
ized McEliece cryptosystem requires the primitives: pub-
lic key, private key, application φn,t′(.) and the decoding
algorithm A(.) which is used with a private key to obtain
id and e. The application φn,t′(.) is bijective, but the in-
truder cannot find x without knowing the value of t′, and
the result of this application e does not circulate clearly
in the channel, then we can model it by a hash function
Phi(x). The intruder will know this function, therefore
he will be able to compute the error vector but not invert
values of Phi−1(x) (unless he already knows x).

Concerning the message DID⊕ e, we cannot specify it
in HLPSL by xor(DID,E) because the reader does not
use the algebraic properties of or-exclusive operator (e.g.
neutral element) to obtain id and e. To retrieve these
values, we apply the private decoding algorithm A(.) and
the private key of McEliece. DID⊕e means the encoding
DID by e, where DID is encryption of [r ‖ id] by public
key G. The reader (server) obtaining the value DID and
e uses the private decoding algorithm A(.). Therefore, we
propose to specify this message in HLPSL by {DID} E.
In the other hand, we can specify the message DIDNew⊕
e by xor(DNew,E) (last message from reader to tag)
because the objective of the tag is to retrieve the value of
DIDNew using the algebraic properties of xor operator.

The Figure 2 shows the specification of our protocol
by HLPSL. In our protocol, the honest participants are
the reader R and the tag T . Then, we have two basic
roles, the tag and the reader. We can define a session role
which all the basic roles are instanced with concrete ar-
guments. In the tag, we initialise the argument DID by
{ID.Rinit} kG. In the reader, we initialise the valuesRold
and Rnew by Rinit. We provide a validation of prop-
erties: the tag’s authentication (aut tag), the reader’s
authentication (aut reader), the secrecy of current DID
(sec did1), and the secrecy of the new DID (sec did2).

The result of verification of our protocol by AVISPA
tools is presented in Figure 3. This result clearly means
that there is no attack detected (replay or man-in-the-
middle attacks). We can thus deduct that the diagnostic
of AVISPA tools for our protocol is secure.

5.2 Privacy Verification
In the literature of formal verification of privacy prop-
erties, we can find many privacy models. The privacy
model proposed by Juels and Weis [16] is based on the
notion of indistinguishability. Ouafi and Phan model [25]
is based on the Juels-Weis model. Authors added several
definitions in the untraceability property.

Figure 3: The result of the verification using CL-AtSe
tool of our protocol

In Ouafi and Phan model, a protocol party is a tag
T ∈ Tags or a reader R ∈ Readers interacting in protocol
sessions as per the protocol specifications until the end of
the session. The adversary is allowed to run the following
queries:
• Execute (R, T, i) query. This query models the passive
attacks. The adversary A eavesdrops the communication
channel between T and R and gets reading access to the
exchanged messages in session i of a truthful protocol ex-
ecution.
• Send (U, V,m, i) query. This query models active at-
tacks by allowing the adversary A to impersonate some
reader U ∈ Readers (respectively tag V ∈ Tags) in some
protocol session i and sends a message m of its choice to
an instance of some tag V ∈ Tags (respectively reader U
∈Readers). Furthermore the adversary A is allowed to
block or alert the message m that is sent from U to V
(respectively V to U) in session i of a truthful protocol
execution.
• Corrupt(T,K ′) query. This query allows the adversary
A to learn the stored secret K of the tag T ∈ Tags, and
which further sets the stored secret to K’. Corrupt query
means that the adversary has physical access to the tag,
i.e., the adversary can read and tamper with the tag’s
permanent memory.
• Test (i, T0, T1) query. This query does not correspond
to any of A’s abilities, but it is necessary to define the
untraceability test. When this query is invoked for session
i, a random bit b ∈ {0, 1} is generated and then, A is given
Tb ∈ (T0, T1). Informally, A wins if he can guess the bit b.

Untraceable privacy (UPriv) is defined using the game
played between an adversary A and a collection of the
reader and the tag’s instances. This game is divided into
three phases:
• Learning phase: A is able to send any Execute, Send,
and Corrupt queries at will.
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• Challenge phase: A chooses two fresh tags T0, T1 to
be tested and sends a Test query corresponding to the test
session. Depending on a randomly chosen bit b ∈ {0, 1},
E is given a tag Tb from the set {T0, T1}. E continues
making any Execute, and Send queries at will.
• Guess phase: finally, A terminates the game and out-
puts a bit b′ ∈{0, 1}, which is its guess of the value of b.

The success of A in winning the game and thus break-
ing the notion of UPriv is quantified in terms of A’s ad-
vantage in distinguishing whether A received T0 or T1,
in other term, it correctly guessing b. and denoted by
AdvUP riv

A (k) where k is the security parameter.
We use the Ouafi-Phan model to verifying the achieve-

ment of untraceability property in our proposed proto-
col. At session (i), by the Execute query, the adver-
sary A eavesdrops a perfect session between T0 and a
legitimate reader. He obtains the values DIDi ⊕ ei and
g(NRi ‖ xi ‖ DIDi). At next session, an intruder cannot
replay a previously used g(NR ‖ x ‖ DID) and DID ⊕ e
to a reader, since with high probability, it will not match
the NR value generated by the reader for that session.
There are two mechanisms to against the replay. Firstly,
by generating an error vector with dynamic length t′ ≤ t
where t′ is confidential. Secondly, we accept the princi-
ple of dynamic codeword, which is stored in tag in the
form of DID. In each session, the transmitted encoding
codeword is different from the codeword of the last ses-
sion because the value of the codeword is updated in the
server and in the tag before the end of the session.

In addition, the security of our protocol is based on
security of randomized McEliece. Nojima et al. [24] prove
that padding the plaintext (in our protocol, identifier
of tag id) with a random bit-string (random number r)
provides the semantic security against chosen plaintext
attack (IND-CPA) for the McEliece cryptosystem with
the standard assumptions. So, The randomized McEliece
cryptosystem is IND-CPA secure, that means if no prob-
abilistic polynomial-time adversary wins the IND-CPA
experiment with an advantage greater than a negligible
function of the security parameter.

5.3 Informally Security Analysis
Desynchronization resilience In our protocol the value
of the dynamic identifier DID is updated in each ses-
sion. This implicates a possibility of attack on desyn-
chronization. To achieve this property, we used two se-
cret synchronisation codewords, crold

and crnew stored in
the server. In case the last message of the reader’s au-
thentication is blocked by the intruder, then the server
updates the values of crold

and crnew
but the tag does not

update DID where DID = cid ⊕ cr. In the next ses-
sion, we mention a problem in the tag’s authentication
with crnew , but the problem is resolved with crold

, then
the tag’s authentication is successful.

Forward secrecy Before terminating a session of proto-
col, the dynamic identifier DID updated by using error-
correcting code. The new DID is r′G1 + idG2, where r′ is

generated randomly in each session. The intruder could
not acquire the previous dynamic identifier DID used in
the prior sessions. Thus, the proposed RFID authentica-
tion protocol could provide forward secrecy.

6 Performance Analysis
The performance of authentication protocols is mainly
measured by storage space on tag, computation cost in
tag and server and communications cost between the tag
and the reader. Our comparison is articulated on authen-
tication phase for each protocol. Table 3 shows the per-
formance comparison between our protocol and the RFID
protocols based on error-correcting codes.

Concerning the storage cost, the tags of protocols [11,
28, 30] require public-key matrix which is of important
size compared to resources of low-cost tags. The data
stored on tags of protocols [8, 26] are multiple in an agreed
number of sessions. Our protocol requires only informa-
tion which is dynamic identifier DID, thus less space is
required than in other protocols.

The communication cost between a tag and a reader
consists of: the number of message exchanges, and the
total bit size of the transmitted messages, per each com-
munication. Concerning our protocol, the total of the bits
of the messages of communication is 2(n+ lp).

Concerning the computation cost, the tag requires sim-
ple operations: pseudo-random number generator and xor
operation. We used the PRNG to generate x and to com-
pute g(.), it is very fast. For optimising the cost of calcu-
lation of g(.), we used x in g(NR ‖ x ‖ DID) because the
binary length of x is less binary length of the error vector
e. Concerning the server, we store the values of crold

and
crnew instead of rold and rnew to augment the speed of
computation in authentication phases and in the updat-
ing of DID. Our protocol does not need an exhaustive
search for obtaining the value of id.

With regard to the other protocols and consideration
of mutual authentication, the performance of our protocol
is effective.

If we select a binary Goppa code C[n = 2048, k =
1751, d = 56], these parameters agree with the parame-
ters of a secure McEliece cryptosystem for 280 security [4].
We choose the values of k1= 890 and k2= 875 which are
suitable with condition k2 < k1. So, the number of tags
supported is 2875 tags and the space memory required in
the tag is 2048 bits for codeword DID and the maximal
weight of the error vector is 27 bits. With these parame-
ters, we can implement our protocol in low-cost tags, such
as Mifare Classic 1K and Mifare Plus support space mem-
ory 1KB to 4 KB [21]. We note here that it is possible to
optimize the parameters of the code using the techniques
of Quasi-cyclic codes [3] or Quasi-dyadic codes [22]. Using
the optimized parameters, we can implement our protocol
in Mifare Ultralight EV1 tag support 384 bits to 1024 bits.
Though several attacks can be realized against McEliece
with Quasi-cyclic codes and Quasi-dyadic codes [14, 15],
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Table 3: Performance Evaluation
Key space Cost Communication

Tag Server T → R R→ T
Park [26] lp + n + 2 |key| 1P iH + 1D + 1ED n -
Chien and Laih [9] n + 2 |key| 8P 4P + 2ED 2lp + 2n) 2lp
Cui et al. [11] (n− k)× (n2 + 1) 2P + 1EC 2P + 1ED (n− k) + lp lp
Sekino et al. [28] (n− k) + (n− k)× (n1−(n− k)/t 1EC + 2P 2P + 1ED (n− k) + lp lp
Malek and Miri [19] (n + k2 + |key|) 2P +CM 2P + 1ED n 2n + |key|+ lp
Our Protocol n 3P 2P + 1ED n + lp n + lp

|key|: length of key or id
i: number of authorised sessions
lp: length of generating random number or hash
P , D and CM : cost of RNG or hash function, decryption operation and generation of circular matrix, respectively
EC and ED: encoding operation and decoding operation, respectively

variants based on binary Goppa codes are secure like [6].

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the limitations and vul-
nerabilities of previous RFID authentication protocols
based on error-correcting codes. We have proposed an im-
proved RFID authentication protocol based on random-
ized McEliece cryptosystem with mutual authentication,
untraceability, desychronisation relisience and forward se-
crecy. Using formal models, the AVISPA tools and Ouafi-
Phan model, we have proved security and privacy prop-
erties.

With regard to the different existing protocols based on
error-correcting codes, the performance of our protocol is
effective, required only n bits on the tag, does not need to
do exhaustive search, and the tag can perform lightweight
cryptographic operations.
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Abstract

Active scanning worms have drawn a significant attention
due to their enormous threats to the Internet infrastruc-
ture and services. In order to effectively defend against
them, this paper proposes a novel epidemic SEIQV model
with quarantine strategy. Using this SEIQV model, we
obtain the basic reproduction number for determining
whether the worm dies out completely. The global stabili-
ties of worm-free equilibrium and endemic equilibrium are
proved, and determined by the basic reproduction num-
ber. The impact of different parameters of this model
is studied. Simulation results show that the number of
susceptible, infected and vaccinated hosts are consistent
with theoretical analysis. The model provides a theoret-
ical foundation for controlling and forecasting for active
scanning worms.

Keywords: Basic reproduction number, network security,
quarantine strategy, stability analysis, worm propagation
model

1 Introduction

Active scanning worms are malicious codes which can
replicate themselves and actively infected other hosts with
certain vulnerability via Internet. With the ever increas-
ing number of Internet applications and the emergence
of new technologies, worms have become a great threat
to our work and daily life, caused tremendous economic
losses. Especially, the advent of the Internet of things
would make the threat increasingly serious. How to com-
bat Internet worms effectively is an urgent issue con-

fronted with defenders. Therefore, it is necessary to com-
prehend the long-term behavior of worms and to propose
effective strategies to defend against worms.

Based on the infectivity between a worm and a bio-
logical virus, some epidemic models representing worm
propagations were presented to depict the propagation
of worms, e.g., SIR model [15], SIRS model [9, 14],
SIQV model [24], SIDQV model [25], which all as-
sume that susceptible hosts can immediately translate
into infected ones. This assumption is unreasonable. Ac-
tually, it will take a certain time to send worm copies
to susceptible hosts. To overcome previous drawbacks,
some researchers added a state (E), namely the exposed
state, and then proposed some propagation models, e.g.,
SEIR model [10], SEIRS model [11, 13, 17], SEIQV
model [18], SEIQRS model [8], which assume that ex-
posed hosts can not infect other ones. Actually, an in-
fected host which is in latency can infect other hosts by
means of some methods, e.g., vulnerability seeking. All
the previous models do not take this passive infectivity
into consideration. Recently, Yang et al. [20, 21, 22, 23]
proposed some models, by taking into account the fact
that a host immediately possesses infectivity once it is
infected. These model, however, all make an assumption
that exposed hosts and infected hosts have the same in-
fectivity. This is not consistent with the reality. Although
an exposed host also sends scanning packets to find sus-
ceptive hosts with certain vulnerabilities, the scanning
packets sent by an exposed host are less than an infected
one. Usually, the infection rate of exposed hosts is less
than that of infected ones. Therefore, they should have
different infection rates.

Recently, more attention has been paid to the combina-
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tion of worm propagation model and countermeasures to
study the prevalence of worms, e.g., quarantine [24, 25]
and vaccination [4]. The implementation of quarantine
strategy relies on the intrusion detection systems (IDSes).
Intrusion detection systems can be classified into two cat-
egories: misuse and anomaly intrusion detection systems.
The former is mainly based on a database with the fea-
ture of known attack behaviors, which fails to detect new
ones. The latter can detect both novel and known worms,
but false positive rate is high. In summary, both classes of
intrusion detection systems have defects that affect their
performances.
SEIQV model [18] takes quarantine and vaccination

into consideration as the two main recovery countermea-
sures, and analyzes the global stability of its worm-free
equilibrium. Inspired by SEIQV model [18], we propose
a new extended model, referred to as e-SEIQV (suscepti-
ble - exposed - infected - quarantined - vaccinated) model.
In comparison with SEIQV model [18], the model pro-
posed takes two infection rates into account. Some sus-
ceptible hosts can be directly vaccinated. Using the ba-
sic reproduction number, we derive global stabilities of
a worm-free equilibrium and a unique endemic equilib-
rium by a Lyapunov function and a geometric approach.
Based on these results and further analysis, some effective
methods for controlling worms are recommended.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
formulates the new model and obtains its basic reproduc-
tion number. Section 3 proves the local and global stabili-
ties of the worm-free equilibrium. Section 4 examines the
local and global stabilities of the endemic equilibrium.
Section 5 covers the numerical analysis and the simula-
tions. Section 6 summarizes the paper with some future
directions.

2 Mathematical Model Formula-
tion

The total host populationN is partitioned into five groups
and any hosts can potential be in any of these groups at
any time t: the susceptible, exposed, infected, quaran-
tined, vaccinated, with sizes denoted by S, E, I, Q, V ,
respectively. The total number of population N at time t
is given by N(t) = S(t) +E(t) + I(t) +Q(t) + V (t). The
dynamical transfer of hosts is depicted in Figure 1.

In the model, susceptible hosts can be infected by
worms with efficient infection rates β1, β2 and become into
exposed ones and infected ones, or patched into the vac-
cinated state with rate ρ. ω is the transfer rate between
the exposed and the infected. Some exposed and infected
ones can be detected by a misuse detection system and
then constantly quarantined at rates α1, α2, respectively.
α1, α2 are determined by the misuse detection system,
which will become larger if the detection system is set to
be sensitive to worms’ activities. A high performance de-
tection system has higher detection rate and lower false
alarm rate. For example, the detection system should
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Figure 1: State transition diagram with quarantine

have larger α1, α2. Some hosts in the quarantined state
become vaccinated ones by repairing and then patching
at rate θ. Some infected hosts can be detected and then
manually patched at rate γ. The positive parameter µ is
the death rate in each of the five states. Some hosts enter
the network at the number Π, a fraction 1− p of which is
patched into the vaccinated state directly at ”birth”.

Based on the compartment model presented Figure 1,
our model having infected force in the exposed, infected
period is described by the following system of differential
equations:

S
′
(t) = pΠ− β1SE − β2SI − (ρ+ µ)S,

E
′
(t) = β1SE + β2SI − (ω + α1 + µ)E,

I
′
(t) = ωE − (γ + α2 + µ)I,

Q
′
(t) = α1E + α2I − (θ + µ)Q,

V
′
(t) = ρS + γI + θQ+ (1− p)Π− µV.

(1)

Summing the equations of System (1), we obtain

N(t)
′

= Π− µ(S + E + I +Q+ V ). (2)

Therefore, the total population size N(t) converges to
the equilibrium Π/µ. It follows from Equation (2) that
lim inft→∞N(t) ≤ Π/µ. We thus study our System (1),
in the following feasible region:

Ω = {(S,E, I,Q, V ) ∈ R5
+ : S+E+I+Q+V ≤ Π/µ},

which is a positively invariant set of Model (1). We next
consider the dynamic behavior of Model (1) on Ω. It is
easy to see that Model (1) always has a worm-free equi-
librium, P0 = (pΠ/(ρ+ µ), 0, 0, 0, Π

µ (1− p
ρ+µ )).

Let x = (E, I,Q, V, S)T , then Model (1) can be written
as

dx

dt
= F(x)− V(x),

where

F(x) =


β1SE + β2SI

0
0
0
0

 ,
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V(x) =


(ω + α1 + µ)E

(γ + α2 + µ)I − ωE
(θ + µ)Q− α1E − α2I

µV − ρS − γI − θQ− (1− p)Π
β1SE + β2SI + (ρ+ µ)S − pΠ

 .

Differentiating F(x) and V(x) with respect to
E, I,Q, V, S and evaluating at the worm-free equilibrium
P0 = (pΠ/(ρ + µ), 0, 0, 0, Π

µ (1 − p
ρ+µ )), respectively, we

have

DF(P0) =

(
F2×2 02×3

03×2 03×3

)
,

DV(P0) =


Y2×2 0 0 0

0 0 0

Y
′

3×2 θ + µ 0 0
−θ µ −ρ
0 0 ρ+ µ

 ,

where

F2×2 =

(
β1pΠ/(ρ+ µ) β2pΠ/(ρ+ µ)

0 0

)
,

Y
′

3×2 =

 −α1 −α2

0 −γ
β1pΠ/(ρ+ µ) β2pΠ/(ρ+ µ)

 ,

and

Y2×2 =

(
ω + α1 + µ 0
−ω γ + α2 + µ

)
.

FV−1 is the next generation matrix for Model (1).
Thus, the spectral radius of the next generation matrix
FV−1 can be obtained as,

ρ(FV−1) = ρ(F2×2Y
−1
2×2)

= pΠ(β1(γ+α2+µ)+β2ω)
(ρ+µ)(ω+α1+µ)(γ+α2+µ) .

According to Theorem 2 in [2], the basic reproduction
number of Model (1) is

R0 =
pΠ(β1(γ + α2 + µ) + β2ω)

(ρ+ µ)(ω + α1 + µ)(γ + α2 + µ)
. (3)

For the concision of notation, let m = ω + α1 + µ and

n = γ + α2 + µ. Thus R0 = pΠ(β1n+β2ω)
(ρ+µ)mn .

The first four equations in System (1) have no depen-
dence on the fifth one. Therefore, the fifth equation can
be omitted. Thus, System (1) can be rewritten as the
following four-dimensional system:

S
′
(t) = pΠ− β1SE − β2SI − (ρ+ µ)S,

E
′
(t) = β1SE + β2SI − (ω + α1 + µ)E,

I
′
(t) = ωE − (γ + α2 + µ)I,

Q
′
(t) = α1E + α2I − (θ + µ)Q.

(4)

Next, we will study the stabilities of worm-free equi-
librium and endemic equilibrium on System (4).

3 Stability of Worm-free Equilib-
rium

It is easily obtained that System (4) has a worm-free equi-
librium given by P0 = (pΠ/(ρ+ µ), 0, 0, 0).

Lemma 1. When R0 < 1, the worm-free equilibrium P0

is locally asymptotically stable in Ω. When R0 > 1, the
worm-free equilibrium P0 is an unstable saddle point.

Proof. The Jacobian matrix of Model (4) at P0 is

J(P0) =


−(ρ+ µ) − β1pΠ

(ρ+µ) − β2pΠ
(ρ+µ) 0

0 β1pΠ
(ρ+µ) −m

β2pΠ
(ρ+µ) 0

0 ω −n 0
0 α1 α2 −(θ + µ)


It is easily obtained that J(P0) has two negative eigen-

values λ1 = −(ρ+µ), and λ2 = −(θ+µ), the other eigen-
values of J(P0) are determined by the following equation

λ2 +(m+n− β1pΠ

(ρ+ µ)
)λ+mn− (nβ1 + ωβ2)pΠ

(ρ+ µ)
= 0. (5)

When R0 < 1, then mn > (nβ1 + ωβ2)pΠ/(ρ+ µ).
For mn > (nβ1 + ωβ2)pΠ/(ρ+ µ), we can obtain m+

n > n + β1pΠ/(ρ + µ) + pΠβ2ω/(ρ + µ), thus m + n −
β1pΠ/(ρ + µ) > n + β2pΠ/(ρ + µ) > 0, which means
the Equation (5) has two negative roots. Therefore, the
worm-free equilibrium P0 is locally asymptotically stable.

When R0 > 1, then mn− (nβ1 + ωβ2)pΠ/(ρ+ µ) < 0,
which means the Equation (5) has a positive root and a
negative root. Therefore, the worm-free equilibrium P0 is
unstable saddle point.

Lemma 2. When R0 ≤ 1, the worm-free equilibrium P0

is globally asymptotically stable in Ω. When R0 > 1, all
solutions starting in Ω and sufficiently close to P0 move
away from {P0}.

Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function

L =
β1n+ β2ω

mn
E +

β2

n
I.

Its derivative along the solutions to Model (4) is

L
′

= β1n+β2ω
mn (β1SE + β2SI −mE) + β2

n (ωE − nI)

= β1n+β2ω
mn (β1SE + β2SI)− (β1E + β2I)

= (β1E + β2I)(β1n+β2ω
mn S − 1)

≤ (β1E + β2I)(pΠ(β1n+β2ω)
mn(ρ+µ) − 1)

= (β1E + β2I)(R0 − 1)
≤ 0.

Furthermore, L
′

= 0 if and only if E = I = 0 or
R0 = 1. Thus, the largest compact invariant set in
{(S,E, I,Q)|L′

= 0} is the singleton {P0}. When R0 ≤ 1,
the global stability of P0 follows from LaSalle’s invariance
principle [5]. LaSalle’s invariance principle [5] implies that
P0 is globally asymptotically stable in Ω. When R0 > 1,
it follows from the fact L

′
> 0 if E > 0 and I > 0. This

completes the proof.
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4 Stability of Endemic Equilib-
rium

The endemic equilibrium P ∗(S∗, E∗, I∗, Q∗) of Model (4)
is determined by equations

pΠ− β1SE − β2SI − (ρ+ µ)S = 0,

β1SE + β2SI − (ω + α1 + µ)E = 0,

ωE − (γ + α2 + µ)I = 0,

α1E + α2I − (θ + µ)Q = 0.

(6)

By some simple computation, we obtain
S∗ = pΠ

R0(ρ+µ) ,

E∗ = (γ+α2+µ)I
ω = nI

ω ,

I∗ = pΠ(1−1/R0)ω
(ω+α1+µ)(γ+α2+µ) = pΠ(1−1/R0)ω

mn ,

Q∗ = (α1(γ+α2+µ)+α2ω)I
ω(θ+µ) = (α1n+α2ω)I

ω(θ+µ) .

(7)

Now we investigate the local stability of the endemic
equilibrium P ∗(S∗, E∗, I∗, Q∗). The Jacobian matrix of
Equation (4) at the endemic equilibrium P ∗ is

J(P ∗) =


B1 −β1S −β2S 0

β1E + β2I β1S −m β2S 0
0 ω −n 0
0 α1 α2 −θ − µ


(8)

where, B1 = −β1E−β2I − ρ−µ. Its characteristic equa-
tion is det(λI − J(P ∗)) = 0, where I is the unit matrix.
Therefore,

det(λI−J(P ∗)) = (λ1+θ+µ)(λ3+Aλ2+Bλ+C) = 0, (9)

where

A = n+ ρ+ µ+ β1E + β2I +
β2ωm

β1n+ β2ω
> 0,

B = β2mω
β1n+β2ω

(ρ+ µ+ β1E + β2I)

+ β1S(β1E + β2I) + n(ρ+ µ+ β1E + β2I)
> 0,

C = mn(β1E + β2I) > 0.

By a direct calculation, we obtain that AB − C > 0.
According to the theorem of Routh-Hurwitz [1], it fol-
lows that all the roots of Equation (9) have negative real
parts. Therefore, the endemic equilibrium P ∗ is locally
asymptotically stable.

From the above discussion, we can summarize the fol-
lowing conclusion.

Lemma 3. When R0 > 1, the endemic equilibrium P ∗ is
locally asymptotically stable in Ω.

Next, we apply the geometrical approach [7] to inves-
tigate the global stability of the endemic equilibrium P ∗

in the region Ω.

Theorem 1. [7] Consider the following systems:
x

′
= f(x), x ∈ Ω.

If the following conditions are satisfied:

1) The system (∗) exists a compact absorbing set K ⊂ Ω
and has a unique equilibrium P ∗ in Ω;

2) P ∗ is locally asymptotically stable;

3) The system (∗) satisfies a Poincaré-Bendixson crite-
rion;

4) A periodic orbit of the system (∗) is asymptotically
orbitally stable, then the only equilibrium P ∗ is the
globally asymptotically stable in Ω.

Lemma 4. If R0 > 1, the unique positive equilibrium P ∗

of Model (4) is globally asymptotically stable in Ω.

Proof. We only need to prove that all assumptions of The-
orem 1 hold.

If R0 > 1, then the worm-free equilibrium is unstable
according to Lemma 1. Moreover, the behavior of the
local dynamics near the region P0 described in Lemma
1 implies that Model (4) is uniformly persistent in the
region Ω. That is, there exists a constant c > 0, such
that any solution (S(t), E(t), I(t), Q(t)) of Model (4) with
initial value (S(0), E(0), I(0), Q(0)) in Ω satisfies

min{lim inf
t→∞

S(t), lim inf
t→∞

E(t), lim inf
t→∞

I(t), lim inf
t→∞

Q(t)} ≥ c.

This can be proved by applying a uniform persistent re-
sult in [3] and by the use of a similar argument as in the
proof in [6]. The uniform persistence of System (4) in the
bounded set Ω is equivalent to the existence of a com-
pact K ∈ Ω that is absorbing for System (4). During the
process of obtaining the endemic equilibrium P ∗, we can
know that P ∗ is the unique equilibrium in the interval
(0,Π/µ). Assumption (1) holds.

According to Lemma 3, we know that the endemic
equilibrium P ∗ is locally asymptotically stable in the re-
gion Ω. Assumption (2) holds.

The Jacobian matrix of Model (4) is denoted by Equa-
tion (8). Choosing the matrix H as H = diag(−1, 1, −1,
−1), it is easy to prove that HJH has non-positive off-
diagonal elements, thus we can obtain that System (4) is
competitive. This verifies the Assumption (3).

The second compound matrix J [2](P ∗) of J(P ∗) can
be calculated as follows:

J [2](P ∗) =


A1 β2S 0 β2S 0 0
ω A2 0 −β1S 0 0
α1 α2 A3 0 −β1S −β2S
0 b 0 A4 0 0
0 0 b α2 A5 β2S
0 0 0 −α1 ω A6


(10)

where,
A1 = −(β1E + β2I + ρ+ µ+m− β1S),
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A2 = −(β1E + β2I + ρ+ µ+ n),
A3 = −(β1E + β2I + ρ+ 2µ+ θ),
A4 = −(m+ n− β1S),
A5 = −(m+ µ+ θ − β1S),
A6 = −(n+ θ + µ),
b = β1E + β2I.

The second compound system of Model (4) in a peri-
odic solution can be represented by the following differ-
ential equations:

X
′
(t) = A1X + β2SY + β2SL,

Y
′
(t) = ωX +A2Y − β1SL,

Z
′
(t) = α1X + α2Y +A3Z − β1SM − β2SU,

L
′
(t) = bY + (β1S −m− n)L,

M
′
(t) = bZ + α2L+A5M + β2SU,

U
′
(t) = −α1L+ ωM − (n+ µ+ θ)U.

(11)

In order to prove that System (11) is asymptotically
stable, we consider the following Lyapunov function:

V (X,Y, Z, L,M,U ;S,E, I,Q)

= sup{|X|+ |L|+ |M |, E
I

(|Y |+ |Z|+ |U |)}.

By the use of the uniform persistence, we obtain that
the orbit of P (t) = (S(t), E(t), I(t), Q(t)) remains a posi-
tive distance from the boundary of Ω, thus, we know that
there exists a constant c satisfying

V (X,Y, Z, L,M,U ;S,E, I,Q)

≥ c sup{|X|, |Y |, |Z|, |L|, |M |, |U |},

for all (X,Y, Z, L,M,U) ∈ R6 and (S,E, I,Q) ∈ P (t).
For the differential equations in Equation (11), we can

obtain the following differential inequalities by direct cal-
culations:

[D+(|X|+ |Y |+ |Z|) ≤ −(2µ+ ω + α1)(|X|+ |L|

+|M |) +
E

I
(β1S + β2S

I

E
)

(|Y |+ |Z|+ |U |),
D+(|L|+ |M |+ |U |) ≤ ω(|X|+ |L|+ |M |)− (2µ

+α2 + γ)(|Y |+ |Z|+ |U |).

Then,

D+
E

I
(|Y |+ |Z|+ |U |) ≤ ω

E

I
(|X|+ |L|+ |M |)

+(
E

′

E
− I

′

I
− (2µ+ α2

+γ))
E

I
(|Y |+ |Z|+ |U |).

From the pervious formula, we can obtain

D+|V (t)| ≤ max{g1(t), g2(t)}V (t),

where,

g1(t) = −(2µ+ δ1 + ω) + (β1S + β2S
I

E
),

g2(t) = ω
E

I
+
E

′

E
− I

′

I
− (2µ+ α+ δ2 + p).

From Model (4), we can obtain

E
′

E
= β1S + β2S

I

E
− (ω + α1 + µ),

I
′

I
= ω

E

I
− (γ + α2 + µ).

Therefore,

g1(t) =
E

′

E
− µ, g2(t) =

E
′

E
− µ.

Then,∫ ζ

0

sup{g1(t), g2(t)}dt ≤ lnE(t)|ζ0 − µζ = −µζ < 0,

which implies that (X(t), Y (t), Z(t), L(t),M(t), U(t)) →
0, as t→∞. Thus, the second compound System (11) is
asymptotically stable. This verifies the Assumption (4).

We verify all the assumptions of Theorem 1. Therefore,
P ∗ is globally asymptotically stable in Ω.

5 Numerical Simulations

In this experiment, we choose the Slammer as basic be-
havior of a worm. To obtain the spread of worms in
a large-scale network, 1,000,000 hosts are selected as
the population size. According to the real conditions
of the Slammer worm, the worm’s average scan rate is
s = 4000 per second [12]. Slammer worm’s infection
rate can then be computed as β2 = s/232 = 0.00000093,
β1 = 0.0000009. At the beginning, the number of suscep-
tible, exposed, infected, quarantined and vaccinated hosts
are S(0) = 999, 990, E(0) = 0, I(0) = 10, Q(0) = 0 and
V (0) = 0, respectively. The quarantined rates of exposed
hosts and infected hosts are α1 = 0.0001 , α2 = 0.004 per
minute, respectively.

Other parameters in these simulations are given as fol-
lows: µ = 0.00001, ρ = 0.00002, θ = 0.005, ω = 0.05,
p = 0.1, γ = 0.001, where R0 = 0.677 < 1. The worm
will gradually disappear according to Theory 2. Figure 2
illustrates the number of susceptible, exposed and infected
hosts when R0 is 0.677. From Figure 2, we can clearly see
that the tendency of the worm propagation is depressive,
which is consistent with Lemma 2. Finally, all infected
hosts vanish, and become into vaccinated state. In or-
der to effectively defend against such worms, we must
adopt some feasible methods to decrease the infection
rate [16, 19] or increase the following parameters (e.g.,
the transfer rates between the exposed and the recovered,
between the exposed and the infected) to guarantee the
basic reproduction number R0 < 1.
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Figure 2: Globally asymptotically stable worm-free equi-
librium

When α1 = 0.02, α2 = 0.06, θ = 0.009, we can ob-
tain R0 = 2.654 > 1. Other parameters do not vary. We
can see the results in Figure 3. As can be seen from Fig-
ure 3, the number of susceptible and infected hosts even-
tually become positive values between 0 and Π/µ. S(t),
I(t), V (t) all approach their steady state, and the worm
persists. This is fully consistent with the conclusions of
Lemma 4.
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Figure 3: Globally asymptotically stable endemic equilib-
rium

In our model, the main defending method is the use
of quarantine strategy. There are two quarantined rates
in the proposed model. Intuitively, both of them all play
an important role in decreasing the number of infected
hosts. Next, we study the effect of the quarantined rates.
when α1 is equal to 0.0001, 0.001 and 0.01, respectively,
we can see the result in Figure 4. From Figure 4, we can
see that the quarantined rate α1 plays a minor role in
decreasing the number of hosts infected by worms. On
the other hand, a larger α1 might cause a higher false
alarm rate of the detection system, and block some users’
normal activities.

When we change the values of the quarantined rate α2,
e.g., 0.002, 0.004, 0.006 and 0.008, we obtain the result in
Figure 5. From Figure 5, it can be seen that the quaran-
tined rate α2 has an obvious significant effect on defending
worms. The larger the quarantined rate is, the less the
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Figure 4: Effect of quarantined rate α1

number of infected hosts are. The quarantined rate plays
an important role in containing the infected hosts. The
quarantined rate relies mainly on the accuracy of intrusion
detection systems. The detection rate depends mainly on
the quarantined rate α2 of infected hosts. That is, a more
effective detection rate will generate a larger quarantined
rate. We can improve the efficiency and decrease the false
positive of intrusion detection systems to obtain a larger
quarantined rate.
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Figure 5: Effect of quarantined rate α2

6 Conclusions

This paper proposed an epidemic model to defend the
propagation of active scanning worms, which takes the
quarantine strategy into account. Firstly, we obtain the
basic reproduction number using the next generation ma-
trix. Next, with the help of the reproduction number, we
prove the stabilities of worm-free equilibrium and endemic
equilibrium. When the reproduction number is less than
or equal to one, our model has only a worm-free equilib-
rium which is globally stable, which implies the worm dies
out eventually; when the reproduction number is larger
than one, our model has a unique endemic equilibrium
which is globally stable, it implies that the worm per-
sists in the whole population and tends to a steady state.
Finally, simulation results are given to verify our conclu-
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sions. Our future work will expand this model which can
characterize more features of Internet worms, e.g., taking
delay or impulse into consideration.
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Abstract

The NFC wallet is more popular in the world than before.
Many people want to have a convenient payment in shop-
ping, so the NFC wallet becomes an excellent choice for
them. The NFC wallet uses the Card Emulation mode
to achieve the transaction process. However, the Card
Emulation mode does not have the specified secure trans-
action protocol. Our research provides a secure transac-
tion protocol for the Card Emulation mode. It applies the
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange method and Elliptic Curve
Cryptosystem to the protocol. It not only fulfills five se-
cure requirements which are Data Confidentiality, Data
Integrity, Unobservability, Unlinkability and Traceability,
but also has the less calculation size and amount of trans-
ference than another proposed method. It is more suit-
able for mobile devices which do not have high calculation
ability and storage space.

Keywords: Elliptic curve cryptosystem, NFC security, se-
cure transaction protocol

1 Introduction

The mobile technology is more common than before,
many people have smart phone or tablet for daily using.
Near Field Communication (NFC) is a popular technol-
ogy for payment which let users do not take their wallet
out. It can establish a connected channel with touching.
This behavior is simple and easy for use. The NFC trans-
action distance is in the 4 center meters. It is suitable for
payment which reduces the risk of eavesdropping when

transaction is being. The convenience make it been ap-
ply to many areas. Users usually use the NFC technology
for transaction in the open environment [2]. Although
every process is finished in few seconds, it still has many
threats. Most importantly, the Peer-to-Peer mode has the
secure protection protocol only, but the Card Emulation
mode and Reader/Writer mode do not have any specified
secure protocol in transaction. These two modes need
mobile phone manufactures to design protection protocol
when using mobile device in payment. Or users have to
be careful for transaction object.

Our research considers it still have to take a secure
protocol to protect private messages would not reveal
when data exchanges. There are four international stan-
dards be introduced in next section. They are the base
of NFC technology. In that part, our research describes
the three operation modes for using in the NFC. We sup-
pose the secure transaction protocol in the third parti-
tion. Our protocol uses the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
method [7, 10, 11] and Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem [1] to
build a key for exchanging the information between both
sides. There is a comparison of our method and Hasoo
et al. method [3] in Section 4. In addition, there is a
security analysis about our protocol. In the conclusion,
we provide some directions for research in future.

2 NFC Protocols and Operation
Modes

The International Standard Organization (ISO) and
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) have
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Figure 1: ISO/IEC 18092 passive communication mode

specified many standards for NFC communication. The
ISO/IEC 18092 is the most important standard of
NFC. The European Computer Manufacturers Associa-
tion (ECMA) also defined the NFC security services and a
protocol in ECMA International 385 standard and ECMA
International 386 standard. In addition, NFC combines
the smart card technology becomes a popular application.
It makes mobile phone will be a tool which can pay the
bill by NFC function. The detail specification has written
in the ISO/IEC 14443 standard. In this section, here in-
troduces the four international standards and three NFC
operation modes.

2.1 ISO/IEC 18092 Standard

This standard defines the communication distance of NFC
in the 4 centimeters. It make two devices can exchange
data in short range. This feature elevates its security more
for transaction. It also specified the two roles of objects
which named “Initiator” and “Target” [4]. The initiator
should launch a radio field for transaction at first and the
target would get the radio waves from the initiator. If the
target activates its radio field to communication with ini-
tiator, the mode names “Active Communication Mode”,
or it is called “Passive Communication Mode.” The stan-
dard specified the NFC operating at center frequency is
13.56MHz. The transfer speeds are 106 kbit/s, 212 kbit/s
and 424 kbit/s. The Figure 1 shows the detail procedure
of initial process of Passive Communication Mode.

Step 1. When the initiator want to perform a transac-
tion with target, it needs to execute the Radio Field
Collision Avoidance (RFCA). It could detect there is
existing the NFC radio field. If NFC field existed,
this initiator should wait for other radio field disap-
peared after activates its radio field. If there are two
radio fields operating in the same time, it may oc-

cur the data collision. If there is not, the initiator
executes following steps.

Step 2. The initiator chooses the only one target for do-
ing transaction. It decides the transfer speed and
activates a radio field before using the Single Device
Detection (SDD) to choose the target. For example,
there are five targets in the area of radio field of ini-
tiator. The initiator should launch a polling request.
The account of time slots is the data of the polling
request. The time slot number is hexadecimal num-
ber which is ‘00’, ‘01’, ‘03’, ‘07’ or ‘0F’ and it should
be added 1. It means that the time slots number
may be the one, two, four, eight or sixteen. As Fig-
ure 2, five targets have chosen the random number
by themselves. When the delay time finished, they
responds their numbers which match the number of
time slots. If one slot has two responses of different
targets that means there occurs a responding colli-
sion. According the rule, the initiator would decrypt
the messages which sent by the target 1, target 2,
target 4 and target 5. The initiator would find the
target for transaction by their messages.

Step 3. The transaction target should be confirmed in
Step 2. The initiator sends the attribute request to
the target. Because it wants to know the ID of target
and what transfer speed which target could support.

Step 4. Target would reply content of the request. If the
target supports other special parameters or wants to
adjust some current settings, it writes the requests
down in the package. An instance is the target wants
to enhance the transfer speed to higher rate, and it
would write the need to the message and send to the
target.

Step 5. If the initiator finds the target supports the spe-
cial parameters by decrypting the message from the
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Figure 2: Single device detection method

target, it sends the request package to target. Or the
initiator executes the Step 7 directly.

Step 6. The target receives the request and replies it.
The content of package includes the adjusted items
which the target wants. For example, the target
wants to use higher speed for transaction that it
should adjust the transfer rate from the 106 kbit/s
to 212 kbit/s or 424 kbit/s.

Step 7. The initial process has finished that two sides
would execute data exchanging procedure. Basically,
all NFC transactions will do above steps before they
start the data exchanging. However, if the target
doesn’t support the special parameters or does not
want to change the current situation, it will not send
the request to the initiator in the Step 4. So, the
Step 5 and Step 6 are not must have be executed in
every time.

2.2 ECMA International 385 and 386
Standards

The two international standards are specified by The Eu-
ropean Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA).
They are used in the Peer-to-Peer mode of NFC operating
mode. The two services of them which are shared secret
service (SSE) and secure channel service (SCH) [8, 9].
The structure of ECMA international 385 standard de-
scribes the three layers as Figure 3. It divided to NFC-
SEC User, NFC-SEC and NFC. When the user wants
to contact to another one, its request would be written
in the NFC-SEC-SDU (Service Data Unit). The NFC-
SEC-SAP (Service Accessing Point) will invoke the com-
munication service. And it combines the NFC-SEC-SDU
with the NFC-SEC-PCI (Protocol Control Information)
to the NFC-SEC-PDU (Protocol Data Unit). After the
NFC-SEC-SAP contacts with the NFC-SAP (Service Ac-
cessing Point), it sends the NFC-SEC-PDU to the NFC-
SAP. The NFC-SAP will send the communication request
to another NFC-SAP for establishing a connection. This
process makes them to coordinate the shared secret key

to protect the privacy. It is called shared Secret ser-
vice (SSE) and secure channel service (SCH). The im-
plement method is described in the ECMA International
386 standard. The realized process is using the Ellip-
tic Curve Cryptosystem and the Diffie-Hellman Key Ex-
change method to generate the secret key for transaction.

2.3 ISO/IEC 14443 Standard

It defines the transaction protocol which smart card com-
municates with card reader and specifies the 13.56MHz
is the main radio frequency. It originally consists of two
transmission technologies which are NFC-A and NFC-B.
But the SONY Corporation wants to make their technol-
ogy “FeliCa” been combined to this international stan-
dard, so SONY had written a draft and sent to related
organization for judging. The International Standard Or-
ganization judged the draft is fail, because the speci-
fied content is similar the ISO/IEC 18092. However, the
non-profit organization for promoting the NFC technol-
ogy which named NFC Forum, it still make the three
transmission technologies “ISO/IEC 14443A”, “ISO/IEC
14443B”, and “SONY FeliCa” to be named “NFC-A”,
“NFC-B” and “NFC-F”. The mission of NFC Forum is
formed to advance the NFC by developing related spec-
ifications and ensuring the interoperability among de-
vices. The three technologies are divided by their encoded
modes, Modulation Types and data rates. As the Figure
4, there is an initial process before exchanging data be-
tween two devices [5, 6]. Here introduces the detail about
the procedures.

Step 1. The mobile phone which embedded the smart
card or secure chip should touch the reader device.

Step 2. The smart card (It represents that mobile
phone) waits for a wake-up command for executing
following process for this transaction.

Step 3. Reader sends the wake-up commands to mobile
phone.
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Figure 3: NFC-SEC architecture

Step 4. Smart card replies the request from the reader.
If smart card supports some special parameters or
like to change current settings, it should write re-
quirements down in this message and send to reader.

Step 5. In order to avoid the data collision, the reader
activates the anti-collision protocol. It would detect
does there have other smart card in the radio field.
If there only one smart card in the field, the reader
executes the next step.

Step 6 & step 7. Because the target has confirmed, the
reader sends the request to smart card for getting
the unique ID of smart card. However, the unique
ID had divided three parts by smart card. It is used
to check the card’s specification that conforms to the
ISO/IEC 14443 standard. So they execute these two
steps three times for getting complete ID and inspect-
ing the specification of card is eligible.

Step 8. If the smart card annotated the special parame-
ters in the message of step 4, the reader should send
the attribute package to card. Otherwise, the Step 8
and Step 9 do not be executed.

Step 9. If card received the package from the reader, it
fills in the information which it needs in this trans-
action and sends it back. The reader should adjust
the current settings according by the message.

Step 10. If all situation is right, they start to exchange
data.

3 The Secure Transaction Pro-
tocol in NFC Card Emulation
Mode

In the card emulation mode, it does not have a transac-
tion protocol which like the ECMA International 385 and
ECMA International 386 standards. The transaction se-
curity of card emulation mode depends on the defense of
software or hardware by the manufactures. We got the in-
spiration from those two standards. Our method uses the
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange method and Elliptic Curve
Cryptosystem (ECC) in the card emulation mode. It de-
scribes our method as following.

Our method is established by Elliptic Curve Cryptosys-
tem and Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange method. It helps
two sides of transaction can obtain a same session key for
transmission. They can use the key to encrypt their in-
formation when exchange secret data. If the key would
not easily to be cracked, the transaction process should
be more safety. First, the user’s smart card and the NFC
reader of store have to know their ID by each other. Then,
they choose a huge prime number p. The elliptic curve
y2 = x3 + ax + b should in the finite field of ZP . The
a,b ∈ Zp and a,b < p. The a,b also should fulfill the con-
dition which 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. The elliptic curve which is
y2 = x3 + ax + b mod p can be used to encrypt and de-
crypt. The smart card and reader choose the base point
from this curve which named G. It would be used to gen-
erate the public key. When all of above has done, it would
execute the protocol. The notation follows Table 1.

As follow Figure 5 to Figure 8, it includes ten steps for
executing the transaction in our protocol. It describes the
steps detailed in this section. The Steps 1 and 2, there
are in the Figure 5.

Step 1. The smart card generates a random number x ,
it uses the point multiplication with base point G for
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Figure 4: ISO/IEC 14443 communication mode

Table 1: Notations

Symbol Description
x, y Random numbers

Qx, Qy Public keys
s Secret number
K Session key
fc Function of AES in XCBC-PRF-128 mode

IDx, IDy Random ID value
MacTagx
MacTagy Key certificated tags

EL Encrypted shopping list
l Shopping list

TPx, TPy Total price
Pt Price table

TPA Total price and APDU commands
APDU Application protocol data unit

ER Enrypted result
R Result of executing
stc Credit card’s three secure codes
pK Public key of bank

phone User’s phone number

Figure 5: Exchange the key each other

generating the public key of card which is Qx. The
card sends the key to reader.

Step 2. After the reader receives the message, it would
make a random number which is y. Reader uses the
same method to generate public key Qy and sends it
to smart card.

Step 3. After card had received Qy from reader, it took
the random number x and Qy to do point multipli-
cation of elliptic curve. It got the point P of y2 =
x3 + ax + b mod p and set the value of x-way which
named s. The smart card used the AES-XCBC-PRF-
128 algorithm to encrypt (Qx,Qy,s), and got the key
K. As the same time, the reader got Qx from smart
card, it took Qx do the point multiplication by ran-
dom number y. It can take the value s from the
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Figure 6: Generate the session key and certificated tag

x-way which the point P of y2 = x3 + ax+ b mod p.
The reader device used the AES-XCBC-PRF-128 al-
gorithm to encrypt (Qx,Qy,s), and would gain the
same key K as smart card.

Step 4. The smart card encrypted five items which are
session key K, two random identified value IDx
and IDy, and two public keys Qx and Qy to the
MacTagx by AES-XCBC-PRF-128 algorithm. It
sent the tag to the card reader for checking the iden-
tity. The AES-XCBC-PRF-128 algorithm is a design
on Cipher Block Chaining Message Authentication
Code Calculation. This method would divide a data
to many blocks. The 1 to n − 1 blocks have same
length. The length is uniquely 128 bits. The length
of final block is in the 1 bit to 128 bits. If one user
takes his data for encrypting by this algorithm, he
can send the ciphertext to another user. That re-
ceiver would check the result which using own data
to encrypt by the algorithm is identical or not. It
could identify their data is totally same or not at all.

Step 5. When reader had received MacTagx, it would
identify the validity. If pass, card reader encrypted
the key K, their identification IDy and IDx, their
public keys Qx and Qy to the MacTagy by AES-
XCBC-PRF-128 algorithm. The reader has known
the key K which they own are same, and it set the
key as the session key for this transaction. Reader
sent the MacTagy to smart card.

Step 6. The card identified the content of MacTagy. If
correct, the smart card set the key K as the session
key.

Step 7. The card used the session key K to encrypt
user’s shopping list and sent encrypted shopping list
EL to card reader of store.

Step 8. After reader received the data, it decrypted the
list by the session key K. It checked each items’ price
and calculated the total price of customer should pay
as TPy. Reader took the key K to encrypt the TPy

and the APDU commands became a data which was
named TPA. It sent the TPA to smart card.

Figure 7: Set session key process

Figure 8: The process of message transportation

Step 9. Card calculated the total price first, it has
named TPx. If TPx equals to TPy, the smart card
would execute APDU commands. If the process was
smoothly and successfully, card created the result of
executing which was named R. The content of R
should be set pass. The smart card uses the bank’s
public key pK to encrypt the Credit card’s three se-
cure codes, user’s phone number, random number x
and TPx. It took this data and R has been encrypted
by key K. The card sent the encrypted result ER to
reader.

Step 10. If checked result of R was pass, the reader
would use bank’s public key pK to encrypt the ran-
dom number x, session key K and encrypted result
ER. This ciphertext should be stored into database
of the store. Finally, it would be sent to bank for
follow-up process.
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4 Performance and Security Anal-
ysis

4.1 Comparison with Hasoo et al.’s
Method

Hasoo et al. has proposed a communication method on
NFC card emulated mode [3]. It also used the ECMA
International 385 Standard and ECMA International 386
Standard to build the procedure. However, the method of
Hasoo et al. has described the process of transaction until
two sides had agreed on session key K. It equals as our
method of step 1 to 6. This article would take the data
calculation and the amount of transmission for compari-
son with Hasoo et al. method. These two methods has
been proposed secure method on Card Emulated Mode,
therefore our comparison aim at smart card exclusive of
the reader side. The result shown as Table 2.

Table 2: The comparison of two methods

Amount of
Methods Data Calculation Transmission

Ours 2432 bits 592 bits
Hasoo et al. 1728 bits 480 bits

4.2 Security Analysis of Protocol

Our protocol not only has less calculation than Hasoo et
al. method, but also satisfies five secure requirements of
NFC transaction which proposed by Hasoo et al. Here,
we would describe the five items as follows.

4.2.1 Data Confidentiality

“Data Confidentiality” means the data would not be ac-
cessed, traced or analyzed by unauthorized user. In our
protocol, if a smart card wants to communicate with
reader, and it would uses the Elliptic Curve Cryptosys-
tem and Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange method to make a
session key. If anyone likes to fake this key, he has to solve
the discrete logarithm problem first. It is still a very dif-
ficult thing now. On the other hand, it can protect data
would not be used by unauthorized user in our protocol.

4.2.2 Data Integrity

“Data Integrity” represents the data should keep its in-
tegrity when transmitting, and it would not be adjusted or
edited by illegal one. As the ISO/IEC 18092 standard de-
scribes “Any device should activate the Radio Field Colli-
sion Avoidance (RFCA) and the Single Device Detection
(SDD) before communicating with others.” It promises
the target would be only one until finish that process. In
other words, there does not have third party could steal,

adjust or edit the data before transaction completed. So
our protocol satisfies this requirement.

4.2.3 Unobservability

“Unobservability” describes that any unauthorized user
can not find the specified user’s data by observing or ana-
lyzing. Our method proposes the smart card should take a
random number be the base number of smart card’s public
key. When the transaction has finished, the key would be
abandoned. If illegal man intruded the database of store,
he could not observe the specified user’s identification.

4.2.4 Unlinkability

“Unlinkability” is which two data had generated by same
user, and it does not have any linkability between them.
In our protocol, even a user has many times for shopping
in same store, his transaction identification is different
every time. Because the unique ID of smart card and the
base number of user’s public key were randomly selected
out, it makes others can not find the relationship of every
shopping record in the database of store.

4.2.5 Traceability

“Traceability” defines if there was a transaction problem
occurred, it has a property for investigating the truth in
the dispute between two sides. This character is usually
held by a third party. Due to there has a data of transac-
tion being stored in the store’s database in our method, it
would help to investigate the truth. The third party can
decrypt the data and get the import items just like the
user’s phone number, the original random number which
was the base of user’s public key and final transaction re-
sult which had authorized by user. They would help to
solve the problem.

5 Conclusions

Our research has found there is not a standardized se-
cure transaction protocol for Card Emulation Mode, so
this article uses the Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange method
and Elliptic Curve Cryptosystem to build a secure com-
munication protocol for the mode. It fulfills five secure
transaction requirements which are unobservability, data
integrity, data confidentiality, unlinkability, and traceabil-
ity. And the data calculation and the amount of trans-
mission are better than Hasoo et al. method. Hence, our
protocol has nice performance in security and calculation.
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Abstract

Nowadays, authentication mechanism is widely applied
to digital images to verify whether the received im-
age is not a fake. In this paper, we propose a self-
authentication mechanism without any extra data to au-
thenticate whether the area is modified by comparing the
generated authentication code and hidden authentication
code together. Also, the recovery ability is employed to
the proposed scheme used to repair the modified area. In
our experimental result, we show the positive result for
the feasibility of the proposed scheme.

Keywords: Image authentication, located mechanism, re-
covery

1 Introduction

Image authentication is a mechanism to authenticate
whether the areas is modified during transmission over the
internet. The content of the image may be replaced with
fake information, thus to identify the fake area even to re-
covery it after it is judged as an illegal place. One class of
fragile watermarking method [2, 5, 10, 11, 12], the original
image is separated into several small blocks; then, embeds
the watermark into these blocks. While tempering the
image, the matching between the content and the water-
mark in the corresponding block will be destroyed. As for
pixel-wise fragile watermarking scheme [3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9],
this method the tampered pixels can be specified from the
absence of the carried watermark. In other work [13], a hi-
erarchical fragile watermarking mechanism, this method
obtains the watermark data from pixels and blocks.

The receiver can identify the blocks inauthentic accord-
ing to the watermark hidden in other blocks to locate the
tampered pixels. The scheme [13] combined the advan-
tages of block-wise and pixel-wise technique to find the
detailed tampering pattern even though the modified area
is too large. Some watermarking approach with content
restoration is not feasible because the tampered area is

too large to locate tampered pixels. In scheme [13], it
has a limit that the tempered pixels cannot be restored
if the percentage of tampered area is more than 6.6%. In
scheme [1], the features of an image are obtained from
the cryptographic hash function which only the owner
can prove the rightful ownership with the pre-determined
secret key. The scheme [1] can achieve the tampering de-
tection for ownership protection, but it cannot recover the
tampered areas.

In this paper, we proposed a self-authentication mech-
anism as well as recovery abilities for digital images. In
the proposed scheme, the authentication codes for a dig-
ital image generated by itself with recovery data are to
hides back into the original one. After that, receivers can
extract the hidden data to check whether it is not a fake
one. The fake area is detected and marked. Later on,
the extracted recovery data could be used to repair the
tampered area without any extra data.

2 Related Work

In this section, we introduce traditional (t, n)-threshold
secret sharing.

Shamir et al. proposed the (t, n)-threshold secret shar-
ing as shown in Equation (1), which the secret is treated
as the parameter r1 and the other parameters r2, r3, · · · ,
rt are chosen by random to construct a (t − 1)-degree
polynomials.

R(xi) = r1 + r2xi + r3x
2
i + · · · + rtx

t−1
i , (1)

where the value of xi is the ID of the ith participant,
and all xi’s are individual from each other. Hence, n
participants will construct n (t − 1)-degree polynomials,
as shown in Equation (2).

R(x1) = r1 + r2x1 + r3x
2
1 + · · · + rtx

t−1
1 ,

...
R(xn) = r1 + r2xn + r3x

2
n + · · · + rtx

t−1
n

(2)
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Figure 1: Illustration of a four-pixel block

The unknown messages r1 can be resolved with the
polynomial interpolation, shown in Equation (3), where t
participants join to re-constructing procedure. The (t −
1)-degree polynomial will be reconstructed.

R(x) = R(x1)(
x− x2
x1 − x2

)(
x− x3
x1 − x3

) · · · ( x− xt
x1 − xt

) +

...

R(xt)(
x− x1
xt − x1

)(
x− x2
xt − x2

) · · · ( x− xt−1

xt − xt−1
).

(3)

3 The Proposed Scheme

The proposed scheme consists of four procedures:

1) The secret sharing procedure;

2) The authentication generation procedure;

3) The authentication;

4) Secret reconstruction procedures and recovery of the
inauthentic area.

First, the secret sharing procedure shows how the secret
image is separated into shares. Second, the authentica-
tion codes generation procedure shows how to generate
the authentication code and the recovery data. Third,
the authentication and reconstruction procedures prove
whether the image is authentic. If not, the inauthentic
area will be marked and adjust the results of the authen-
tication procedure. After that, the inauthentic area will
be repaired during the last procedure.

3.1 Secret Sharing Procedure

Assume that the original image is the size of n × n pix-
els, where n = 4. Then divides original image into non-
overlapping block with 2× 2 pixels and pixels of the µ-th
block are denoted as Pµ1 , Pµ2 , Pµ3 and Pµ4 where µ is the
block ID, and 1 ≤ µ ≤ n×n

16 . The average value for the

µ-th block, denoted as Bµ, i.e., Bµ =
∑4
i=1 P

µ
i /4. After

that, a pre-shared key is used to shuffle the block posi-
tions shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b) as the results before
shuffled and after shuffled, respectively. For a given block
the average value of mapping block is denoted as B̄µ. Bµ

and B̄µ are treated as a partner-block pair. For example,
B1 and B2 are a partner-block pair in Figure 1. Next the
value of is represented with a 7-based notation. For ex-
ample, if B̄µ = 100 and translated into 7-based notations
as (202)7, and the digits in B̄µ are denoted as B̄1

µ
, B̄2

µ
,

and B̄3
µ
, respectively. That is, B̄1

µ
= 2, B̄2

µ
= 0, and

B̄3
µ

= 2.
We reconstruct a formula with the values of B̄1

µ
, B̄2

µ
,

and B̄3
µ

as Equation (4).

RB(xi) = B̄1
µ

+ B̄2
µ
xi + B̄3

µ
x2i mod 7. (4)

Here, the notation i means the i-th input value and
µ is the block ID. Assume that x1, x2, and x3 are 2, 3,
and 5, respectively. If B̄1

µ
, B̄2

µ
, and B̄3

µ
are 2, 0, 2,

the formula are built through Equation (1) as RB(xi) =
2 + 0xi + 2x2i mod 7. Then we input the predefined value
of x1, x2, and x3 to be as 2, 3, and 5 and input into
Equation (1) to get the value of RB(x1 = 2), RB(x2 = 3),
and RB(x3 = 5) as 3, 6, and 3, respectively.

Later on, we translate RB(x1 = 2), RB(x2 = 3), and
RB(x3 = 5) into binary bit streams and depicted as Aµb1,
Aµb2 and Aµb3. For example, while the values of RB(x1 =
2), RB(x2 = 3), andRB(x3 = 5) are 3, 6, and 3, the values
of Aµb1, Aµb2 and Aµb3 will be (011)2, (110)2, and (011)2,
respectively. After that, we embed the generated shares
into original image by replacing the least three significant
bits of pixels Pµ1 , Pµ2 and Pµ3 with the values of Aµb1,
Aµb2, Aµb3, and Aµb4 to generate the stego-pixels. After
embedding, stego-pixel values are 163, 150 and 171, and
depicted as P̄1

µ
, P̄2

µ
, P̄3

µ
and P̄4

µ
.

3.2 The Authentication Generation Pro-
cedure

In this procedure, we describe how to generate the au-
thentication codes for block Bµ. The authentication
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Figure 2: Adjustment method of the authentication results

codes generated for the block Bµ is denoted as Aµ. The
given block Bµ contains four pixels, i.e., Pµ1 , Pµ2 , Pµ3
and Pµ4 . Let four pixels be a group, and each pixel
must be transformed into a binary stream. For exam-
ple, when Pµ1 = 161, Pµ2 = 146, Pµ3 = 170, and Pµ4 = 86,
then translated into a binary bit stream as (10100000)2,
(10010010)2, (10101010)2, and (01010110)2, respectively.
Later on, we keep the five most significant bits of Pµi and
represented as Pµi,1, Pµi,2, Pµi,3, Pµi,4, and Pµi,5, for i = 1 to
4. For example, the most five significant bits of Pµi are
presented by Pµ1,1, Pµ1,2, Pµ1,3, Pµ1,4, and Pµ1,5 as 1, 0, 1,
0, and 0, respectively. The authentication must be gener-
ated with Equation (5) and the values of Aµ1 , Aµ2 , Aµ3 , Aµ4 ,
and Aµ5 must be generated with Equation (6), for j = 1
to 5, ”⊕” means XOR (Exclusive OR) operation.

Aµ = Aµ1 × 24 +Aµ2 × 23 +Aµ3 × 22 +Aµ4 × 2 +Aµ5
mod8. (5)

Aµj = Pµ1,j ⊕ Pµ2,j ⊕ Pµ3,j ⊕ Pµ4,j . (6)

For example, with Equation (6), Aµ1 = 1⊕1⊕1⊕0 = 1;
and thus Aµ1 = 1, Aµ2 = 1, Aµ3 = 0, Aµ4 = 0, and Aµ5 =
1, respectively. Through Equation (5), Aµ is equal to 1
(i.e., Aµ = 25 mod 8 = 1). Then Aµ transform into a
3-bit binary stream, denoted as Aµb4 = (001)2. Finally, we
embed the generated authentication codes into the pixel
Pµ4 by replacing the least three significant bits of pixel
Pµ4 with the value of Aµb4 to generate the stego-pixels.
After embedding, the fourth pixel value of the block Bµ

is changed as 81, which is depicted as P̄4
µ
.

3.3 Authentication Procedure

In this procedure, we describe the way to extract the hid-
den information and to authenticate whether the secret
image is an authentic one. The watermarked image is
the size of n×n pixels then divided into non-overlapping
blocks with size of 2×2 pixels a block. For a given block,
four pixels in the µ-th block are denoted as P̄1

µ
, P̄2

µ
, P̄3

µ
,

and P̄4
µ
, where µ is the block ID.

For a given pixel P̄i
µ
, we keep the five most signif-

icant bits and represented as ¯Pi,1
µ
, ¯Pi,2

µ
, ¯Pi,3

µ
, ¯Pi,4

µ
,

and ¯Pi,5
µ
, for i = 1 to 4. For example, if P̄1

µ
= 163,

the binary bits stream will be (10100)2. Therefore, the
most five significant bits are presented by ¯Pi,1

µ
, ¯Pi,2

µ
,

¯Pi,3
µ
, ¯Pi,4

µ
, and ¯Pi,5

µ
as 1, 0, 1, 0, and 0, respectively.

The authentication code must be generated with Equa-
tion (5). Then, we can extract the hidden authentication
codes by the last three bits pixel of the block. We compare
the generated authentication codes with the extracted au-
thentication codes together to check whether they are the
same. If true, it judged as an authentic block; otherwise,
inauthentic.

There is a risk that some pixels are not detected as in-
authentic pixel as shown in Figure 2(a). Thus, the biggest
area covers all the possible inauthentic pixels to adjust
the authentication results. That is, the most minimal
and most maximum x-axis and y-axis are recorded. The
pixels located at the range from the minimal x-axis to the
maximum x-axis and also in the range of minimum y-axis
and maximum y-axis are treated as inauthentic pixels.
As shown in Figure 2, Figure 2(a) is the original authen-
tication results. The minimal and maximum x-axis and
y-axis are found as shown in Figure 2(b). All the pixels
locate at the range of the minimal and maximum x-axis
and y-axis are treated as inauthentic pixels as shown in
Figure 2(c).

3.4 Reconstruction Procedure

The pixels P̄1
µ
, P̄2

µ
, P̄3

µ
, and P̄4

µ
are transformed into a

binary streams, individually. Next, we get the last three
bits of the transformed binary stream and then trans-
form the 3-bit binary stream into three decimal digits as
the returned values of R̄B(x1 = 2), R̄B(x2 = 3), and

R̄B(x3 = 5). Finally, the values of B̂1
µ
, B̂2

µ
, and B̂3

µ

can be obtained with Equation (7). The mean value of
the mapping block, denoted as B̂µ is obtained with Equa-
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Table 1: Visual qualities of the five test images
Visual qualities

Images PSNR of watermarked image PSNR of modified Image PSNR of recovery image
Barbara 38.13 27.05 35.82
Baboon 38.58 25.03 39.09
Boats 38.13 29.26 30.06

Cartoon 37.71 23.34 30.12
Goldhill 38.13 25.92 30.20

tion (8).

B̂1
µ

= [
1

(x1 − x2)(x1 − x3)
] × R̄B(x1) +

[
1

(x2 − x1)(x2 − x3)
] × R̄B(x2) +

[
1

(x3 − x1)(x3 − x2)
] × R̄B(x3) mod 7

B̂2
µ

= [
(x2 + x3)

(x1 − x2)(x1 − x3)
] × R̄B(x1) +

[
(x1 + x3)

(x2 − x1)(x2 − x3)
] × R̄B(x2) +

[
(x1 + x2)

(x3 − x1)(x3 − x2)
] × R̄B(x3) mod 7

B̂3
µ

= [
x2x3

(x1 − x2)(x1 − x3)
] × R̄B(x1) +

[
x1x3

(x2 − x1)(x2 − x3)
] × R̄B(x2) +

[
x1x2

(x3 − x1)(x3 − x2)
] × R̄B(x3) mod 7

(7)

B̂µ = B̂1
µ
× 72 + B̂2

µ
× 7 + B̂3

µ
. (8)

For example, the pixel values in the four-pixel block
are represented as P̄1

µ
= 163, P̄2

µ
= 150, P̄3

µ
= 171, and

P̄4
µ

= 81, respectively. Later on, we can get the values
of R̄B(x1 = 2), R̄B(x2 = 3), and R̄B(x3 = 5) as 3, 6,
and 3, respectively. Finally, with Equation (7), we can
calculate the values of B̄1

µ
, B̄2

µ
, and B̄3

µ
as 2, 0, and 2,

respectively, and B̂µ = 100. Then, we reshuffle the mean
values back to be the original block location. Finally, we
duplicate the mean value of block to expend to four pixels
in the block to generate a new image WI.

If the block located at (i, j)-position is judged an in-
authentic block, the four pixel values of the block are all
replaced with the values of the pixels located at (i, j)-axis
of WI’.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we show our experimental results and the
performances of our proposed scheme. Five grayscale
images with size 256 × 256 pixels are as test images in
the experiments, which are named ”Barbara”, ”Baboon”,
”Boat”, ”Cartoon”, and ”Gold Hill”. The visual quality

measured by PSNR (peak-signal-to noise ratio) is used to
evaluate the visual qualities between the original images
and the watermarked images as listed in Table 1.

To measure the authentication and recovery abilities,
five examples modified images are shown in Figures 3(a)-
(e). After the authentication and reconstruction method,
the located areas are shown in Figures 3(f)-(j), where the
modified area is marked with black color. After recov-
ery procedure, the recovery results are illustrated in Fig-
ures 3(k)-(o). The visual qualities of the recovery image
are good to recognize what the original look like with
naked eyes even the modified area is up to 50% (see Fig-
ure 3(l)).

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a self-authentication mecha-
nism with recovery ability for digital images. With the
proposed system, the image is authenticated whether the
area is modified by comparing the generated authentica-
tion code and hidden authentication code together. More-
over, this scheme can reconstruct the secret image. In the
experimental results, the proposed scheme shows the pos-
itive results to confirm its feasibility.
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Figure 3: The tempered images and their corresponding recovery result
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Abstract

The Goldbach’s conjecture has plagued mathematicians
for over two hundred and seventy years. Whether profes-
sionals or amateur enthusiasts, all have been fascinated
by this question. Why do mathematicians have no way
to solve this problem? Till now, Chen has been recognized
for the most concise proof his “1 + 2” theorem in 1973.
In this article the authors will use elementary concepts to
describe and indirectly prove the Goldbach conjecture.

Keywords: AKS algorithm, number axis, symmetrical
primes

1 Introduction

Until now, the best proof of the theorem is by Chen [3] in
1973 that states every large even integer can be written
as the sum of a prime and the product of at most two
primes. Recently, Bournas [2] proposed his contribution
that proves the conjecture is true for all even integers
greater than 362. Silva et al. [6] describes how the even
Goldbach conjecture was confirmed to be true for all even
numbers not larger than 4 · 1018 and the odd Goldbach
conjecture is true up to 8.37·1026. Lu [16] showed an even
integer x at most O(x0.879) can not be written as a sum of
two primes. On the other hand, Zhang [26] proved that
there are infinitely many pairs of primes that differ by
less than 7 · 107. Zhang’s result is a huge step forward in
the direction of the twin prime conjecture. Some people

∗Part of this work was carried out while the first author was at
Longyang University supported by the information security team
project. Email:chenglian.liu@gmail.com

in related research also gave good contributions [8–11,13,
18,22,25].

In this paper, the authors will introduce the fundamen-
tal concepts rather than the entire proof in its complexity.

2 Review of Goldbach conjecture
issue

The (strong) Goldbach conjecture states that every even
integer N greater than six can be written as the sum of
two primes such as

138 = 131 + 7

= 127 + 11

= 109 + 29

= 107 + 31

= 101 + 37

= 97 + 41

= 79 + 59

= 71 + 67.

The expression of a given even number as a sum of two
primes is called a ‘Goldbach partition’ of that number.
For example: The integer 138 can be expressed in 8 ways.
We say the GC number can be described in the form as

GC = Pi + Pj 7−→ (Pi − 2n) + (Pj + 2n), (1)

where Pi and Pj are both primes. Let R(n) be the
number of representations of the Goldbach partition
where

∏
2 is the twin prime constant [14], say R(n) ∼
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2
∏

2

(∏
Pk|n,k=2

)
Pk−1
Pk−2

∫ n
2

dx
(ln x)2 . Ye and Liu [24] also

gave the estimation formula G(x) = 2C
∏
p≥3

(p−1)
(p−2) ·

(Li(x))2

x +O(x · e−c
√
ln x).

2.1 The RSA Cryptosystem

The RSA algorithm [21] is well known public key
cryptosystem. It is widely used many application such
as traitor tracing scheme [23], multi-secrect sharing
scheme [5], and anonymous multi-receive encryption
scheme [12] so on. We briefly introduce the principle
of RSA in this subsection. The signer prepares the
prerequisite of an RSA signature: two distinct large
primes p and q, n = pq, Let e be a public key so that
gcd(e, φ(n)) = 1, where φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1), then
calculate the private key d such that ed ≡ 1 (mod φ(n)).
The signer publishes (e, n) and keeps (p, q, d) secret. The
notations are the same as in [21].

RSA Encryption and Decryption:
In RSA public-key encryption, Alice encrypts a plaintext
M for Bob using Bob’s public key (n, e) by computing the
ciphertext

C ≡ Me (mod n),

M ≡ Cd (mod n),

where n, the modulus, is the product of two or more
large primes, and e, the public exponent, is an (odd)
integer e ≥ 3 that is relatively prime to φ(n), the order
of the multiplicative group Z∗n. The signer uses private
key d to decrypt message M from the ciphertext C.

RSA Digital Signature:

s ≡Md (mod n),

where (n, d) is the signer’s RSA private key. The signature
is verified by recovering the message M with the signer’s
RSA public key (n, e):

M ≡ se (mod n).

2.2 The Relationship of the Goldbach’s
Conjecture and the RSA Cryptosys-
tem

Constant [4] proposed the algebra factoring of the cryp-
tography modulus and proof of Goldbach’s conjecture.
He connected each relationship. His methodology is de-
scribed as follows:
Since we know the modulus n = p · q, we assume

s = p+ q.

Step 1. Compute

p2 − sp+ n = 0.

Step 2. Compute

p, q =
1

2
(s± c) (2)

since

c =
√
s2 − 4n. (3)

Step 3. Compute s2 = c2 + 4n, or we can reexpress as

c2 = s2 − 4n.

Example 1:
We assume n = 721801, then 4n = 4 · 721801 = 2887204.
We also compute

√
4n ≈ 1699.177 since s2 > 4n, we there-

fore start the integer s by 1700. From Equation (2) and

Table 1: n = 721801

Times s s2 4n c2 c

1 1700 2890000 2887204
√

2796 52.87

2 1702 2896804 2887204
√

9600 97.97

3 1704 2903616 2887204
√

16412 128.10

4 1706 2910436 2887204
√

23232 152.42

5 1708 2917264 2887204
√

300600 173.37

6 1710 2924100 2887204
√

36896 192.08
...

...
...

...
...

...

51 1800 3240000 2887204
√

352796 593.96

52 1802 3247204 2887204
√

360000 600

Equation (3), we have s = 1802, and c = 600, to calculate
the following table.

p =
1802 + 600

2
= 1201,

q =
1802− 600

2
= 601.

We obtain p = 1201, and q = 601. The result is as shown
in Table 1.

Example 2:
We assume n = 321907 where s2 > 4n, namely 4n =
4 · 321907 = 1287628. Since

√
1287628 ≈ 1134.73, we

therefore start the integer s by 1136. From above it is
stated, c must be an integer. Hence, we assume s = 1148
and set c = 174. From Equation (2) and Equation (3),
we have

p =
1148 + 174

2
= 661,

q =
1148− 174

2
= 487.

We obtain p = 661, and q = 487. The result is as shown
in Table 2. When the modulus n goes up to 1024-bits
or greater than 2048-bits length, is this methodology still
efficient? This is an interesting question.
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Table 2: n = 321907

Times s s2 4n c2 c

1 1136 1290496 1287628
√

2868 53.55

2 1138 1295044 1287628
√

7416 86.11

3 1140 1299600 1287628
√

11972 109.41

4 1142 1304164 1287628
√

16563 128.59

5 1144 1308736 1287628
√

21108 145.28

6 1146 1313316 1287628
√

25688 160.27

7 1148 1317904 1287628
√

30276 174

3 Our Analysis

In this section, we introduce another methodology that
analyzes the Goldbach’s conjecture properties and the re-
lationship with twin prime.

3.1 The Goldbach’s Conjecture Proper-
ties

In this subsection, the authors describe the Goldbach’s
conjecture properties. Notations are described in the
following.

Notations:

Pn: The nth prime number.
gp: Smallest prime factor of number m.

P [m]: Largest prime factor of m.
P0[m]: Smallest prime factor of m > 1.

dk: = Pj − Pi, gap or distance between two
primes, it should be an even integer.

π(x): The number of primes p, p ≤ x.
G(x): The number of Goldbach partition.
GC: An even number for the Goldbach

Conjecture (GC) number.
PG: An integer for the prime gaps (PG) number.
M : Denotes M = GC

2 .
PiM : A distance value from point Pi to point M ,

this value differs from dk if M is not a prime.
MPj : A distance value from point M to point Pj ,

this value differs from dk if M is not a prime.
SPN : Assume Pi and Ph are prime number pairs.

M is the midpoint between Pi and Ph, where
M , Pi, Ph lie on the X axis; say Pi and Ph
are symmetric prime numbers to integer M
on the X axis.

2n|PiM : The 2n divide the PiM .

Some basic properties are shown as follows:

Property 1. odd + even = odd.

Property 2. even + even = even.

Property 3. odd + odd = even.

Property 4. even − even = even.

Property 5. odd − odd = even.

Property 6. even − odd = odd.

Property 7. even · even = even.

Property 8. odd · even = even.

Property 9. odd · odd = odd.

The relationship diagram is shown in Figure 1.

even

odd

odd

oddeven

even even

912

7

3

4

5

8

Figure 1: The odd and even numbers relationship of prop-
erties in arithmetic

In this article, we classify the Goldbach Conjecture
(GC) into three categories. The fundamental concepts
in detail are shown in Figure 2. For convenience, we used

M = GC
2

odd number

even numbers

2

primes

non− primes

non− primes

Case 2: (2n)|PiM , and (2n)|MPj

Case 3: (2n+ 1)|PiM , and (2n+ 1|)MPj

Case 1: Pi = Pj

Figure 2: The Goldbach conjecture’s situation case

the notation Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3 to describe the
following scenarios. We suppose an integer GC, where
GC ≥ 6 and it is an even positive number, there also ex-
ists an integer M , where M = GC

2 . We use an X-axis line
to express distance, see Figure 3.

Case 1: IfM is a prime, then there exists a prime number,
say Pi where Pi = Pj and located on M point at
X axis (See Figure 4).
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0 1 Pi Pj GCGC
2

X

Figure 3: The X-axis of number line

0 1 Ph Pk GCGC
2

Pi = Pj

2n 2n
distance distance

X

Figure 4: Case 1 situation

Case 2: If M is not a prime, and is an odd number, there
exists at least one pair of symmetrical primes.
Say Pi and Pj , where the distance is PiM =
MPj , and 2n|PiM , 2n|MPj (See Figure 5).

0 1 Pi Pj GCGC
2

2n 2n
distance distance

X

Figure 5: Case 2 situation

Case 3: If M is not a prime, and is an even number, there
exists at least one pair of symmetrical primes.
Say Pi and Pj where the distance is PiM = MPj ,
and 2n+ 1|PiM , 2n+ 1|MPj (See Figure 6).

0 1 Pi Pj GCGC
2

2n+ 1 2n+ 1
distance distance

X

Figure 6: Case 3 situation

Theorem 1 (Bertrand-Chebyshev Theorem). For any
real number n, where n ≥ 1, there always exists at least a
prime between the interval n and 2n.

Proof. We suppose that(
2n

n

)
≤

∏
p≤
√
2n

P r
∏

√
2n<p≤ 3

2n

P
∏

m<p≤2n

P

≤
∏
p≤
√
n

(2n)
∏

√
2n<p≤m

P
∏

m<p<2m

P . (4)

For each n, where 1 ≤ n < 4010, such as 2, 3, 5, 7,
13, 23, 43, 83, 163, 317, 631, 1259, 2503, . . ., 3967, 3989,
4001, 4003, 4007. We choose a small prime p, and another
greater than n say p′. The relationship is as follows:

p ≤ n ≤ p′ ≤ 2p ≤ 2n. (5)

Thus, this finishes the proof.

Proposition 1. If M = GC
2 , where M is a prime, say

M = Pi = Pj, and Pi located onM point at X axis. There
exists at least one pair of symmetrical primes Ph and Pk,
where the distance value PhM = MPk.

Proof. We assume M is prime, then M − Ph = PhM is
also an even integer, according to Property 5. The odd
integers are subtracted to give an even integer. There are
two symmetrical prime numbers, say Ph and Pk located
on the two sides of M at the center point position. The
distance PhM is equal to distance MPk, divided by 2n.
If Ph+Pk

2 = M while Ph 6= Pi 6= Pk, it also matches
Ph +Pk = GC. Thus, we have obtained the first solution
M = Pi = Pj if and only if M is a prime. The second
solution is Ph + Pk = GC if and only if Ph and Pk are
both primes.

0 1 317

2n 2n
distance distance

X
61 9719 127 139151

12 12 30 18 12123018

15879

dn: distance

Figure 7: An example of Case 1 situation

Suppose GC = 158, and GC
2 = 79.

158 = 7 + 151

= 19 + 139

= 31 + 127

= 61 + 97

= 79 + 79.

Proposition 2. If M is not a prime, but is an odd num-
ber, there exists at least two prime numbers, say Ph and
Pk that are located on either side of the center point M .
The distance from Pi to M is equivalent to that from M
to Pj.

Proof. We assume M is an odd number, then M − Pi =
Pj − M . As stated previously Pi + Pj = 2M = GC,
but Pi 6= Pj . From Property 5, the odd integers are sub-
tracted to give an even integer. Thus, we have the value
PiM of distance from Pi to M must be an even integer,
and is divided 2n. On the other hand, there is a simi-
lar situation from M to Pj since 2n|PiM, 2n|MPj while
Pi 6= Pj . We have Pi + Pj = 2M = GC, because Pi 6= Pj
and Pi < M < Pj . This is one solution of symmetrical
primes. Case 1 is a special situation of Case 2.
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0 7 5937

2n 2n
distance distance

X
67 714111 3129 79 12713197 109101

2 418 6 18 84 2 24 186188 42

13869

dk: distance

107

Figure 8: An example of Case 2 situation

Suppose GC = 138, and GC
2 = 69.

138 = 131 + 7

= 127 + 11

= 109 + 29

= 107 + 31

= 101 + 37

= 97 + 41

= 79 + 59

= 71 + 67.

Proposition 3. If M = GC
2 , is not a prime, but is an

even number, there exists at least two primes, say Pi and
Pj located on either side of M centerpoint position, where
the distance PiM equals MPj, 2n+ 1|PiM, 2n+ 1|MPj.

Proof. We assume M is not a prime and is an even num-
ber. According to Property 6, the even number is sub-
tracted from the odd number and the result is an odd
number. We, therefore, know this distance value must
be an odd integer while Pj 6= Pj . Hence, the relation-
ship as Pi < M < Pj . Since PiM = MPj . We have
Pi + Pj = 2M = GC; however, Pi 6= Pj . Thus, we
obtained one solution where two primes are symmetrical
about the point of M on the X axis line. If and only if
n = 0, where M − Pi equals Pj −M , it has Pj − Pi = 2
since Pi + Pj = 2M = GC, say (Pi, Pj) are twin primes.
The twin prime is also a special situation of Case 3.

0 6137

2n+ 1 2n+ 1
distance distance

X
67 73433 3113 79 12713797 109103

18 610 6 18 6 3 186 1061863

14070

dk: distance

Figure 9: An example of Case 3 situation

Suppose GC = 140, and GC
2 = 70.

140 = 3 + 137

= 13 + 127

= 31 + 109

= 37 + 103

= 43 + 97

= 61 + 79

= 67 + 73.

X

dk: distance

13 17 4737 53 604119 3123 591170 61 67 73 79 83 89 97 101 103 107 109113 120

4 2 4 2 4 8 6 4 6 6 6 1 1 6 6 6 4 6 8 4 2 4 2 4

2n+ 1 2n+ 1
distance distance

Figure 10: An example of twin prime situation

Suppose GC = 120, and GC
2 = 60.

120 = 7 + 113

= 11 + 109

= 13 + 107

= 17 + 103

= 19 + 101

= 23 + 97

= 31 + 89

= 37 + 83

= 41 + 79

= 47 + 73

= 53 + 67

= 59 + 61.

Theorem 2. For all prime numbers that are greater than
3, the prime gap (PG, or distance) is an even integer.

Proof. For any prime numbers that are greater than 3,
the PG should be an odd number. From Property 5, the
answer is an even number when two odd numbers are
subtracted from each other. The prime gap is an even
number if the prime is greater than 3. Suppose two odd
numbers p and q, where p < q, and p 6= q. Since

p ≡ 1 (mod 2)

and q ≡ 1 (mod 2),

we obtained |p− q| ≡ 0 (mod 2).

Lemma 1. We suppose the prime gap PG is a positive
integer. From Theorem 2, the PG

2 has two results, it may
have an even number, or may have an odd number. We
rewrite the expression as

PG

2

{
≡ 0 (mod 2), this is an even number.
≡ 1 (mod 2), this is an odd number.

When PG
2 ≡ 0 (mod 2), is an even integer; and PG

2 ≡ 1
(mod 2) is an odd integer.
Let d = PG

2 , it then

q − d =

{
even number.
odd number.

We assume d = PG
2 , and q − d = s.

1) If d is an odd integer, from Property 5, the s should
be an even integer.
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2) If d is an even integer, from Property 6, the s should
be an odd integer.

Theorem 3 (Symmetric Prime Number Theorem). For
any two prime numbers p and q, p < q that are greater
than 3, with the X axis as the line of symmetry, the two
prime numbers should be located on both sides of an inte-
ger M , the distance from p to M and M to q are propor-
tionally equal.

Proof. As known,

(q −M) = (M − p),

since
(q + p) = 2M.

From Theorem 1, there exists at least a prime between M
and 2M . In other words, there also exists at least a prime
between M

2 and M . Hence, there are two prime numbers

0 3 p qM
X

M
2

2M3M
2

distance distance

Figure 11: The symmetric primes on the X axis situation

located on the X axis line between M
2 and 2M . It can be

seen, the primes p and q are symmetrical to M . If not,
the (q − p) = (M − p) is a contradiction.

There is some related literature about prime symmetric
problems in [7,17,19,20], but slightly different than what
is discussed in this article.

3.2 The Goldbach’s Conjecture and the
Twin Prime Relationship

In this subsection, the authors describe a relationship of
Goldbach’s conjecture and twin prime. Previously, we
listed an example of a special situation in Case 3, and
drew a diagram in Figure 10. Here, we discuss in depth
this issue. We describe the conception of prime combi-
nations in Goldbach’s conjecture. From Equation (1),

GC = Pi + Pj
(4n+ 3) + (4n+ 3)
(4n+ 1) + (4n+ 1)

(4n+ 3) + (4n+ 1)
(4n+ 1) + (4n+ 3) : may exist twin prime style.

: may exist twin prime style.

Figure 12: The twin prime of Goldbach’s conjecture on
the X axis situation

rewrite as the following:

Pi + Pj =

{
(4n + 1) + (4n + 1), are both ‘+1’ form.
(4n + 3) + (4n + 3), are both ‘+3’ form.
(4n + 1) + (4n + 3), mixed ‘+1’ and ‘+3’ form.

Theorem 4. For each twin prime pair (Pi, Pj) where the
integers are greater than or equal to (5, 7), say (Pi, Pj) ≥
(5, 7). There must belong this type of ‘(4n+ 1) + (4n+ 3)’
or ‘(4n+ 3) + (4n+ 1)’ forms.

Proof. For each twin prime pair (Pi, Pj) where the values
are greater than or equal to (5, 7). We assume an integer
n, where n ≥ 1, namely

(4n+ 1)− (4n+ 1) = 0 (mod 4),

and
(4n+ 3)− (4n+ 3) = 0 (mod 4).

On the other hand,

(4n+ 3)− (4n+ 1) = 2 (mod 4),

or
(4n+ 1)− (4n+ 3) = | − 2| ≡ 2 (mod 4).

This is to say, the twin prime pair (Pi, Pj) must be ex-
pressed as the form of ‘(4n+ 1) + (4n+ 3)’ or ‘(4n+ 3) +
(4n+ 1)’. Otherwise, it is a contradiction.

The relationship of twin prime pair (Pi, Pj), as shown in
Figure 13 and Figure 14.

0 3 4n− 1 4n+ 14n
X

4n− 2 4n+ 34n+ 2

distance distance

4n− 3

(4n+ 3)
or express

PjPi

Figure 13: An relationship of twin prime situation I

0 3 4n+ 1 4n+ 34n+ 2
X

4n 4n+ 14n+ 4

distance distance

4n− 3

(4n− 1)

or express

PjPi

Figure 14: An relationship of twin prime situation II

Proposition 4. If Pi+Pj ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 4

(mod 8), and
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 2

(mod 8) or
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 6

(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where the (
Pi+Pj

2 −
1,

Pi+Pj

2 + 1) is (4n+ 1) + (4n+ 3) form.

Proof. As known from Proposition 3,
Pi+Pj

2 is an even
number. Otherwise, it is a contradiction. According to
Property 6:{

Pi+Pj

2 − 1 is an odd number.
Pi+Pj

2 + 1 is an odd number too.

Note that
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 6 (mod 8),

we see the
Pi+Pj

2 is 4n+ 2 form. Therefore, the
Pi+Pj

2 − 1
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is 4n+ 1 form, and
Pi+Pj

2 + 1 is 4n+ 3 form.

Since
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 2 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 2 (mod 8),

by Theorem 4, we know (
Pi+Pj

2 − 1,
Pi+Pj

2 + 1) is (4n +
1) + (4n+ 3) form.

Proposition 5. If Pi+Pj ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0

(mod 8), and
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0

(mod 8) or
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 4

(mod 8), there may exist a twin prime where (
Pi+Pj

2 −
1,

Pi+Pj

2 + 1) is (4n+ 3) + (4n+ 1) form.

Proof. As known, the
Pi+Pj

2 is an even number. Since
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 0 (mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0 (mod 8). We see

the
Pi+Pj

2 is 4n form. Hence
Pi+Pj

2 − 1 is 4n + 3 form.

Therefore
Pi+Pj

2 + 1 is 4n + 1 form. Now, as
Pi+Pj

2 ≡ 0

(mod 4) ≡ 0 (mod 6) ≡ 0 (mod 8), the
Pi+Pj

2 is 4n form

too. Thus, the
Pi+Pj

2 + 1 is 4n + 1 form. This inference
is consistent with the above statement.

Proposition 6. If
Pi+Pj

2 is prime, the Pi + Pj can not
be combined with (4n+1)+(4n+3) or (4n+3)+(4n+1)
forms. It can be represented as (4n + 1) + (4n + 1) or
(4n+ 3) + (4n+ 3) forms. It is impossible to have (4n+
3) + (4n+ 1) or (4n+ 1) + (4n+ 3) forms.

Proof. We suppose Pi, Ph and Pj are three primes, where

Ph =
Pi+Pj

2 .
By Lemma 1, there exists an integer s, where s = Ph−Pi.
Since Pj = Ph + s and 2Ph = Pi + Pj , if Ph is 4n + 1
form, then this is (4n+ 1) + (4n+ 1) form, say Ph + Pj .
From Proposition 1, if and only if Ph is 4n+ 1 form, then
Ph− s = Pi, where s is an even number. We rewrite it as
follows:
(4n+ 1)− 2n = Pi is 4n+ 1 form (while n = 0).
Alternatively, (4n + 1) + 2n = Pj is 4n + 3 form (while
n = 1).
If and only if Ph is 4n + 3 form, then Ph + s = Pj . We
rewrite the expression as below: (4n + 3) + 2n = Pj is
4n+ 3 form (while n = 0).
On other side, (4n + 3) − 2n = Pj is 4n + 1 form (while
n = 1).

In summary, Goldbach’s conjecture ⊇ (4n+ 1) + (4n+ 3)
⊂ twin prime.

3.3 The Relationship between G(x) and
π(x) in Goldbach’s Conjecture

In Table 3, the G(x) is the number of prime pairs. For
example, the positive integer 25, 300 has 314 prime pairs
matched with the Goldbach’s rule. And the integer
253, 000 has 2011 prime pairs matches. When the in-
teger is approaching infinity, the G(x) is also increased.
However, Items 5, 9, 11 and 14 are exceptions. Note that
a pattern begins to surface beginning with the 4th item.
The G(x) term value is between 5 and 6 for every two
rows following. When the positive integer is approaching

infinity, then the number of prime numbers π(x) also in-
creasing; it shows a very steady positive growth. However
the G(x) does not follow this rule. Different even num-
bers GC for different swayed Goldbach partitions. There
is no any strong relevance between each number GCi to
the other number GCj . Hence, there are no rules to pre-
dict this status. The experimental results are shown in
Table 3 and Figure 15.

Table 3: The relationship of Goldbach partitionG(x) with
π(x)

item Positive Integer G(x) π(x) π(x)
G(x)

1 12650 186 1510 8.11
2 25300 314 2787 8.87
3 50600 553 5190 9.38
4 75900 1478 7473 5.05
5 101200 918 9691 10.55
6 126500 1140 11864 10.40
7 151800 2635 14007 5.31
8 177100 1802 16091 9.92
9 202400 1669 18178 10.89
10 227700 3688 20243 5.48
11 253000 2011 22280 11.07
12 278300 2130 24301 11.40
13 303600 4676 26289 5.62
14 318950 2059 27520 13.36
15 331600 2160 28533 13.20
16 344250 4652 29521 6.34
17 356900 2356 30512 12.95
18 369500 2321 31488 13.56
19 382200 6325 32460 5.13

20 394850
...

...
...

21 407500
...

...
...

22 420150 5264 35398 6.72
Note: this table does not include the prime number 2

Open problems:

1) How did we know the GC
2 is a prime number? The

AKS algorithm [1] determines whether a number is
prime or composite within polynomial time, it may
be a discrepancy in the method. Lenstra and Pomer-
ance [15] primality testing is other solution.

2) If the twin prime problem is solved, could it also solve
the Goldbach’s conjecture? The authors doubts this
is the case. The twin prime situation is just a special
case in Goldbach’s conjecture.

3) If the puzzle of prime numbers is solved, will it may
also solve the number of Goldbach partition?

4 Conclusions

We clearly described two examples of relationship be-
tween RSA and Goldbach conjecture; this method suc-
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Figure 15: A relationship of G(x) with π(x) in positive integers

cessfully attack the RSA cryptosystem. Our contribution
are useful to understand other algebra factoring method-
ology, when the modulus n goes up to over 1024 bits
length, does it still efficiency to factor? It becomes to our
future work. On the other hand, for the prime number
gaps problem, Zhang has a very good result. However, it
is still far from a way to solve the Goldbach conjecture.
The authors pointed out the prime symmetrical situation,
may be useful to assist in understanding about the Gold-
bach conjecture, even though they did not offer a general
formula on the Goldbach partition. The prime symmetri-
cal property may also solve the puzzle of prime numbers.
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Abstract

In TCC’2011, Green and Hohenberger proposed an adap-
tive oblivious transfer (OT) scheme based on Decisional
3-Party Diffie-Hellman (3DDH) assumption. The encryp-
tion used in the scheme is a combination of Boneh-Boyen
identity-based encryption and a variation of Hohenberger-
Waters signature. The OT scheme is somewhat inefficient
because it combines the two underlying schemes in a very
simple way without making any optimizations. In this pa-
per, we present a review on the Green-Hohenberger OT
scheme and put forth a concrete improvement. We also
show its security under 3DDH assumption. We think the
optimizing skills developed in the paper are helpful for
designing and analyzing other cryptographic schemes.

Keywords: Adaptive oblivious transfer, redundant system
parameters, 3-Party Diffie-Hellman assumption

1 Introduction

The primitive of oblivious transfer (OT) introduced by
Rabin [33] is of fundamental importance to secure multi-
party computation [15, 37]. There are three main OT
models: 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer, 1-out-of-n oblivi-
ous transfer and k-out-of-n oblivious transfer. 1-out-of-2
oblivious transfer (OT2

1) as a generalization of Rabin’s
“oblivious transfer”, was suggested by Even, Goldreich
and Lempel [14]. In the model, the sender has two se-
crets m1 and m2 and would like to give the receiver one
of them at the receiver’s choice. Meanwhile, the receiver
does not want the sender to know which secret he chooses.
1-out-of-n oblivious transfer (OTn1 ) is a generalization of
OT2

1 proposed by Brassard et al. [5], in which the sender
has n secrets and want to give the receiver one of them
at the receiver’s choice. The receiver does not want the
sender to know which secret he chooses. k-out-of-n obliv-
ious transfer (OTnk ) is a generalization of OTn1 , in which

the sender has n secrets and want to give the receiver k of
them at the receiver’s choice. The receiver does not want
the sender to know which secrets he chooses.

In an adaptive oblivious transfer, a sender commits
to a database of messages and then repeatedly interacts
with a receiver in such a way that the receiver obtains one
message per interaction of his choice (and nothing more)
while the sender learns nothing about any of the choices.
In TCC’2011, Green and Hohenberger [18] presented an
adaptive OT scheme based on 3DDH assumption which
says that given (g, ga, gb, gc, Q) where g generates a bi-
linear group of prime order p and a, b, c are selected ran-
domly from Zp, it is hard to decide if Q = gabc. In their
scheme, the sender commits to a database of n messages
by publishing an encryption of each message and a sig-
nature on each encryption. Then, each transfer phase
can be executed in time independent of n as the receiver
blinds one of the encryptions and proves knowledge of the
blinding factors and a signature on this encryption, after
which the sender helps the receiver decrypt the chosen
ciphertext.

The encryption used in the scheme is a combina-
tion of Boneh-Boyen IBE scheme [3] and a variation of
Hohenberger-Waters signature [19]. However, it combines
the two underlying schemes in a very simple way with-
out making any optimizations. Concretely, there are two
drawbacks:

1) It sets the secret key as (a, b), where a is used only
for decryption and b is used only for signing, sepa-
rately. But we know it is usual that a single secret
key a can be used simultaneously for both signing
and decryption.

2) For random r, s, t ∈ Zp, it expresses the ciphertext as(
gr, (gj1h)r, M · e(g1, g2)r, gt, (urvsd)b(gj3h)t, ur, s

)
where p, g, e(·, ·), g1, g2, g3, u, v, d, h are included in
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public parameters. The session key s is directly ex-
posed. That means the corresponding parameter v
might be removed reasonably.

In this paper, we present an improvement of Green-
Hohenberger adaptive OT scheme and show its security
under 3DDH assumption. We also correct some typos
in the original scheme. The analysis and optimizing skills
presented in the paper is novel. We think they are helpful
for optimizing other cryptographic schemes.

1.1 Related Works

In past decades, there were many works on the research of
OTnk , such as Bellare and Micali [1], Naor and Pinkas [30,
31, 32], Mu, Zhang, and Varadharajan [29], Chu and
Tzeng [12]. Recently, Chang and Lai [10], Chang and
Lee [11], and Liu et al. [2, 13, 20, 22, 26, 27, 28, 35, 36, 38]
have presented some efficient OTnk schemes.

Naor and Pinkas [31] initiated the study on the prob-
lem of oblivious transfer with adaptive queries. Their
work was followed by [6, 12, 16, 18, 24, 25, 39]. The
Camenisch-Neven-Shelat OT scheme [6] uses bilinear
groups as the building block and adopts the paradigm
of “encryption and proof of knowledge” to force the
sender to keep the consistency of the transferred mes-
sages. The paradigm has been used in the latter OT pro-
tocols [16, 18, 24, 25, 39]. In Asiacrypt’08, Green and Ho-
henberger [17] presented a universally composable adap-
tive oblivious transfer scheme which makes use of a signa-
ture built from the Boneh-Boyen IBE [3]. Recently, Cao,
Lafitte and Markowitch [9] have shown that the signature
scheme was selectively forgeable and the reduction used
in their proof was flawed. Cao and Cao [8] has improved
Camenisch-Neven-Shelat OT scheme and reaffirmed that
the transferred messages in any OT scheme must be rec-
ognizable to the receiver. Otherwise, the receiver cannot
decide which message should to be extracted. The gist of
the primitive of OT has been really neglected for a long
time. It is a big step towards the practical use of OT.

1.2 The Definition of Adaptive k-out-of-
N Oblivious Transfer

The definition can be found in [18]. For completeness,
we now describe it as follows. An adaptive oblivious
transfer scheme is a tuple of algorithms (SI,RI,ST,RT).
During the initialization phase, the Sender and the Re-
ceiver conduct an interactive protocol, where the Sender
runs SI(M1, · · · ,MN ) to obtain state value S0, and the
Receiver runs RI() to obtain state value R0. Next, for
1 ≤ i ≤ k, the ith transfer proceeds as follows: the Sender
runs ST(Si−1) to obtain state value Si, and the Receiver
runs RT(Ri−1, σi) where 1 ≤ σi ≤ N is the index of the
message to be received. The Receiver obtains state infor-
mation Ri and the message M ′σi or ⊥ indicating failure.
To define the Sender and Receiver security, we need the
following experiments.

Real Experiment. In the experiment of RealŜ,R̂
(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ), the possibly cheating sender

Ŝ is given messages (M1, · · · ,MN ) as input and inter-

acts with the possibly cheating receiver R̂(Σ), where
Σ is a selection algorithm that on input the full collec-
tion of messages thus far received, outputs the index
σi of the next message to be queried. At the begin-
ning of the experiment, both Ŝ and R̂ output initial
states (S0, R0). In the transfer phase, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k

the sender computes Si ← Ŝ(Si−1), and the receiver

computes (Ri,M
′
i) ← R̂(Ri−1), where M ′i may or

may not be equal to Mi. At the end of the k-th
transfer the output of the experiment is (Sk, Rk).

Ideal Experiment. In the experiment of Ideal
Ŝ
′
,R̂
′

(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ) the possibly cheating sender

algorithm Ŝ
′

generates messages (M∗1 , · · · ,M∗N ) and
transmits them to a trusted party T. In the i-th

round Ŝ
′

sends a bit bi to T; the possibly cheating

receiver R̂
′
(Σ) transmits σ∗i to T. If bi = 1 and

σ∗i ∈ {1, · · · , N} then T hands M∗σ∗i to R̂
′
. If bi = 0

then T hands ⊥ to R̂
′
. After the k-th transfer the

output of the experiment is (Sk, Rk).

Sender Security. An OTNk×1 provides Sender security if

for every real-world p.p.t. receiver R̂ there exists a

p.p.t. ideal-world receiver R̂
′

such that ∀N = `(κ),
k ∈ [1, N ], (M1, · · · ,MN ), Σ, and every p.p.t. dis-
tinguisher:

RealS,R̂(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ)

c
≈ Ideal

S′,R̂
′(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ),

where `(·) is a polynomially-bounded function.

Receiver Security. An OTNk×1 provides Receiver secu-

rity if for every real-world p.p.t. sender Ŝ there exists

a p.p.t. ideal-world sender Ŝ
′

such that ∀N = `(κ),
k ∈ [1, N ], (M1, · · · ,MN ), Σ, and every p.p.t. dis-
tinguisher:

RealŜ,R(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ)

c
≈ Ideal

Ŝ
′
,R′

(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ).

2 A Simple Security Assumption

Let BMsetup be an algorithm that, on input 1κ, out-
puts the parameters for a bilinear mapping as γ =
(p, g,G,GT , e), where g generates G, the groups G and
GT have prime order p, and e : G×G→ GT . It is both:

(bilinear) for all g ∈ G and a, b ∈ Zp,

e(ga, gb) = e(g, g)ab;

(non-degenerate) if g generates G, then e(g, g) 6= 1.
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Assumption 1. (Decisional 3-Party Diffie-Hellman
(3DDH))[4] Let g generate a group G of prime order
p ∈ Θ(2λ). For all p.p.t. adversaries A, the following
probability is 1/2 plus an amount negligible in λ:

Pr [g, z0 ← G; a, b, c← Zp; z1 ← gabc;

d← {0, 1}; d′ ← A(g, ga, gb, gc, zd) : d = d′].

We use the notation of Camenisch and Stadler [7] for the
proofs of knowledge. For instance, ZKPoK{(x, h) : y =
gx∧H = e(y, h)∧ (1 ≤ x ≤ n)} denotes a zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge of an integer x and a group element
h ∈ G such that y = gx and H = e(y, h) holds and
1 ≤ x ≤ n. All values not enclosed in ()’s are assumed to
be known to the verifier.

3 Review and Analysis of Green-
Hohenberger Adaptive OT

3.1 Review

This protocol follows the assisted (or blind) decryption
paradigm [6, 17, 21]. The Sender begins the OT protocol
by encrypting each message in the database and publish-
ing these values to the Receiver. The Receiver then checks
that each ciphertext is well-formed. See the following Ta-
ble 1 for details.

Ciphertext Structure. The Sender’s public parame-
ters pk include γ = (p, g,G,GT , e) and generators
(g1, g2, h, g3, g4, u, v, d) ∈ G8. For message M ∈ GT ,
identity j ∈ Zp, and random values r, s, t ∈ Zp, the
ciphertext is expressed as:

C =
(
gr, (gj1h)r,M · e(g1, g2)r, gt, (urvsd)b(gj3h)t, ur, s

)
.

Given only pk, j, the VerifyCiphertext function vali-
dates that the ciphertext has this structure.

VerifyCiphertext (pk, C, j). Parse C as (c1, · · · , c7)
and pk to obtain g, g1, h, g3, g4, u, v, d. This routine
outputs 1 if and only if the following equalities hold:

e(gj1h, c1) = e(g, c2) ∧ e(g, c6)

= e(c1, u) ∧ e(g, c5)

= e(g4, c6v
c7d)e(c4, g

j
3h).

3.2 Drawbacks

The encryption used in the scheme is a combination of
the Boneh-Boyen IBE scheme [3] and a variation of the
Hohenberger-Waters signature [19]. It combines the two
base schemes in a very simple way. Concretely, there are
three drawbacks:

1) It sets the secret key as (a, b), where a is used only for
decryption and b is used only for signing, separately.

But it is usual that a single secret key a can be si-
multaneously used for both signing and decryption.
We will set b = a and show that the setting does not
endanger its security. That means the generator g4
could be removed.

2) For random r, s, t ∈ Zp, it expresses the ciphertext as

(
gr, (gj1h)r, M · e(g1, g2)r, gt, (urvsd)b(gj3h)t, ur, s

)
Notice that the session key s is directly exposed. That
means the generator v could be removed, too. The
redundant setting is due to that the authors follow
the Hohenberger-Waters signature based on RSA as-
sumption (see Section 3 in [19]), which does require
a Chameleon hash function. We would like to stress
that the structure uMvs in a bilinear group G has no
the special property of a chameleon hash function be-
cause one can not find s′ satisfying uMvs = uM

′
vs
′
,

given M,M ′ and s, where u, v are two random ele-
ments of G. The authors misapplied the structure.

3) The generator g2 is used only for the blind decryp-
tion and the generator g3 is used only for the Ver-
ifyCiphertext. For simplicity, we could explicitly set
that g3 = g2. That is to say, the generator g3 might
be redundant. By the way, the generator d is re-
quired necessarily for the Hohenberger-Waters signa-
ture based on CDH assumption [19]. The generator
h facilitates the security proof of the Hohenberger-
Waters signature. If d is removed, then we have the
following attack. Given a valid ciphertext

C = (c1, · · · , c7)

= (gr, (gj1h)r,M · e(g1, g2)r, gt,

(urvs)b(gj3h)t, ur, s). (1)

An adversary can take a random θ ∈ Zp and compute

Ĉ = (ĉ1, · · · , ĉ7)

= (grθ, (gj1h)rθ,Mθ · e(g1, g2)rθ, gtθ,(
(urvs)b(gj3h)t

)θ
, urθ, sθ). (2)

The ciphertext Ĉ is valid because

e(gj1h, ĉ1) = e(g, ĉ2) ∧ e(g, ĉ6)

= e(ĉ1, u) ∧ e(g, ĉ5)

= e(g4, ĉ6v
ĉ7)e(ĉ4, g

j
3h).

Remark. The random y ∈ Zp chosen by the receiver is
not used at all. This is a typo.
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Table 1: The Green-Hohenberger adaptive OT scheme

SI(M1, · · · ,MN ) RI()
1. Select γ = (p, g,G,GT , e)← BMsetup (1κ),

a, b← Zp, g2, g3, h, u, v, d← G
and set g1 ← ga, g4 ← gb.
pk ← (γ, g1, g2, g3, g4, h, u, v, d), sk ← (a, b).

2. For j = 1 to N , select rj , sj , tj ← Zp 5. Verify pk and the proof.

and set: Cj ← [grj , (gj1h)rj ,Mje(g1, g2)rj , Check for j = 1 to N :

gtj , (urjvsjd)b(gj3h)tj , urj , sj ] VerifyCiphertext (pk, Cj , j)=1.
3. Send (pk,C1, · · · , CN ) to Receiver. If any check fails, output ⊥.
4. Conduct ZKPoK{(a) : g1 = ga}.
Output S0 = (pk, sk). Output R0 = (pk,C1, · · · , CN ).
ST(Si−1) RT(Ri−1, σi)

1. Parse Cσi as (c1, · · · , c7),
select x, y ← Zp
and compute v1 = gxc1.

2. Send v1 to Sender, and conduct:
3. Set R = e(v1, g

a
2 ). WIPoK{(σi, x, c2, c4, c5, c6, c7) :

4. Send R to Receiver and conduct: e(v1/g
x, (gσi1 h)) = e(c2, g)∧

ZKPoK{(a) : R = e(v1, g
a
2 ) ∧ g1 = ga}. e(c6, g) = e(v1/g

x, u)∧
e(c5, g) = e(c6v

c7d, g4)e(c4, g
σi
3 h)}

5. If the proof does not verify, output ⊥.

Else output M ′σi = c3·e(g1,g2)x
R .

Output Si = Si−1. Output Ri = (Ri−1,M
′
σi)

4 An Improvement of Green-
Hohenberger OT Scheme and
Its Security Proof

4.1 The Improvement

The improvement is obtained by removing the redundant
generators g3, g4, v. See the Table 2 for details.

Ciphertext Structure. The Sender’s public parame-
ters pk include γ = (p, g,G,GT , e) and generators
(g1, g2, h, u, d) ∈ G5. For message M ∈ GT , identity
j ∈ Zp, and random values r, t ∈ Zp, the ciphertext
is expressed as:(

gr, (gj1h)r,M · e(g1, g2)r, gt, (urd)a(gj2h)t, ur
)
.

Given only pk, j, the VerifyCiphertext function vali-
dates that the ciphertext has this structure.

VerifyCiphertext (pk,C, j). Parse C as (c1, · · · , c6)
and pk to obtain g, g1, g2, h, u, d. This routine out-
puts 1 if and only if the following equalities hold:

e(gj1h, c1) = e(g, c2) ∧ e(g, c6)

= e(c1, u) ∧ e(g, c5)

= e(g1, c6d)e(c4, g
j
2h).

Correctness.

e(gj1h, c1) = e(gj1h, g
rj ) = e((gj1h)rj , g)

= e(g, c2)

e(g, c6) = e(g, urj ) = e(grj , u) = e(c1, u)

e(g, c5) = e
(
g, (urjd)a(gj2h)tj

)
= e (g, (urjd)a) e

(
g, (gj2h)tj

)
= e(g1, c6d)e(c4, g

j
2h)

c3 · e(g1, g2)x

R
=

Mj e(g1, g2)rj · e(g1, g2)x

e(gxc1, ga2 )

=
Mj e(g1, g2)rj · e(g1, g2)x

e(gx, ga2 )e(grj , ga2 )
= Mj

4.2 Security Proof

The improvement is sender-secure and receiver-secure
in the full simulation model under 3DDH assumption.
The security proof is somewhat like that of the original
scheme [18]. For completeness, we now describe it as fol-
lows.

Sender security. Given a (possibly cheating) real-world

receiver R̂, we show how to construct an ideal-world re-

ceiver R̂
′

such that all p.p.t. distinguishers have at most
negligible advantage in distinguishing the distribution of
an honest real-world sender S interacting with R̂ (RealS,R̂)
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Table 2: The improvement of Green-Hohenberger adaptive OT scheme

SI(M1, · · · ,MN ) RI()
1. Select γ = (p, g,G,GT , e)← BMsetup (1κ),

a← Zp, choose g2, h, u, d← G
and set g1 ← ga.
pk ← (γ, g1, g2, h, u, d), sk ← a. 5. Verify pk and the proof.

2. For j = 1 to N , select rj , tj ← Zp Check for j = 1 to N :
and set: Cj ← [grj , (gj1h)rj ,Mj e(g1, g2)rj , VerifyCiphertext (pk, Cj , j)=1.

gtj , (urjd)a(gj2h)tj , urj ] If any check fails, output ⊥.
3. Send (pk,C1, · · · , CN ) to Receiver.
4. Conduct ZKPoK{(a) : g1 = ga}.

Output S0 = (pk, sk). Output R0 = (pk,C1, · · · , CN ).

ST(Si−1) RT(Ri−1, σi)
1. Parse Cσi as (c1, · · · , c6), select x← Zp

and compute v1 = gxc1.
2. Send v1 to Sender, and conduct:

3. Set R = e(v1, g
a
2 ). WIPoK{(σi, x, c2, c4, c5, c6) :

4. Send R to Receiver and conduct: e(v1/g
x, (gσi1 h)) = e(c2, g)∧

ZKPoK{(a) : R = e(v1, g
a
2 ) ∧ g1 = ga}. e(c6, g) = e(v1/g

x, u)∧
e(c5, g) = e(c6d, g1)e(c4, g

σi
2 h)}

5. If the proof does not verify, output ⊥.

Else output M ′σi = c3·e(g1,g2)x
R .

Output Si = Si−1. Output Ri = (Ri−1,M
′
σi)

from that of R̂
′

interacting with the honest ideal-world
sender S′ (Ideal

S′,R̂
′ ).

1) To begin, R̂
′

selects a random collection of messages
M̄1, · · · , M̄N ← GT and follows the SI algorithm
with these as input up to the point where it obtains
(pk,C1, · · · , CN ).

2) It sends (pk,C1, · · · , CN ) to R̂ and then simulates the
interactive proof

ZKPoK{(a) : g1 = ga}.

(Even though R̂
′

knows sk = a, it ignores this value
and simulate this proof step.)

3) For each of k transfers initiated by R̂,

a. R̂
′

verifies the received WIPoK and uses the
knowledge extractor E2 to obtain the values

σi, x, c1, c2, c3, c4 from it. R̂
′

aborts and outputs
error when E2 fails.

b. When σi ∈ [1, N ], R̂
′

queries the trusted party
T to obtain Mσi , parses Cσi as (c1, · · · , c6) and
responds with

R =
c3 e(g1, g2)x

Mσi

(if T returns ⊥, R̂
′

aborts the transfer). When

σi /∈ [1, N ], R̂
′

follows the normal protocol. In

both cases, R̂
′

simulates

ZKPoK{(a) : R = e(v1, g
a
2 ) ∧ g1 = ga}.

4) R̂
′

uses R̂’s output as its own.

Theorem 1. Let εZK be the maximum advantage with
which any p.p.t. algorithm distinguishes a simulated
ZKPoK, and εExt be the maximum probability that the
extractor E2 fails (with εZK and εExt both negligible in
κ). If all p.p.t. algorithms have negligible advantage ≤ ε
at solving the 3DDH problem, then:

Pr
[
D(RealS,R̂(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ)) = 1

]
−

Pr
[
D(Ideal

S′,R̂
′(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ)) = 1

]
≤

(k + 1)εZK + kεExt +Nε

(
1 +

p

p− 1

)
.

Proof. We first define the following games:

Game 0. The real-world experiment conducted between
S and R̂ (RealS,R̂).

Game 1. This game modifies Game 0 as follows: (1)
each of S’s ZKPoK executions is replaced with a
simulated proof of the same statement, and (2) the
knowledge extractor E2 is used to obtain the val-
ues (σi, x, c̄4, c̄5, c̄6) from each of R̂’s transfer queries.
Whenever the extractor fails, S terminates the exper-
iment and outputs the distinguished symbol error.
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(There is a typo in the original argument. It says
that “the knowledge extractor E2 is used to obtain
the values (σi, x, y, z, c̄4, c̄5, c̄6, c̄7) from each of R̂’s
transfer queries”. We stress that both the values y, z
are not used at all.)

Game 2. This game modifies Game 1 such that, when-
ever the extracted value σi ∈ [1, N ], S’s response
R is computed using the following approach: parse
Cσi = (c1, · · · , c6) and set

R =
c3 e(g1, g2)x

Mσi

.

When σi /∈ [1, N ], the response is computed using
the normal protocol.

Game 3. This game modifies Game 2 by replacing the
input to SI with a dummy vector of random mes-
sages M̄1, · · · , M̄N ∈ GT . However when S computes
a response value using the technique of Game 2,
the response is based on the original message vector
M1, · · · ,MN . We claim that the distribution of this
game is equivalent to that of Ideal

S′,R̂
′ .

For notational convenience, define:

Adv[Game i] = Pr[D(Game i) = 1]−Pr[D(Game 0) = 1].

By the following Lemmas, we then obtain

Adv[Game 3] ≤ (k + 1)εZK + kεExt +Nε(1 +
p

p− 1
).

Lemma 1. If all p.p.t. algorithms D distinguish a
simulated ZKPoK with advantage at most εZK and the
extractor E2 fails with probability at most εExt, then
Adv[Game 1] ≤ (k + 1)εZK + kεExt.

Proof. See the proof of Lemma A.1 in [18].

Lemma 2. If no p.p.t. algorithm has advantage > ε in
solving the 3DDH problem, then

Adv[Game 2]−Adv[Game 1] ≤ Np

p− 1
· ε

Proof. For every query where σi /∈ [1, N ], S calculates
the response R as in the normal protocol, and thus the
distribution of R is identical to Game 1. Thus we need
only consider queries where σi ∈ [1, N ].

Given a transfer request containing v1, let us implicitly
define

gr
′

= v1/g
x

for some r′ ∈ Zp. Express the σi-th ciphertext in the

database as Cσi = (c1, · · · , c6). If gr
′

= c1 then the com-
puted response R will have the same distribution as in
the normal protocol. To show this, let c1 = grσi for some

rσi ∈ Zp and c3/Mσi = e(g1, g2)rσi . We can now write
the normal calculation of R as:

R = e(c1g
x, ga2 ) = e(grσi gx, ga2 )

= e(g1, g2)rσi e(g1, g2)x =
c3 e(g1, g2)x

Mσi

.

It remains only to consider the case where gr
′ 6= c1. We

will refer to this as a forged query and argue that R̂ cannot
issue such a query except with negligible probability under
the 3DDH assumption in G. Specifically, if R̂ submits a
forged query with non-negligible probability, then we can
construct a solver B for 3DDH that succeeds with non-
negligible advantage.

We now describe the solver B. B takes as input a
3DDH tuple (g, gτ , gψ, gω, Z), where Z = gτψω or is
random, and each value τ, ϕ, ω was chosen at random
from Zp. It will simulate S’s interaction with R̂ via the
following simulation.

Simulation Setup. B first picks j∗ ← [1, N ] and
yd, xd, xh, xz ← Zp. It sets

u = gψ, d = g−ψxdgyd , h = g−ψj
∗
gxh , g2 = gψgxz , g1 = gτ .

Thus, we implicitly have a = τ . The remaining compo-
nents of pk are chosen as in the real protocol.
(There is a typo in the original argument. It says that “B
first picks j∗ ← [1, N ] and a, yv, yd, xv, xd, xh, xz, rj , tj ←
Zp”. Clearly, the secret key a for decryption is not known
to the solver B. Besides, it is not necessary for B to pick
rj , tj in the Setup because they are not used at all in the
phase.)

For j = 1 to N , B generates each correctly-distributed
ciphertext Cj = (c1, · · · , c6) as follows:

The simulation for j = j∗. Pick tj ← Zp and set the
ciphertext as:

(c1, · · · , c6) =
(
gxd , (gj1h)xd ,M · e(g1, g2)xd ,

gtj , (gτ )yd(gj2h)tj , uxd
)
.

The ciphertext is well-formed because:

e(gj1h, c1) = e(gj1h, g
xd) = e((gj1h)xd , g) = e(g, c2)

e(g, c6) = e(g, uxd) = e(gxd , u) = e(c1, u)

e(g, c5) = e
(
g, (gτ )yd(gj2h)tj

)
= e (g, (uxdd)τ ) e

(
g, (gj2h)tj

)
= e(g1, c6d)e(c4, g

j
2h).

The simulation for j 6= j∗. Pick rj , t
′
j ← Zp. Set

Y = gt
′
j/(gτ )(rj−xd)/(j−j

∗)

and the ciphertext as:

(c1, · · · , c6) =
(
grj , (gj1h)rj ,M · e(g1, g2)rj , Y,
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(gτ )yd · Y xzj+xh · (gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗), urj
)
.

Let us define Y = gtj and thus implicitly set

tj = t′j − τ(rj − xd)/(j − j∗),

which is randomly distributed in Zp. Just by inspection,
it’s clear that all of the elements except c5 are correctly
distributed. Thus it remains to show that:

(gτ )yd · Y xzj+xh · (gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗) = (urjd)τ (gj2h)tj

In fact, we have:

c5 = (gτ )yd · Y xzj+xh · (gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗)

= (gτ )yd · (gtj )xzj+xh · (gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗)

= (gτψ)rj−xd(gτ )yd · (gtj )xzj+xh

·(gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗)(g−τψ)rj−xd

= (gψ(rj−xd))τ (gyd)τ · (gxzj+xh)tj

·(gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗)(g−τψ)rj−xd

= ((gψrj )(g−ψxd+yd))τ · (gxzj+xh)tj

·(gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗)(g−τψ)rj−xd

= (urjd)τ · (gxzj+xh)tj · (gψ)t
′
j(j−j

∗)(g−τψ)rj−xd

= (urjd)τ · (gxzj+xh)tj · (gψ(j−j
∗))t

′
j−τ(rj−xd)/(j−j

∗)

= (urjd)τ · (gxzj+xh)tj · (gψ(j−j
∗))tj

= (urjd)τ · ((gψ+xz )jg−ψj
∗+xh)tj

= (urjd)τ · (gj2h)tj .

Answering Queries. Upon receiving a query from
R̂, B verifies the accompanying WIPoK and extracts
(σi, x, c̄4, c̄5, c̄6) and the value v1. Note that R̂ must issue
at least one forged query where v1/g

x is not equal to the
first element of Cσi . When this occurs, if σi 6= j∗ then B
aborts and outputs a random bit.

Otherwise let us consider the distribution of R̂’s query.
For some t, r′ ∈ Zp the soundness of the WIPoK ensures
that

(v1/g
x, c̄6) = (gr

′
, ur

′
)

and
(c̄4, c̄5) = (gt, (ur

′
d)a(gσi2 h)t).

By substitution we obtain:

c̄5 = (gψr
′
g−ψxd+yd))τ (g(ψ+xz)j

∗
g−ψj

∗
gxh)t

= gτψ(r
′−xd)gτydgt(xzj

∗+xh).

Let us implicitly define the value

h′ = (v1/g
x)g−xd = gr

′−xd .

B can obtain h′τψ by computing

c̄5/(g
τyd c̄ xzj

∗+xh
4 ).

Provided that h′ 6= 1, B can now compute a solution to
the 3DDH problem by comparing

e(h′τψ, gω)
?
= e(Z, h′).

If h′ = 1 then B aborts and outputs a random bit.

Probability of abort. There are two conditions in which B
aborts: (1) when R̂ does not issue a forgery for σi = j∗,
and (2) when σi = j∗ but (v1/g

x)g−xd = 1. Since j∗, xd
are outside of R̂’s view and our base assumption is that
R̂ that makes at least one request on σi ∈ [1, N ], the
probability that B does not abort is ≥ p−1

p ·
1
N . Thus,

if no p.p.t. algorithm solves 3DDH with probability > ε,
then Adv [Game 2 ]- Adv [Game 1 ] ≤ Npε

p−1 .

Lemma 3. If no p.p.t adversary has advantage > ε at
solving the 3DDH problem, then

Adv [Game 3]−Adv [Game 2] ≤ Nε.

Proof. See the proof of Lemma A.3 in [18].

Receiver Security. For any real-world cheating sender Ŝ we

can construct an ideal-world sender Ŝ
′

such that all p.p.t.
distinguishers have negligible advantage at distinguishing
the distribution of the real and ideal experiments. Let us

now describe the operation of Ŝ
′
, which runs Ŝ internally,

interacting with it in the role of the Receiver.

1) To begin, Ŝ
′
runs the RI algorithm, with the following

modification: when Ŝ proves knowledge of a, Ŝ
′

uses
the knowledge extractor E1 to extract a, outputting
error if the extractor fails. Otherwise, it has obtained
the values (pk, C1, · · · , CN ).

2) For i = 1 to N , Ŝ
′

decrypts each of Ŝ’s ciphertexts
C1, · · · , CN using the value a as a decryption key,
and sends the resulting M∗1 , · · · ,M∗N to the trusted
party T.

3) Whenever T indicates to Ŝ
′

that a transfer has been

initiated, Ŝ
′

runs the transfer protocol with Ŝ on the

fixed index 1. If the transfer succeeds, Ŝ
′

returns the
bit 1 (success) to T, or 0 otherwise.

4) Ŝ
′

uses Ŝ’s output as its own.

Theorem 2. Let εWI be the maximum advantage that
any p.p.t. algorithm has at distinguishing a WIPoK, and
let εExt be the maximum probability that the extractor E1

fails. Then ∀ p.p.t. D:

Pr[D(RealŜ,R(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ)) = 1]−

Pr[D(Ideal
Ŝ
′
,R′

(N, k,M1, · · · ,MN ,Σ)) = 1]

≤ (k + 1)εExt + kεWI .

Proof. Refer to the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [18].
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a review on the Green-
Hohenberger adaptive OT scheme and put forth a con-
crete improvement which is based on 3DDH assumption
in bilinear groups. We show that in the original scheme
there are some redundancies. Using the modified simu-
lation which needs more less parameters than the simu-
lation presented in the original paper, we prove that the
improvement keeps secure under 3DDH assumption. This
is a more simple assumption than q-power DDH assump-
tion and q-strong DH assumption for [6], Decision Lin-
ear q-Hidden LRSW assumption for [17], Decisional nth
Residuosity assumption for [23], Comp. Dec. Residuos-
ity assumption and q-DDHI assumption for [21], DLIN
assumption, q-Hidden SDH assumption and q-TDH as-
sumption for [34]. The skills developed in the paper,
we believe, is helpful for optimizing other cryptographic
schemes.
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Abstract

In a batch verifying scheme, multiple RSA digital signa-
tures can be verified simultaneously in just one exponen-
tial operation time. Currently, the verifier could not easily
detect where the signature-verification fault was located
in most schemes, if the batch verification fails. In this arti-
cle, we proposed a new batch verifying multiple RSA dig-
ital signatures scheme based on a cube. The scheme can
detect accurately where the signature-verification fault
is located. Moreover, once the total number of signa-
tures is fixed, the size of exponentiation operations is in-
dependent from the number of illegal signatures in our
scheme. Therefore, our scheme has a better performance
and higher efficiency than the previous ones. Finally, we
described an extend batch verifying scheme under the con-
dition of n-dimension.

Keywords: Batch verifying, digital signature, multiple sig-
natures

1 Introduction

RSA is a well-known public key cryptosystem where each
user has a public key e for encryption (verification) and
a private key d for decryption (signature) [17,18]. It pro-
tects the transaction information over the network [16],
and satisfies the requirement of user authentication and
communication security on networking environments [15].
In a RSA signature scheme, the signer uses the personal
private key d to sign document M and obtains the sig-
nature S = Md, and then the receiver verifies whether
M = Se using the signer’s public key e. If there are t
documents and signatures (Mi, Si)(i = 1, · · · , t), the re-
ceiver then needs to verify these signatures one by one
and fully executes t exponential computations [11]. This
will reduce the computer host’s processing ability and the

efficiency of RSA signature scheme. Therefore, the con-
cept of batch verifying signatures has been introduced to
efficiently improve the performance of verifying multiple
RSA signatures [2, 6, 8, 13,19,20].

Harn proposed a batch verifying multiple RSA signa-
ture scheme [5] in 1998, where multiple signatures could
be verified simultaneously in just one exponential oper-
ation time. Such method is considered to be more ef-
ficient than the previous signature schemes where the
signer must repeatedly verify each signature [3,12]. How-
ever, Hwang et al. showed that the Harn’s scheme could
not resist two kinds of attacks [7, 10]. In addition, the
verifier could not detect where the signature-verification
fault was located if the batch verification fails in Harn’s
scheme. Since the verifier must re-verify each of the signa-
tures and then confirms where the signature-verification
fault is located, it is inefficient to detect the illegal sig-
natures. There are many batch verifying multiple RSA
signature schemes have been proposed [1, 4, 12,21].

Recently, Li et al. proposed a matrix-based solution to
quickly find out where the signature-verification faults are
located without re-verifying each of the signatures [14].
In their scheme, the performance would be at its best
when both numbers of row and column square roots are
equal to the message’s numbers. Let’s assume there are
25 signatures, the scheme is the most efficient one and
the verifier needs to execute 10 exponential computations
when the matrix has 5 rows and 5 columns. If there is one
illegal signature, the verifier needs to execute 10 exponen-
tial computations. If there are two illegal signatures, the
verifier needs to execute 14 exponential computations to
detect the illegal signatures.

In this paper, we present a new batch verifying scheme
which is especially efficient when there are illegal signa-
tures. When the verifier receives t signatures, it generates
a cube of side length n and fills these t signatures in the
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n × n × n cube, where n is the smallest integer which
satisfies n3 ≥ t. Let’s assume there are 25 signatures,
the verifier generates a cube of side length 3 and executes
3 + 3 + 3 = 9 exponential computations since 3 is the
smallest integer which satisfies 33 ≥ 25. Moreover, the
verification time would not increase as the number of the
illegal signatures increases.

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
review two batch verifying schemes including Harn’s and
Li’s scheme. Then we present the proposed scheme and
compare its performance with that of previous schemes
in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. In Section 5, an ex-
tended batch verification scheme is described. Finally, we
conclude our paper in Section 6.

2 Two Batch Verifying Scheme

We review two batch verifying schemes before presenting
the proposed one.

2.1 Harn’s Scheme

In this section, we first introduce Harn’s batch verifying
scheme [5]. Let’s assume p and q are two prime numbers,
and N = pq. e and d are presented as the signer’s public
key and private key respectively, which satisfies ed ≡ 1
mod ϕ(N), and ϕ(·) is the Euler function. h(·) is a public
one-way hash function.

We suppose Alice sends the messages M0, M1, · · · ,
Mt−1 and signatures S0, S1, · · · , St−1 to Bob, where
Si = h(Mi)

d mod N , (i = 0, 1, · · · , t− 1). Bob can verify
these signatures using Alice’s public key e by the following
equation:

(

t−1∏
i=0

Si)
e ?

=

t−1∏
i=0

h(Mi). (1)

If Equation (1) holds, (S0, S1, · · · , St−1) are valid sig-
natures of M0, M1, · · · , Mt−1, respectively. In Harn’s
scheme, these signatures can be verified simultaneously
in one exponential operation time.

2.2 Li et al.’s Scheme

The scheme was proposed by Li et al. recently [14]. When
the verifier receives the messages (M1, S1), (M2, S2), · · · ,
(Mt, St) from the signer, the verifier will generate an m×n
matrix (where m × n ≥ t) and t random numbers ri,
i = 1, 2, . . . , t, where ri ∈ {1, 2, . . . , t}. He then randomly
fills these t messages into the m × n matrix using the
following equation (see Table 1):

S(m,n) =

{
S(dri/ne, n), if ri mod n = 0
S(dri/ne, ri mod n), otherwise.

(2)

After filling these messages in the m×n matrix, the ver-
ifier could batch verify each of the rows and the columns,

Table 1: An m× n matrix

S(1,1) S(1,2) . . . S(1,n-1) S(1,n)
S(2,1) S(2,2) . . . S(2,n-1) S(2,n)

...
...

...
...

...
S(m-1,1) S(m-1,2) . . . S(m-1,n-1) S(m-1,n)

S(m,1) S(m,2) . . . S(m,n-1) S(m,n)

respectively. The complete batch verifying process is di-
vided into two verifications: row verification and column
verification. The details of row and column verification
are shown as follows.
• Row verification:

First row: (
∏n

i=1 S(1,i))
e ?

=

∏n
i=1 h(M(1,i)) mod N ,

Second row: (
∏n

i=1 S(2,i))
e ?

=

∏n
i=1 h(M(2,i)) mod N ,

...
m-th row: (

∏n
i=1 S(m,i))

e ?
=

∏n
i=1 h(M(m,i)) mod N .

• Column verification:

First column: (
∏m

i=1 S(i,1))
e ?

=

∏m
i=1 h(M(i,1)) mod N ,

Second column: (
∏m

i=1 S(i,2))
e ?

=

∏m
i=1 h(M(i,2)) mod N ,

...
n-th column: (

∏m
i=1 S(i,n))

e ?
=

∏m
i=1 h(M(i,n)) mod N .

If there are some signature-verification faults in the ma-
trix, we could find out where these signature-verification
faults are located by finding the matrix positions of row
and column overlaps.

Table 2: An 5× 5 matrix

S(1,1) S(1,2) S(1,3) S(1,4) S(1,5)
S(2,1) S(2,2) S(2,3) S(2,4) S(2,5)
S(3,1) S(3,2) S(3,3) S(3,4) S(3,5)
S(4,1) S(4,2) S(4,3) S(4,4) S(4,5)
S(5,1) S(5,2) S(5,3) S(5,4) S(5,5)

Suppose Alice sends 25 messages to Bob, then Bob
will generate 25 random numbers and a 5 × 5 matrix
shown as Table 2. After batch verifying each of the rows
and the columns, Bob could easily realize there was a
signature-verification fault occurring and precisely detects
where the signature-verification fault is located. Assume
there was one signature-verification fault in the position
S(3, 3) of matrix, there would occur two verification fails
and these two fails would occur in the third row and the
third column, respectively. According to the verification
fails of the third row and the third column overlaps, the
signature-verification fault could be precisely detected in
the position S(3, 3) of matrix. However, it is possible for
the verifier to execute additional operations if two illegal
signatures occur. As shown in [14], the number of total
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verification is 10 if two signature-verification faults are
occurring on the same row or on the same column, and
the number is 14 if two illegal signatures are occurring on
adjacent diagonal or not occurring on the same row or not
on the same column. Please refer to [14] for more details.

3 The Proposed Scheme

We now present a batch verifying multiple signatures
scheme which is more efficient than the previous ones,
especially when the illegal signature occurs. The details
of our scheme are described as follows.

First, the verifier generates a cube with side length
m when he receives some pairs of message and signa-
ture (M0, S0), (M1, S1), · · · , (Mt−1, St−1) from the signer,
where m is the smallest integer which satisfies m3 ≥ t.

Next, the verifier chooses t random numbers ri, where
ri ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m3 − 1}, i = 0, 1, · · · , t−1, and fills these t
signatures in the m×m×m cube according to coordinate
figure (x, y, z), where

ri = xm2 + ym + z, and x, y, z ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,m− 1}. (3)

Finally, the verifier could then batch verify each plane
according to the three coordinate axes. The details are
shown as follows.

• x-axis plane:

x = 0: (
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(0,i,j))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(0,i,j)),

x = 1: (
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(1,i,j))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(1,i,j)),

...
x = m− 1:

(
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(m−1,i,j))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(m−1,i,j)).

• y-axis plane:

y = 0: (
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(i,0,j))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(i,0,j)),

y = 1: (
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(i,1,j))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(i,1,j)),

...
y = m− 1:

(
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(i,m−1,j))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(i,m−1,j)).

• z-axis plane:

z = 0: (
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(i,j,0))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(i,j,0)),

z = 1: (
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(i,j,1))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(i,j,1)),

...
z = m− 1:

(
∏m−1

i=0

∏m−1
j=0 S(i,j,m−1))

e ?
=

∏m−1
i=0

∏m−1
j=0 h(M(i,j,m−1)).

If there are some signature-verification faults in the
cube, we could find out where these faults are located by
finding the point of intersection of three kinds of plane. As
shown in Figure 1, there is a signature-verification fault

Figure 1: An m×m×m cube

in the position (a, b, c) of the cube if three verifications
fail in the x = a, y = b, and z = c plane, respectively.

We will now give a simple example to show the
correctness of our scheme. Let’s suppose Alice have sent
64 messages to Bob, then Bob will choose 64 random
numbers and generate a 4 × 4 × 4 cube as shown in
Figure 2. If r0 = 22, the pair (M0, S0) would be filling in
the position (1, 1, 2) of the cube since 22 = 1 ·42 +1 ·4+2.
If r1 = 45, the pair (M1, S1) would be filling in the
position (2, 3, 1) of the cube because 45 = 2 ·42 + 3 ·4 + 1.
The rest can be deduced similarly by Equation (2). After
filling 64 signatures in the cube, Bob could then batch
verify three kinds of plane by the method described above.

• x-axis plane:

x = 0: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(0,i,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(0,i,j)),

x = 1: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(1,i,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(1,i,j)),

x = 2: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(2,i,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(2,i,j)),

x = 3: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(3,i,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(3,i,j)).

• y-axis plane:

y = 0: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,0,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,0,j)),

y = 1: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,1,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,1,j)),

y = 2: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,2,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,2,j)),

y = 3: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,3,j))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,3,j)).

• z-axis plane:

z = 0: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,j,0))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,j,0)),

z = 1: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,j,1))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,j,1)),

z = 2: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,j,2))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,j,2)),

z = 3: (
∏3

i=0

∏3
j=0 S(i,j,3))

e ?
=

∏3
i=0

∏3
j=0 h(M(i,j,3)).
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Table 3: Experiment results of RSA, Harn, Li, and our schemes

Method Message Size of Row Size of x Size of
(Column) (y, z)-axis exponentiation

RSA [18] 25 — — 25
Harn [5] 25 — — 1

Li [14] 25 5 — 10
Ours 25 — 3 9

Method Message Size of Row Size of x Size of
(Column) (y, z)-axis exponentiation

RSA [18] 100 — — 100
Harn [5] 100 — — 1

Li [14] 100 10 — 20
Ours 100 — 5 15

Method Message Size of Row Size of x Size of
(Column) (y, z)-axis exponentiation

RSA [18] 256 — — 256
Harn [5] 256 — — 1

Li [14] 256 16 — 32
Ours 256 — 7 21

Figure 2: An 4× 4× 4 cube

After batch verifying each plane, Bob is now confirmed
whether the signature-verification fault is occurring or
not. We suppose there was one signature-verification fault
in the position (1, 2, 3) of the cube, so Bob could real-
ize there was a signature-verification fault occurring and
precisely detects where the signature-verification fault is
located. From the method described above, there would
occur three verification that fails in the x = 1, y = 2, and
z = 3 plane, respectively. According to the point of inter-
section of three kinds of plane, the signature-verification
fault could be precisely detected in the position (1, 2, 3)
of the cube.

4 Implementation and Result
Analysis

4.1 Experimental Results

In this section, we implement RSA, Harn’s scheme, Li’s
scheme, and ours, with the experimental results of four
schemes shown in Table 3. From Table 3, we have con-
cluded that Harn’s scheme is better when the batch ver-
ification of multiple signatures have succeeded. However,
it must re-verify all signatures if there are illegal ones as
presented in Section 1. Thus, the performance of Harn’s
scheme is worse than Li’s and ours when illegal signatures
occur. In addition, our scheme needs less exponentiation
operations for the same number of messages. Therefore,
the performance of our scheme is best in most situations.

In Table 3, we compared the sizes of exponentiation
operations for different number of signatures in all four
schemes. In RSA scheme, the verifier needs to verify the
signatures one by one, so the sizes of exponentiation op-
erations are 25, 100, and 256, respectively. As described
in Section 2, the verifier can determine the correctness of
signature by using one exponential operation in Harn’s
scheme. Therefore, we only need to show the size of ex-
ponentiation operations in Li’s and our scheme. In Li’s
scheme, the verifier can obtain 5× 5, 10× 10, and 16× 16
matrixes and executes 5 + 5 = 10, 10 + 10 = 20, and
16 + 16 = 32 exponentiation operations for 25, 100, and
256 signatures since 5, 10 and 16 are the square root of
25, 100, and 256, respectively. In our scheme, the verifier
can generate 3× 3× 3, 5× 5× 5, and 7× 7× 7 cubes and
executes 3 + 3 + 3 = 9, 5 + 5 + 5 = 15, and 7 + 7 + 7 = 21
exponentiation operations since 3, 5, 7 are the smallest
integer which satisfies 33 ≥ 25, 53 ≥ 100, and 73 ≥ 256,
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Table 4: Comparisons for detecting illegal signatures among RSA, Harn, Li, and our schemes

Method Message Size of exponentiation Size of exponentiation
(one illegal signature) (two illegal signatures)

RSA [18] 25 25 25
Harn [5] 25 26 26

Li [14] 25 10 14
Ours 25 9 9

Method Message Size of exponentiation Size of exponentiation
(one illegal signature) (two illegal signatures)

RSA [18] 100 100 100
Harn [5] 100 101 101

Li [14] 100 20 24
Ours 100 15 15

Method Message Size of exponentiation Size of exponentiation
(one illegal signature) (two illegal signatures)

RSA [18] 256 256 256
Harn [5] 256 257 257

Li [14] 256 32 36
Ours 256 21 21

respectively.

4.2 Analysis of Illegal Signature Detec-
tion

In this section, we now present the size of exponentiation
operations in four schemes when illegal signatures occur.
As described in Section 1, the performance of illegal sig-
natures detection is regarded as the position it is located
in. From Table 4, we know that our scheme is better
than Harn’s and Li’s for determining the situation where
illegal signatures are located. Once the total number of
signatures is fixed, the size of exponentiation operations
is independent from the number of illegal signatures in
our scheme.

In Table 4, we compared the sizes of exponentiation
for detecting one and two illegal signatures among RSA,
Harn, Li, and our schemes. In RSA scheme, the ver-
ifier needs to verify the signatures one by one, so the
sizes of exponentiation operations are 25, 100, and 256
respectively. In Harn’s scheme, the verifier must re-verify
each signatures if there are illegal ones, so he needs to
execute 26, 101, and 257 exponentiation operations, re-
spectively. As shown in Section 2.2, in Li’s scheme, one
illegal signature can be detected accurately after batch
verification finished, and the verifier must add 4 expo-
nentiation operations if there are two illegal signatures.
From Table 3, we know that 10, 20, and 32 operations
are needed for 25, 100, and 256 signatures respectively
in Li’s scheme. Thus, the verifier executes 10, 20, and 32
operations when one illegal signature occurs; and 14, 24,
and 36 operations if there are two illegal signatures in Li’s
scheme. In our scheme, the position of illegal ones can be
determined accurately once batch verification is finished

and the size of operations are independent from the num-
ber of signatures. From Table 3, we know that 9, 15, and
21 operations are needed for 25, 100, and 256 signatures
respectively in our scheme. Therefore, the sizes of ex-
ponentiation operations are 9, 15, and 21 in our scheme
whether one or two faults occurred.

5 The Extension of the Scheme

The proposed scheme is based on a cube, and we can ex-
tend it to the condition of n-dimension. First, the ver-
ifier generates an n-dimension object with side length
m when he receives some pairs of message and signa-
ture (M0, S0), (M1, S1), · · · , (Mt−1, St−1) from the signer,
where m is the smallest integer which satisfies mn ≥ t.

Next, the verifier chooses t random numbers ri, where
ri ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,mn − 1}, i = 0, 1, · · · , t − 1, and fills
these t messages in the mn object according to coordinate
figure (an−1, an−2, · · · , a1, a0), where an−1, · · · , a1, a0 ∈
{0, 1, · · · ,m− 1} and

ri = an−1m
n−1 + an−2m

n−2 + · · ·+ a1m + a0.

Finally, the verifier could then batch verify each plane
according to n-dimension coordinate axis. The details are
described as follows.

1) an−1-axis plane:

a. an−1 = 0:

(

m−1∏
an−2=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

S(0,an−2,··· ,a0))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−2=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

h(M(0,an−2,··· ,a0)).
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b. an−1 = 1:

(

m−1∏
an−2=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

S(1,an−2,··· ,a0))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−2=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

h(M(1,an−2,··· ,a0)).

...
...

c. an−1 = m− 1:

(

m−1∏
an−2=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

S(m−1,an−2,··· ,a0))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−2=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

h(M(m−1,an−2,··· ,a0)).

2) an−2-axis plane:

a. an−2 = 0:

(

m−1∏
an−1=0

m−1∏
an−3=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

S(an−1,0,··· ,a0))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−1=0

m−1∏
an−3=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

h(M(an−1,0,··· ,a0)).

b. an−2 = 1:

(

m−1∏
an−1=0

m−1∏
an−3=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

S(an−1,1,··· ,a0))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−1=0

m−1∏
an−3=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

h(M(an−1,1,··· ,a0))

...
...

c. an−2 = m− 1:

(

m−1∏
an−1=0

m−1∏
an−3=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

S(an−1,m−1,··· ,a0))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−1=0

m−1∏
an−3=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a0=0

h(M(an−1,m−1,··· ,a0)).

...

3) a0-axis plane:

a. a0 = 0:

(

m−1∏
an−1=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a1=0

S(an−1,··· ,a1,0))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−1=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a1=0

h(M(an−1,··· ,a1,0)).

b. a0 = 1:

(

m−1∏
an−1=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a1=0

S(an−1,··· ,a1,1))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−1=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a1=0

h(M(an−1,··· ,a1,1)).

...
...

c. a0 = m− 1:

(

m−1∏
an−1=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a1=0

S(an−1,··· ,a1,m−1))
e

?
=

m−1∏
an−1=0

· · ·
m−1∏
a1=0

h(M(an−1,··· ,a1,m−1)).

Therefore, the total number of exponentiation oper-
ations is mn in the extended batch verification scheme.
If there are some signature-verification faults in the n-
dimension object, we could find out where these faults
are located by finding the point of intersection of n kinds
of plane. For example, there is a signature-verification
fault in the position (0, 1, · · · ,m− 1) of the n-dimension
object, if n verifications failed in the an−1 = 0 plane,
an−2 = 1 plane, · · · and a0 = m− 1 plane, respectively.

6 Conclusions

We presented a new batch verification multiple RSA sig-
natures scheme which fills the signatures into a cube. It
can detect accurately where the illegal signatures are lo-
cated without additional re-verify operations. Moreover,
the verification time would not increase as the number of
the illegal signatures increases in one batch verification.
Experiment shows our scheme is more efficient than the
previous schemes, especially when the number of the sig-
natures is very large. We then extended this scheme to
the condition of n-dimension.
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Abstract

As cloud computing is increasingly expanding its applica-
tion scenario, it is vital for cloud storage customers not
to sacrifice the confidentiality of sensitive data while mak-
ing fullest use of operational functionality of cloud secure
systems. Although traditional searchable encryption can
well solve exact keyword search on encrypted data with
retrieving files by search interest, it does not work when
typos or misspelling mistakes occur. Many specific al-
gorithms have been well proposed to solve this difficult
problem. However, most of the schemes mainly focus on
the single cloud to achieve fuzzy keyword search, which
means that fuzzy-keyword index construction must take
possible typos into account and makes existing exact-
keyword index useless. In addition, existing searching
schemes rarely take interaction between the data user
and the cloud to improve system’s usability and user’s
retrieval satisfactory degree into consideration. In this
paper, we propose an improved scheme named as Dis-
tributed Fault-tolerant Keyword Search Supporting Ver-
ifiable Search-ability (DFKSSVS) in hybrid cloud with
the emphasis of interaction circumstances. Through im-
proved dictionary-based keyword construction scheme, we
generate fuzzy keyword set, and build secure index for
efficient fuzzy search. After searching procedures, the
scheme can support verifiability of returned files via proof
returned by cloud as well, and interaction between data
user and private cloud to achieve dynamic ranking of re-
trieval results statistically. Through rigorous security and
thorough analysis, we show that the improved solution
can meet verifiable fuzzy keyword search on cloud en-
crypted data with supporting the exact-keyword index
already generated. Security analysis and extensive exper-
imental results demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency
of our proposed scheme.

Keywords: Cloud storage, fault-tolerant keyword search,
improved-dictionary-based fuzzy set, outsourcing data,
searchable encryption, verifiable keyword search

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the increasing growth of Big Data in IT in-
dustry impels the application expansion of cloud comput-
ing. As a typical application, cloud storage has gained
popularity in many corporations and companies around
the world. However, as the large amount of sensitive
data, such as enterprise basic files, government investi-
gation reports, private health records and so on, is in the
out-of-control domain, data privacy has become the top
concern of whether it is a must to outsource data to the
cloud. Data encryption is an effective solution to keep
its confidentiality, which has yet sacrificed data usability.
Encryption can preserve outsourced data’s confidential-
ity, integrity and accessibility (CIA) of cloud data, and
no one can know the contents of encrypted files without
decryption keys, however, secure cloud system usability
is lowered for non-operation-ability on cipher-text.

The best solution for encrypted data computation
is Fully Homomorphic Encryption (HHE), which allows
users to operate directly on cipher-texts and then produce
results of matching procedures. Gentry et al. [8] made a
breakthrough in theoretical domain, but the scheme of
construction efficiency is far from practical utilization.
Moreover, data users are usually interested in the most
relevant files whose ranking is in the top-k list rather
than all files returned from cloud. From the perspective
of information retrieval, users choose to input some spe-
cific keywords named as ”keyword-based search” to selec-
tively retrieve relevant files. Unfortunately, computable
retrieval operations on encrypted data by keyword search
are limited due to no suitable schemes on cipher-text
search compared with traditional retrieval methods on
plain-text search. Although encrypted keyword can pro-
tect its privacy, how to use plain-text search techniques
on encrypted data turns to be a real problem, which
attracts much more attention of researches on it. Dif-
ferent from the traditional Private Information Retrieval
(PIR) schemes, an alternative, that is searchable encryp-
tion (SE) schemes, has been proposed and researched for
a long time. SE is a key technique for data users to di-
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rectly operate encrypted data, but traditional SE without
secure index is inefficient facing with the large-scale cloud
encrypted data. So, it is important to construct a secure
index for encrypted data files.

Searchable encryption is an important and fundamen-
tal solution to solve the problems of encrypted data uti-
lization, as well as integration of data confidentiality and
usability. In general, searchable encryption can be divided
into two subcategories, that is, Public Key Searchable En-
cryption (PKSE), and Symmetric Searchable Encryption
(SSE). PKSE can support much more flexible search op-
erations and complicated search applications, but more
computationally huge overhead is produced because of
many pairing-operations compared with SSE. In contrast,
SSE depends on its computational efficiency and opera-
tional convenience to make it to be a research hot spot.
No matter PKSE or SSE, keyword search is associated
with index of files. By integrating trapdoors (encrypted
form of searched keyword) with secure index (encrypted
form of file index), effective keyword search can be fin-
ished while retrieval contents and search results are blind
to cloud servers.

Furthermore, fuzzy keyword seems to be a hot topic
in the plain-text information retrieval field, because re-
trievers may have typos by accident or statistical mis-
spelling mistakes during retrieval procedures. As an ap-
plicable expansion, fuzzy keyword search on encrypted
data has been researched actively. Li et al. [11] for the
first time proposed wildcard-based keyword search over
encrypted scheme, which is proven its weakness of insecu-
rity by Zheng et al. in HPCC 2013 conference [20]. Wang
et al. [18] suggested a solution using trie-tree for index
construction, which has large space-cost of building index
and infeasible updating of index tree. Chuah et al. [6]
presented a scheme which has secure index by using bed-
tree with low efficiency. Liu et al. [12] proposed a solution
named as ”dictionary-based fuzzy keyword search on en-
crypted data” with small index, but its fuzzy keyword
set is not all-around, which means loss of many possible
exact keywords to match with. Recently, Zhou et al. [21]
proposed a different scheme to make fuzzy keyword set by
utilizing k-gram. Wang et al. [16] aimed at multi-keyword
fuzzy search on encrypted data by locality sensitive hashes
and Bloom filters to support multi-keyword search with
low search complexity. However, all the schemes face with
retrieval efficiency problem and defective construction of
fuzzy-keyword index which has made exact-keyword in-
dex already constructed useless.

Another issue to which needs to pay much attention
is verifiability of returned encrypted data from the pub-
lic cloud. This was first mentioned by Chai et al. [5],
who proposed a new searchable encryption scheme called
VSSE. Due to the fact that it is unknown that the public
cloud may save computation or download bandwidth for
its selfishness, the returned encrypted data may be only
a fraction of all retrieval outcome. So, verifiable search-
ability as well as protection of data confidentiality is a
real applicable scenario during fuzzy search on cloud en-

crypted data. Wang et al. [19] has found the combination
of fuzzy keyword search and verifiable keyword search on
encrypted data and proposed a new scheme named VF-
SSE, which means that data user can verify the correct-
ness and completeness of returned files after the fuzzy
search has already completed corresponding with a query
containing a keyword of little typos. However, Buildin-
dex phase in his scheme is conducted by data owner us-
ing wildcard-based scheme, which means that data owner
may abandon the exact-keyword index constructed before
and generate a specialized fuzzy-keyword index for fuzzy
searching, thus it is inevitable for data owner to waste
much more computation and storage resources. Another
issue in his scheme is that ranking of keyword-retrieval
has not been well tackled, and his work is mainly on the
public cloud setting without applying in the hybrid cloud
circumstances.

Based on thorough analysis on existing fuzzy keyword
search schemes, we propose a novel scheme totally dif-
ferent from previous work. In this paper, we mainly
concentrate on verifiable fault-tolerant keyword search on
the cloud encrypted data and suggest a solution, which
is called Distributed Fault-tolerant Keyword Search Sup-
porting Verifiable Search-ability (DFKSSVS), to build se-
cure exact-keyword index supporting verifiability in the
public cloud, as well as generate fuzzy keyword trapdoors
for matching in the private cloud. Due to Li’s scheme
weakness of insecurity, we abandon the scheme of directly
using wildcard-based method to construct secure index,
but we adopt traditional exact-keyword searching scheme.
Our scheme will reduce index generation and storage com-
plexity and guarantee highly efficient retrieval, and it can
make fullest use of computation and storage resources in
the private cloud. Our contributions of this paper can be
summarized as follows:

1) We propose a novel DFKSSVS scheme in the hy-
brid cloud. We define the system and threat model,
which means to be ”semi-honest-but-curious” in the
public cloud, and ”honest-but-curious” in the private
cloud. Preliminaries have been denoted to depict
DFKSSVS scheme in detail.

2) In the public cloud, we use the exact-keyword index,
which is already built for exact keyword search, or
build exact-keyword index for searching for its first
time. To reach verifiable search-ability, we use trie-
tree based on symbol set, where a multi-way tree is
constructed for storing a certain keyword trapdoor
which can be recovered from the root node to the
leaf node. Updating of index can be easily done on
the tree structure according to trapdoor revising re-
quests. Exact keyword search throughout the index
can be well done, and encrypted data stored can be
returned as well.

3) In the private cloud, we make use of the potential
computation and storage resources to generate fuzzy
keyword set, and trapdoors corresponding with ex-
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act keywords responsible for searching on the exact-
keyword index in the public cloud. At the same time,
we allow statistically dynamic ranking of exact ele-
ments through feedback scheme in order to return
more encrypted files related to data user’s input key-
word. Also, decryption of returned encrypted files is
conducted and completed in the private cloud and it
outputs plain-text files to data user.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the system model, treat model, de-
sign goals, and preliminaries. Section 3 presents the novel
scheme DFKSSVS in detail. Section 4 gives the secu-
rity analysis of the whole scheme. Section 5 gives perfor-
mance evaluation compared with [5, 11, 19] respectively.
Related work for searchable encryption SE is discussed in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Statement

2.1 System Model

In the paper, we consider a cloud setting consisting of the
entities: Data User (DU), Data Owner (DO), the Public
& Private Cloud (PC), as is illustrated in Figure 1. Given
a collection of n files denoted as F and their encrypted
forms denoted as C, exact keyword set W extracted from
F , secure index for C derived from W , the private cloud
can generate fuzzy keyword set as well as trapdoors, which
are produced with the secret key generated by authorized
DUs, of similar keywords for exact matching in the pub-
lic cloud, and the private cloud receives encrypted files
corresponding with trapdoors, decrypts and returns the
plain-text form of them to DU. Here, we denote that the
private cloud can provide as much computation capabil-
ity as possible just for relieving DU’s burden of comput-
ing and storage. The public cloud, which is responsible
for mapping trapdoors to encrypted files indexed by their
IDs and linked to a series of exact keywords, supports
exact matching throughout the secure index and returns
encrypted files to the private cloud, and it has verifiable
search-ability due to DU’s verifying request to the series
of searching procedures. DO has files needed to be out-
sourced to the cloud, and generates secret keys through
Setup(k) phase, which are shared with authorized DUs.
DU raises a query and verifies the correctness and com-
pleteness by proof sent from the public cloud. In all, our
DFKSSVS scheme makes the fullest use of specific char-
acters of different parties in the hybrid cloud and certainly
applies the real circumstance of keyword search over a
large scale of cloud encrypted data.

2.2 Threat Model

Firstly, we assume that authentication between DO and
DU has been appropriately done. To search relevant files
for a certain keyword, the trapdoor, which is of encrypted
form, of the given keyword must be generated so as to

match items throughout the secure index in the public
cloud. And DU may want to verify the completeness of
retrieval results by sending requests to the public cloud.
Here, we consider the private cloud to be ”honest-but-
curious”, which means the private cloud servers honestly
obey the principles of different protocols, and have the
ability to learn something additionally sensitive informa-
tion, at the same time, the public cloud to be ”semi-
honest-but-curious”, which means the public cloud servers
may be selfish in order to save computation and band-
width of its own, and have the same basic characters of
private cloud servers. In addition, we take Known Cipher-
text Model into consideration, which means the cloud can
only have access to encrypted files, secure index and trap-
doors, without leaking any information but search pattern
and access pattern. The semantic meaning of the model
with its proven-security has been proposed in [7].

2.3 Design Goals

To enable normally searching on encrypted data when ty-
pos occur, we need to do some work in the trapdoor gen-
eration procedure in order to match corresponding items
throughout the index tree which is already constructed
before. Furthermore, the exact-keyword index can sup-
port verifiable-searching, so we choose the basic idea of
trie-tree index based on symbol tree proposed in [18], and
we utilize it in the exact-keyword searching circumstance.
Specifically, we have the following goals:

1) Cipher-text search supporting fault-tolerant
keyword-based query: this is the basic problem
to which the paper is referred, fuzzy keyword search
on secure exact-keyword index constructed before is
always supported as well.

2) Verifiable-searching in the cloud: this is the need of
DU who wants to verify the correctness and com-
pleteness of retrieval results of a given input keyword
by the proof returned from the cloud.

3) Keyword privacy: in spite of leak of search pattern,
the cloud should not deduce any sensitive informa-
tion through secure index, encrypted trapdoor, and
encrypted files, as is requested to be securely en-
crypted to minimize information leak risks.

4) Privacy guarantee: encrypted files should be re-
turned to DU if and only if the correct trapdoor of a
given keyword generated by authorized DU with the
secret key matches the items in secure index and file
IDs are obtained to link with the encrypted files.

5) Result accuracy: By feedback scheme can exact key-
words in the fuzzy keyword set achieve ranking dy-
namically in the private cloud, which is helpful with
trapdoor matching with its ranking position forward
on the score list. This is similar with statistical meth-
ods, but it will not leak no more information than
search pattern and access pattern by encryption.
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Figure 1: Architecture of system & threat model

2.4 Preliminaries

Edit distance: Given two strings Si and Sj , the edit dis-
tance between them is defined as ED(Si, Sj), which
means the minimum steps from one string to an-
other, including insertion, deletion, and substitution
of some character in the string [13].

Trie-tree: A trie-tree, which is always described as
prefix-tree, is a data structure with its essential or-
der of contents in each node storing associative array
where keys are always strings. Different from a bi-
nary search tree, the node of trie-tree in each position
presents the key of an array, sharing the same pre-
fix stored in its parent’s node. And the root node is
always associated with an empty string regarded as
the starting point to conduct searching.

Hash function: A hash function is a function used to
map any arbitrary size of data to a fixed size, with
slightly different input giving rise to big difference
of its output. Here in this paper, we use collision-
resistant hash function (MD5, SHA-1) to gener-
ate trapdoors of exact keywords in the fuzzy key-
word set, and to be the main function in the pre-
processing procedure before constructing secure in-
dex outsourced to the public cloud.

Dictionary: it is a pre-defined keyword collection which
is consisted of all indexed items (keywords) linked
with certain encrypted files.

Typical algorithms: our scheme DFKSSVS is
composed of six polynomial-time algorithms de-
noted as KeyGen(1k), BuildIndex(sk, Wi),
ExactTrapGen(sk, Wi), Test(I, Trapdoor),

V erify(I, proof), Feedback(sk, W ”
s ). More details

of algorithms are described below.

3 Distributed Fault-tolerant Key-
word Search Scheme Support-
ing Verifiable Search-ability

In this part, we describe more details on DFKSSVS
scheme. Based on Wang’s [19] and Chai’s [5] schemes pro-
posed before, we present our novel scheme getting greater
effects supported by experiential analysis and experiments
on real-world data set.

3.1 KeyGen(1k)

In the process, DO generates secret keys for index and
trapdoor generation, as well as the key for keyed hash
function, and file encryption. The KeyGen phase is a
randomized key generation algorithm, which is set up and
outputs keys in the way: hk, tk, fk R

←− {0, 1}∗, that is
to say, we take k as input and different secret keys are
output.

3.2 BuildIndex(sk,Wi)

In the process, we consider to use the symbol-based trie-
tree to construct secure index I for the whole encrypted
files of DOs. We use the scheme proposed by Chai [5]
to achieve verifiable-searching on the index tree and inte-
grate Li’s [11] fuzzy keyword generation method to gener-
ate symbol-based trie-tree index based on exact keywords
without abandon of exact-keyword index tree already con-
structed before. That is to say, we can use the new scheme
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to complete fuzzy searching over cloud encrypted data on
the generally secure index tree without verifiability of re-
trieval results, or on the trie-tree index supporting veri-
fiability of matching procedure, and we can also achieve
exact keyword searching on encrypted data as well.

• Keyword extraction from files.
In this phase, DO extracts distinct keywords from
plain-text files, which are used for constructing in-
dex for each file. Different keywords have their own
keyword-weight in each file and one can distinguish
a specific file from others by keywords that the file
possesses. Here, we denote W as exact keywords ex-
tracted from the file set. We can also utilize the
comprehensive dictionary D to check each element’s
correctness and completeness of the exact-keyword
set.

• Build trapdoors of exact keywords.
To exact-keyword set, we need to generate trap-
doors of elements of the keyword set by a pseudo-
random one-way function, which is always used keyed
hash function fhk(·). DO computes Tw = {Twi} =
{f(hk,wi), wi ∈ W} for each wi ∈ W with the
index generation key hk. And then, DO divides
each Twi

into a series of n-length bits determined
by its corresponding symbol in ∆, which is denoted
as η1, η2, · · · , ηz/n, where z is the output length of
keyed hash function.

• Initialization of trie-tree index.
Firstly, DO takes a quick scan of an empty trie-
tree and determines that the root node is associ-
ated with an empty set as the beginning of search-
ing throughout the whole tree. In addition, DO
defines the identifier for every document file which
is to be outsourced and obtains the identifier set
ID = {IDp, P = |F |}, as well as IDwi represent-
ing all file IDs containing wi, which is a vital path to
search for the relevant encrypted files corresponding
with wi.

• Build symbol-based trie-tree index.
In this phase, we mainly focus on how to insert
η1, η2, · · · , ηz/n into the trie-tree to achieve index
construction of exact keywords in the set, as well
as verifiability of retrieval results. To the root node,
we define an empty set to be regarded as the begin-
ning of keyword-searching. In every child node, we
insert a two-tuple unit, one is ηi and the other is δi,
which symbolizes the route from its parent node to
its own and from itself to its child node. The content
of δi is presented as pi||q1||gik(pi||q), where pi is a
bit-stream, which represents information of its par-
ent node, of 2m in which ηi corresponding with the
position in ∆ is set to 1 while other positions are set
to 0, qi represents information of its child node with
the same way as mentioned above. gik is a keyed
hash function to encrypt node information to sup-
port verifiable-searching. For example, if the current

node stores ηa, whose parent node stores ηb with its
position being the b-th symbol in ∆, and child node
stores ηc in the same way. Then, pi = 0, 1, 0, 0, · · · , 0,
qi = 0, 0, 1, 0, · · · , 0. More detailed information in all
is depicted in Algorithm 1.

• Files to be encrypted and outsourced.
In this phase, files in the collection need to be en-
crypted by secret key fk and outsourced to the pub-
lic cloud. The connection between encrypted files
and their IDs should be well done in the cloud so
as to retrieve relevant encrypted files back to DU by
searching IDwi stored in the leaf node on the trie-tree
index.

3.3 ExactTrapGen(sk,Wi)

In this phase, we discuss the issue of trapdoor generation
corresponding with the input keyword when typos and mi-
nor mistakes occur at the beginning of the query. Consid-
ering that Li’s fuzzy keyword set construction scheme has
been proven weakness of its insecurity by Zheng et al. [20]
in HPCC 2013 conference, which is due to mutual depen-
dency of retrieval history, our scheme uses improved wild-
card & dictionary-based construction scheme to generate
trapdoors of keywords to avoid high history dependency
of trapdoor relevance of distinct keywords. Because the
whole search scheme is constructed in the hybrid-cloud,
we assume that much work referring to some sensitive in-
formation can be done in the private cloud so as to make
the fullest use of its scalable computing and storage re-
sources even if it seems to be ”honest-but-curious” for DU.
We consider that plain-text keywords and secret keys are
deleted after construction of exact keyword set as well as
generation of exact keyword trapdoors, which means that
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Figure 2: Exact-keyword trapdoor construction scheme

only encrypted forms of query information can be seen in
the private cloud. Figure 2 is the exact-keyword trapdoor
construction scheme.

In this process, we first build the fuzzy keyword set
according to the submitted query by using Li’s wildcard-
based fuzzy keyword construction scheme to minimize the
scale of its set, then through dictionary-based method,
we can determine appropriate fuzzy keywords by substi-
tuting the wildcard with fixed alphabet, so we change
fuzzy search into exact search so that keyword search
on encrypted data can be completed in exact-keyword
search scheme. Through comparison of edit distance,
edit distance information with wildcard position Pos as
its form of < Pos,Ed(Wi,W

′
j) >s can be well calcu-

lated to be an important part of ranking tuples which
will be described below. Exact keywords in the fuzzy
set will be transformed into trapdoors with secret key
hk, which are submitted to the public cloud to con-
duct exact matching on secure index. We use improved
dictionary-based fuzzy keyword construction scheme to
expand the number of keywords in the set so as to ab-
sorb much more likely exact keywords for search, which
can improve the probability of relevant encrypted files
needed by DU. In addition, the private cloud sends
{Trapdoor(hk,W ′j)[η′1, η′2, · · · , η′z/n]}j∈[1,y] which is gen-
erated in the public cloud back to DU so as to conduct
V erify(I, proof) procedure.

3.4 Test(I, T rapdoor)

Upon receiving search request from the private cloud, the
public cloud server divides each trapdoor into a series
of symbols in the same way mentioned in Algorithm 1.
Then, Algorithm 2 can generate verification proof con-
taining IDwi

back to DU, and returns relevant encrypted
files to the private cloud. According to IDwi

, DU can
check the plain-text files output by the private cloud and
make requests of verification of retrieval results to the
public cloud. Detailed information is shown in Algo-
rithm 2.

3.5 V erify(I, proof)

In this part, we introduce the verification process of re-
trieval results in detail. We have noticed that the secret
key tk plays a very important role in the construction
phase of δj . Given that each node in the trie-tree has
a unique route from the root node to itself, we believe
that we can verify correctness and completeness of results
through the δj , which consists its unique parent node in-
formation and each child node symbol information. DO
generates secret keys shared with authorized DUs, which
makes attackers unable to forge a search proof without
the correct tk. And DU can verify retrieval results by
re-generating proof with shared secret key tk.

When the public cloud server completes the search pro-
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cess, IDset corresponding with relevant encrypted files,
which are the file set of returned encrypted files from the
public cloud, can be obtained by DU from the private
cloud to check the integrity of retrieval results, and search
proof is sent by the public cloud server. If the search pro-
cess completes, DU can verify the results by IDset; oth-
erwise, verification can be well done by proof contents
wherever the search process is suspended. Another point
needed to be noted is that the comprehensive symbol set
∆ is shared with authorized DUs. See Algorithm 3 for
more detailed verifying process.

3.6 Feedback(sk,W ”
s )

In this part, we mainly focus on feedback scheme to con-
struct a dynamic ranking list of trapdoors without leaking
of sensitive information other than search pattern and ac-
cess pattern in the private cloud. Considering that the
private cloud always refers to cloud service for a spe-
cific organization or government, we believe that it is less
”honest-but-curious” than what we assume to be in the
common sense. So we can use some plain-text informa-
tion corresponding with trapdoors of exact keywords to
achieve dynamic ranking of retrievals statistically from
DUs. By feedback scheme can DUs receive much more
relevant files containing the exact keywords derived from
the input keyword with minor typos, which is benefited
from the effectively statistical tendency of typos or little
mistakes between DUs and the private cloud. Figure 3 is
a procedure of feedback scheme in DFKSSVS.

We have taken it into consideration that we should not
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Figure 3: Procedure of feedback scheme in DFKSSVS

leak any sensitive information other than search pattern
and access pattern, let alone the plain-text keywords ex-
isting in the private cloud. But we also emphasize the
cloud being powerfully capable of computing and storage,
so we choose exact keyword set with its trapdoors gen-
eration to be under control and they are to be deleted
after the ranking element with its three tuples has been
generated in the set. Above all, the search procedure
is conducted by its encrypted form in the whole phase.
Without loss of generality, we can find that the security of
the novel search scheme on encrypted data has the same
level as traditional SSE schemes researched before and
achieves dynamically ranking of retrieval results between
DUs and the cloud.

4 Security Analysis

Privacy-preservation: In this paper, we only take
privacy-preserving concerns into account during the
whole search procedures. For sensitive files, tra-
ditional encrypted algorithms can guarantee their
security and integrity, which is out of discussion
of our research. We mainly focus on confiden-
tiality of the index and trapdoors in phases of
BuildIndex(sk,Wi), ExactTrapGen(sk,Wi), and
Feedback(sk,W ”

s ). Due to security of collision-
resistant keyed hash functions, generation of trap-
doors can be securely conducted, which means that
it is impossible for any attacker to get plain-text sen-
sitive information without secret key hk and hash
algorithms. In addition, in Feedback(sk,W ”

s ) phase,

although we expose plain-text keywords to the pri-
vate cloud so as to exploit its potentially tremen-
dous computing capability, we can assure that risks
of privacy security can be reduced to its minimum
point due to timely deletion operations of exact key-
words in the private cloud, and lower security threat
level compared with the public cloud as well. To gain
dynamical ranking of retrieval results from DUs, we
make the fullest use of the private cloud to compute
exact keywords corresponding with the input fuzzy
keyword and trapdoors of them with a little bit sac-
rifices of keyword privacy in the private cloud. Here,
we refer to Li’s scheme security analysis to prove our
scheme’s search security.

Theorem: the novel scheme is secure regarding to its
search privacy.
Similarly with Li’s method, we assume that the pro-
posed scheme cannot achieve the index & trapdoor
privacy against in-distinguish-ability under chosen-
plaintext-attack (IND-CPA), which means that there
exists a polynomial-time algorithm A who can in-
telligently deduce and rightly obtain plaintext sen-
sitive information through the encrypted forms of
keywords. Then, we construct another algorithm A′

which utilizes A to decide whether f ′(·) < g′(·) >
is a pseudo-random function the same as f(sk, ·) <
g(tk, ·) > or a real-random function. A′ can have ac-
cess to an oracle Of ′(·) < Og′(·) >, and takes as a real
number value x as input and f ′(x) < g′(x) > as the
output. For any request of index & trapdoor gen-
eration, A′ can answer it with f ′(·) < g′(·) >. The
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Table 1: Comparison of the aforementioned schemes

Content Li’s Scheme Chai’s Scheme Wang’s Scheme Our scheme
Storage cost O(MN) O(N) O(MN) < O(MN)
Search cost O(1) O(L) O(1) O(1)

Construction cost O(MN) O(N) O(MN) O(1)
Verifiable-searching NO YES YES YES

Fuzzy-searching YES NO YES YES
Verification cost - O(L) O(1) O(1)

Supporting ranking - - - YES
Search intelligence - - - YES

adversary makes a request of two challenge keywords
w0 and w1 after several queries to Of ′(·) < Og′(·) >.
A′ takes a random b ∈ {0, 1} and submits wb to the
challenger for computing f ′(wb) < g′(wb) >. Once A′

receives the answer y, it sends y to the adversary to
conduct a guess of answering the value of b′ ∈ {0, 1}.
If A can get the right value of b′ which is equal to
b, f ′(wb) < g′(wb) > is not a random value, which
can be directly deduced or easily guessed. By this
way can A′ decide whether f ′(·) < g′(·) > is a real
random function or not. However, due to the stan-
dard assumption of in-distinguish-ability of pseudo-
random functions and real-random functions, A can
correctly guess the right value of b′ with probabil-
ity of 1/2, which makes it clear that the previous
assumption is wrong. So, any keyword with its en-
crypted form in the search process can impossibly
leak any sensitive information to the attack, that
is, the search procedure is secure. Another point to
which we should pay attention is that our provable-
security process is a little bit different from Li’s and
Wang’s methods whose variables are fuzzy keywords
generated by wildcard-based scheme expansion. And
g(tk, ·) makes it almost impossible for any adversary
to fake δj = pi||qi||gtk(pi||qi) in each node, as well as
pi||IDwi ||gtk(pi||IDwi)||gtk(IDwi) in the leaf node in
the whole proof .

Verifiable-searching: DU can verify correctness and
completeness of retrieval results by proof which the
public cloud sends back. The proof is composed of
several parts corresponding with the content of each
node in the searchable trie-tree index. We decrypt
each part in the proof and compare its content with
trapdoor’s symbol element in the fixed position of ∆
in order to check consistency of the both parts. With-
out tk, it is impossible for DU to conduct the proce-
dure of verification of results, which means verifiable-
searching can be securely achieved by DU.

5 Experimental Performance
Evaluation

In this part, we first compare our novel scheme with
Li’s [11], Chai’s [5], and Wang’s [19] schemes so as to
clearly present advantages of the scheme proposed in this
paper. Here, we denote N as the total number of dis-
tinct keywords and M as the maximum size of exact key-
word set generated through the input fuzzy keyword. Ta-
ble 1 shows the comparative contents of the four afore-
mentioned schemes. Secondly, we give the performance
evaluations and analyses under the real-world set experi-
ment.

5.1 Performance Comparison

In the aspect of storage cost, our scheme is different from
Li’s and Wang’s schemes, which need O(MN) cost when
fuzzy keyword set was constructed. Given that the im-
proved dictionary-based fuzzy keyword set construction
method is used for exact keyword expansion, distinct key-
words in the fuzzy set can be selected and filtered by the
comprehensive dictionary so that the storage cost is cut
down to less than O(MN). In addition, although our
scheme’s search cost is the same as Wang’s to be O(1),
it is more effective for locating the symbol in the set be-
cause we adopt to use symbol’s position in the set to rep-
resent its content when secure index is generated. Due to
our scheme’s transportability, it is always feasible for se-
cure exact-keyword-index constructed before to conduct
exact matching for relevant encrypted files, so the con-
struction cost can be a constant number O(1) compared
with the three schemes which need more computation and
storage cost to generate the new index. With regard
to verification cost, Chai’s scheme require L times de-
cryption operations to accomplish verification procedure,
where L is the length of input keyword for fuzzy search-
ing, but our scheme inherits Wang’s scheme to achieve
O(1) verification cost by calculating hash value to match
with the proof sent from the public cloud. Furthermore,
our scheme achieves interaction between the DU and the
private cloud so as to make the returned encrypted files
in order accordingly to statistical circumstances of mi-
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Figure 4: Time of fuzzy keyword set construction for ED = 1 (left) and ED=2 (right)

nor typos. This point can also achieve search intelligence
through dynamic ranking of trapdoors in the private cloud
in order to satisfy DU’s needs of ranked retrieval results
in the public cloud as well.

5.2 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we analyze the efficiency and accuracy of
our scheme based on the experimental results in the real-
world data set, that is, Request For Comments (RFC)
which contains a large distinct keywords with techni-
cal files. And all the experimental results are obtained
from implementation of the aforementioned schemes us-
ing JAVA on the Linux Server with Intel Core i5 Processor
4.0 GHz and 4G memory. Experimental contents include
Time of Fuzzy Keyword Set Construction, Time of Index
Construction, Time of Trapdoor Construction, Time of
Keyword Search, and Recall & Precision of Top-k Results
Corresponding with an Input Keyword, which can be also
called as Performance evaluation.

Figure 4 presents time of fuzzy keyword set construc-
tion along with the number of distinct keywords for
ED = 1 and ED = 2. We can easily understand that
exact keywords generated by the method illustrated in
Figure 2 are almost linear with the increasing number of
distinct keywords for different edit distances. In addition,
due to the fact that exact keywords in the fuzzy set are
greatly expanded when ED = 2, the time of generating
the fuzzy keyword set has reached 5.675s when the num-
ber of distinct keywords reaches 5000 in our experiment,
which shows that edit distance is a key factor of shaping
the overall efficiency of keyword search and one can no
longer tolerate to waste a few seconds to generate exact
keywords for fuzzy searching.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between time of index
construction and number of distinct files. Because we
adopt exact keywords extracted from the plain-text files
to construct index, the time cost is mainly on calculating
hash values of different keywords, positioning the corre-

sponding symbols to insert inner nodes, and integrating
each node’s parent and child node position information to
form δj for verification. We select [1000, 20000] files to
extract and stem keywords for generating exact-keyword
index, and the construction time is linear with the in-
crease of distinct keywords corresponding with their files.
Furthermore, our scheme always works well with regard
to the secure exact-keyword index constructed before for
searching relevant encrypted files in the public cloud.

Figure 6 gives the detailed information of trapdoor con-
struction time along with the increase of distinct key-
words. Similarly with Figure 4, the cost of trapdoor
construction time is extremely large when ED = 2 be-
cause of the large number of exact keywords generated
in the private cloud. We respectively select [1000, 10000]
distinct keywords in RFC. Although edit distance is the
main factor of keyword trapdoor cost, we can also find
that ED = 1 is statistically much more common toward
only one keyword. So we can take the instance of ED = 1
to be the main point into consideration without concern
about low efficiency resulted from larger edit distances.

Figure 7 presents the time cost of keyword search.
Given the real number of exact keywords indexed in the
public cloud, here we choose [1000, 10000] respectively,
we find that we convert fuzzy keyword searching into ex-
act keyword matching so that the search time in terms
of one input keyword has the same character as that of
several times of exact matching of keywords. For all the
procedures of keyword search, efficiency of our scheme can
be accepted considering the existing schemes [5, 11, 16].
Moreover, because returned files include many relevant
ones indexed by distinct keywords tracing back to the in-
put keyword, the time can reach several seconds, which
means that there are more selective ones for retrieving
according to DU’s searching interest.

Figure 8 shows the result of the proposed scheme sup-
porting dynamic ranking, which embodies search intelli-
gence by feedback scheme in the private cloud. Here, we
use recall rate and precision rate to evaluate the whole
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scheme. Recall rate is denoted as tp/(tp +fn) while preci-
sion rate is tp/(tp+fp), where tp is true positive, fp is false
positive, and fn is false negative. The value of k in top−k
selection is determined by DU according to his retrieval
interest. In this experiment, we first set up the times of
feedback to be 10, 50, 100, and choose the value of k in
[10, 55] with step-length of 5 for top−k selection. As illus-
trated in Figure 8, the recall rate is almost flat with the
lowest percentage to be 96.42% no matter which k is se-
lected, and the precision rate is markedly improved from
T = 10 to T = 100 with its upper bound to be 98.57%
in our experiment. Although different DUs have different
retrieval interests, the interaction bridge between DU and
the cloud can take DU’s retrieval history with statistical
typos into construction of dynamic ranking list for trap-
doors of exact keywords without exposing any sensitive
information other than search pattern and access pattern
in the private cloud, which is a sparkling point of search-
ing intelligence in symmetric searchable encryption (SSE)
field.

Figure 5: Time of index construction

.

6 Related Work

Song et al. [14] firstly presented the notion of searchable
encryption with his specific stream cipher-text scheme.
But the searching overhead is linear to the size of plain-
texts which need to be encrypted. Goh [9] developed a
scheme using Bloom Filter to minimize the work load un-
der the condition of the number of all files in the col-
lection set to establish a secure index. Boneh et al. [2]
first constructed public-key based searchable encryption,
whose work is so meaningful that many other scien-
tific research teams propose different schemes achieving
public-key encryption and private-key decryption. Con-
junctive keyword search schemes are also recommended
in [1, 3, 4, 10, 15], and specific real needs such as
order-preserving symmetric encryption, single keyword or

Figure 6: Time of trapdoor construction

Figure 7: Time of keyword search

Figure 8: Performance evaluation
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multi-keyword search on encrypted data and so on are
likewise studied further. Application scenarios are greatly
expanded due to different real work needs. Cao et al. [4],
Wang et al. [17] proposed a ranked keyword search to pro-
tect privacy by using symmetric encryption schemes to
achieve ranking. Different schemes are established to em-
phasize the keyword ranking of retrieval results in cloud
encrypted data, which is the vital research direction in
the searchable encryption field.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we tackled the issue of fault-tolerant veri-
fiable keyword search on cloud encrypted data. We con-
sidered the severe disadvantage of Li’s scheme, which was
found by Zheng presenting his conclusion in HPCC 2013
Conference, so it is important to construct a securely full-
scale fuzzy keyword set so as to conduct fuzzy searching
with verifiability in hybrid cloud. We proposed a novel
scheme called DFKSSVS, which not only fully exploits
infinite computing capability in the private cloud to ac-
complish fuzzy keyword set construction, but also sup-
ports verifiable-searching by proof sent from the public
cloud, and dynamic ranking of retrieval results according
to DU’s searching history. Security analysis presents that
our scheme can achieve provable-security of IND-CKA,
because we have successfully converted fuzzy searching
into exact keyword matching in the whole process which
has been proven semantically secure before. Experimen-
tal results show accuracy, efficiency, and complexity of our
new scheme, and compared with [5, 11, 19], our scheme
can securely achieve our design goals—fuzzy matching,
verifiable-searching, privacy-preservation, and retrieval
accuracy based on dynamic ranking through feedback
scheme.
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Abstract

In this paper, a cryptanalysis of key exchange method
using multilayer perceptron (CKE) has been proposed
in wireless communication of data/information. In this
proposed CKE technique both sender and receiver uses
an identical multilayer perceptrons for synchronization
between them. After achieving the full synchronization
weights vectors of both the parties’ becomes identical and
this identical weight vector is used as a secret session key
for encryption/decryption. Different types of possible at-
tacks during synchronization phase are introduced in this
paper. Among different types of attacks some of them
can be easily prevented by increasing the synaptic depth
L. But few attacks are also there which has a great suc-
cess rate. Parametric tests have been done and results are
compared with some existing classical techniques, which
show comparable results for the proposed technique.

Keywords: Cryptanalysis, encryption, wireless communi-
cation

1 Introduction

Cryptanalysis is the technique through which procedure
of breaking the security can be analysed. Eavesdroppers
can be reside anywhere in the network and always try to
attack on the communication. In recent times wide ranges
of techniques are developed to protect data and informa-
tion from eavesdroppers [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15].
These algorithms have their virtue and shortcomings.
For Example in DES, AES algorithms [4] the cipher
block length is nonflexible. In NSKTE [6], NWSKE [7],
AGKNE [8], ANNRPMS [9] and ANNRBLC [10] tech-
nique uses two neural network one for sender and another
for receiver having one hidden layer for producing syn-
chronized weight vector for key generation. Now attacker
can get an idea about sender and receiver’s neural ma-
chine because for each session architecture of neural ma-
chine is static. In NNSKECC algorithm [11] any interme-
diate blocks throughout its cycle taken as the encrypted
block and this number of iterations acts as secret key.

Here if n number of iterations are needed for cycle forma-
tion and if intermediate block is chosen as an encrypted
block after n/2th iteration then exactly same number of
iterations i.e. n/2 are needed for decode the block which
makes easier the attackers life. In this paper CKE tech-
nique has been proposed to analyzed variety of attacks
that can be possible in key generation phase using mul-
tilayer perceptron and also provides some way out from
these attacks.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2
of the paper deals with structure of multilayer perceptron.
Different types of attacks in CKE have been discussed in
Section 3. Complexity analysis of the technique is given in
Section 4. Experimental results are described in Section 5.
Analysis of the results presented in Section 6. Analysis
regarding various aspects of the technique has been pre-
sented in Section 7. Conclusions and future scope are
drawn in Section 8 and that of references at end.

2 Structure of Multilayer Percep-
tron

In multilayer perceptron synchronization scheme secret
session key is not physically get exchanged over public
insecure channel. At end of neural weight synchroniza-
tion strategy of both parties’ generates identical weight
vectors and activated hidden layer outputs for both the
parties become identical. This identical output of hid-
den layer for both parties can be use as one time secret
session key for secured data exchange. A multilayer per-
ceptron synaptic simulated weight based undisclosed key
generation is carried out between recipient and sender.
Figure 1 shows multilayer perceptron based synaptic sim-
ulation system. Sender and receivers multilayer percep-
tron select same single hidden layer among multiple hid-
den layers for a particular session. For that session all
other hidden layers goes in deactivated mode means hid-
den (processing) units of other layers do nothing with the
incoming input. Either synchronized identical weight vec-
tor of sender and receivers’ input layer, activated hidden
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layer and output layer becomes session key or session key
can be form using identical output of hidden units of ac-
tivated hidden layer. The key generation technique and
analysis of the technique using random number of nodes
(neurons) and the corresponding algorithm is discussed in
Subsections 2.1 to 2.5 in details.

Sender and receiver multilayer perceptron in each ses-
sion acts as a single layer network with dynamically cho-
sen one activated hidden layer and K no. of hidden neu-
rons, N no. of input neurons having binary input vector, ,
discrete weights, are generated from input to output, are
lies between -L and +L, where i = 1, · · · ,K denotes the
ith hidden unit of the perceptron and j = 1, · · · , N the
elements of the vector and one output neuron. Output of
the hidden units is calculated by the weighted sum over
the current input values. So, the state of the each hidden
neurons is expressed using Equation (1).

hi =
1√
N
wixi =

1√
N

N∑
j=1

wi,jxi,j . (1)

Output of the ith hidden unit is defined in Equa-
tion (2).

σi = sgn(hi). (2)

But in case of hi = 0 then σi = −1 to produce a
binary output. Hence σi = +1, if the weighted sum over
its inputs is positive, or else it is inactive, σi = −1. The
total output of a perceptron is the product of the hidden
units expressed in Equation (3).

τ = ΠK
i=1σi. (3)

The learning mechanism proceeds as follows ([8, 9]):

1) If the output bits are different, τA 6= τB, nothing is
changed.

2) If τA = τB = τ , only the weights of the hidden units

with σ
A/B
k = τA/B will be will be updated.

3) The weight vector of this hidden unit is adjusted us-
ing any of the following learning rules:
Anti-Hebbian:

W
A/B
k = W

A/B
k − τA/Bxkθ(σkτA/B)(τAτB). (4)

Hebbian:

W
A/B
k = W

A/B
k + τA/Bxkθ(σkτ

A/B)(τAτB).

Random walk:

W
A/B
k = W

A/B
k + xkθ(σkτ

A/B)(τAτB).

During Step (2), if there is at least one common hidden
unit with σk = τ in the two networks, then there are 3
possibilities that characterize the behavior of the hidden
nodes:

1) An attractive move: if hidden units at similar k po-
sitions have equal output bits, σAk = σBk = τA/B .

2) A repulsive move: if hidden units at similar k posi-
tions have unequal output bits, σAk 6= σBk .

3) No move: when σAk = σBk 6= τA/B , the distance be-
tween hidden units can be defined by their mutual
overlap,

ρk =
wAk w

B
k√

wAk w
A
k

√
wBk w

B
k

where 0 < ρk < 1, with ρk = 0 at the start of learning
and ρk = 1 when synchronization occurs with the two
hidden units having a common weight vector.

2.1 Multilayer Perceptron Simulation Al-
gorithm

Input: Random weights, input vectors for both multi-
layer perceptrons.

Output: Secret key through synchronization of input
and output neurons as vectors.

Method:

Step 1. Initialization of random weight values of
synaptic links between input layer and ran-
domly selected activated hidden layer.

wi,j ∈ {−L,−L+ 1, · · · ,+L}. (5)

Step 2. Repeat Steps 3 to 6 until the full synchro-
nization is achieved, using Hebbian-learning
rules.

w+
i,j = g(wi,j + xi,jτθ(σiτ)θ(τAτB)).

Step 3. Generate random input vector X. Inputs
are generated by a third party or one of the
communicating parties.

Step 4. Compute the values of the activated hidden
neurons of activated hidden layer using Equa-
tion (6).

hi =
1√
N
wixi =

1√
N

N∑
j=1

wi,jxi,j . (6)

Step 5. Compute the value of the output neuron us-
ing

τ = ΠK
i=1σi.

Compare the output values of both multilayer percep-
tron by exchanging the system outputs.
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Figure 1: A multilayer perceptron with 3 hidden layers

if Output (A) 6= Output (B), Go to Step 3

else if Output (A) = Output (B) then one of the
suitable learning rule is applied

only the hidden units are trained which have an output
bit identical to the common output.

Update the weights only if the final output values of the
perceptron are equivalent. When synchronization is fi-
nally achieved, the synaptic weights are identical for both
the system.

2.2 Multilayer Perceptron Learning Rule

At the beginning of the synchronization process mul-
tilayer perceptron of A and B start with uncorrelated
weight vectors. For each time step K, public input vec-
tors are generated randomly and the corresponding out-
put bits A/B are calculated. Afterwards A and B com-
municate their output bits to each other. If they disagree,
A 6= B, the weights are not changed. Otherwise learning
rules suitable for synchronization is applied. In the case
of the Hebbian learning rule [12] both neural networks
learn from each other.

w+
i,j = g(wi,j + xi,jτθ(σiτ)θ(τAτB)).

The learning rules used for synchronizing multilayer per-
ceptron share a common structure. That is why they can
be described by a single Equation (4).

w+
i,j = g(wi,j + f(σi, τ

A, τB)xi,j)

with a function f(σi, τ
A, τB), which can take the values

-1, 0, or +1. In the case of bidirectional interaction it is
given by

f(σi, τ
A, τB)

= θ(στA)θ(τAτB)

 σ, Hebbian learning
−σ anti-Hebbian learning
1 Random walk learning

The common part θ(στA)θ(τAτB) of f(σi, τ
A, τB) con-

trols, when the weight vector of a hidden unit is adjusted.
Because it is responsible for the occurrence of attractive
and repulsive steps [8].

The equation consists of two parts:

1) θ(στA)θ(τAτB): This part is common between the
three learning rules and it is responsible for the at-
tractive and repulsive effect and controls when the
weight vectors of a hidden unit is updated. There-
fore, all three learning rules have similar effect on the
overlap.

2) (σ,−σ, 1): This part differs among the three learn-
ing rules and it is responsible for the direction of
the weights movement in the space. Therefore, it
changes the distribution of the weights in the case
of Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning. For the Heb-
bian rule, A’s ad B’s multilayer perceptron learn their
own output and the weights are pushed towards the
boundaries at −L and +L. In contrast, by using the
anti- Hebbian rule, sender’s and receiver’s multilayer
perceptron learn the opposite of their own outputs.
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Consequently, the weights are pulled from the bound-
aries ±L. The random walk rule is the only rule that
does not affect the weight distribution so they stay
uniformly distributed. In fact, at large values of N ,
both Hebbian and anti-Hebbian rules do not affect
the weight distribution. Therefore, the proposed al-
gorithm is restricted to use either random walk learn-
ing rule or Hebian or anti-Hebbian learning rules only
at large values of N . The random walk learning rule
is chosen since it does not affect the weights distri-
bution regardless of the value of N .

2.3 Weight Distribution of Multilayer
Perceptron

In case of the Hebbian rule Equation (5), A’s and B’s mul-
tilayer perceptron learn their own output. Therefore the
direction in which the weight wi,j moves is determined
by the product σixi,j . As the output σi is a function of
all input values, xi,j and σi are correlated random vari-
ables. Thus the probabilities to observe σixi,j = +1 or
σixi,j = −1 are not equal, but depend on the value of the
corresponding weight wi,j [2, 3, 5, 13].

P (σixi,j = 1) =
1

2
[1 + erf(

ei,j√
NQi − w2

i,j

)].

According to this equation, σixi,j = sgn(wi,j) occurs
more often than the opposite, σixi,j = −sgn(wi,j). Con-
sequently, the Hebbian learning rule pushes the weights
towards the boundaries at −L and +L. In order to quan-
tify this effect the stationary probability distribution of
the weights for t → ∞ is calculated for the transition
probabilities. This leads to [13].

P (wi,j = w) = P0

|w|∏
m=1

1 + erf [ m−1√
NQi−(m−1)2

]

1− erf [ m√
NQi−m2

]
.

Here the normalization constant P0 is given in Equa-
tion (7), the constant should be expressed as

P0 = [

L∑
w=−L

|w|∏
m=1

1 + erf [ m−1√
NQi−(m−1)2

]

1− erf [ m√
NQi−m2

]
]−1. (7)

In the limit N → ∞ the argument of the error functions
vanishes, so that the weights stay uniformly distributed.
In this case the initial length of the weight vectors is not
changed by the process of synchronization.√

Qi(t = 0) =

√
L(L+ 1)

3
.

But, for finite N , the probability distribution itself de-
pends on the order parameter Qi. Therefore its expecta-
tion value is given by the solution of the following equa-
tion:

Qi =

L∑
w=−L

w2P (wi,j = w).

2.4 Order Parameters

In order to describe the correlations between two multi-
layer perceptron caused by the synchronization process,
one can look at the probability distribution of the weight
values in each hidden unit. It is given by (2L + 1) vari-
ables.

P ia,b = P (wAi,j = a ∧ wBi,j = b)

which are defined as the probability to find a weight with
wAi,j = a in A’s multilayer perceptron and wBi,j = b in B’s
multilayer perceptron. In both cases, simulation and it-
erative calculation, the standard order parameters, which
are also used for the analysis of online learning, can be
calculated as functions of P ia,b [1].

QAi =
1

N
wAi w

A
i =

L∑
a=−L

L∑
b=−L

a2P ia,b

QBi =
1

N
wBi w

B
i =

L∑
a=−L

L∑
b=−L

b2P ia,b

RABi =
1

N
wAi w

B
i =

L∑
a=−L

L∑
b=−L

abP ia,b

Then the level of synchronization is given by the normal-
ized overlap between two corresponding hidden units

ρABi =
wAi w

B
i√

wAi w
A
i

√
wBi w

B
i

=
RABi√
QAi Q

B
i

.

2.5 Hidden Layer as a Secret Session Key

At end of full weight synchronization process, weight vec-
tors between input layer and activated hidden layer of
both multilayer perceptron systems become identical. Ac-
tivated hidden layer’s output of source multilayer percep-
tron is used to construct the secret session key. This ses-
sion key is not get transmitted over public channel be-
cause receiver multilayer perceptron has same identical
activated hidden layer’s output. Compute the values of
the each hidden unit by

σi = sgn(

N∑
j=1

wi,jxi,j)

sgn(x) =

 −1 if x < 0,
0 if x = 0,
1 if x > 0.

(8)

For example consider 8 hidden units of activated hid-
den layer having absolute value (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1) be-
comes an 8 bit block. This 10010101 become a secret
session key for a particular session and cascaded XORed
with recursive replacement encrypted text. Now final ses-
sion key based encrypted text is transmitted to the re-
ceiver end. Receiver has the identical session key i.e. the
output of the hidden units of activated hidden layer of
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receiver. This session key used to get the recursive re-
placement encrypted text from the final cipher text. In
the next session both the machines started tuning again
to produce another session key. Identical weight vector
derived from synaptic link between input and activated
hidden layer of both multilayer perceptron can also be-
comes secret session key for a particular session after full
weight synchronization is achieved.

3 Different Types of Attacks on
Multilayer Perceptron

The security of multilayer perceptron based key gener-
ation protocol is based on a contest between attractive
and repulsive forces. Two multilayer perceptrons inter-
acting with each other synchronize much faster than an
attacker network only trained with their inputs and out-
puts. The dissimilarity between the two parties and the
attacker is that the two parties synchronize in a polyno-
mial time of synaptic depth L, while the complexity of
the attacker scales exponentially. However, the process
is stochastic and depends on the random attractive and
repulsive forces. As a result, there is a small probability
that an attacker succeeds to synchronize with one of the
parties. The difficulty an attacker faces with the organi-
zation of multilayer perceptron is the lack of information
about the internal representation of A’s or B’s machine.
Most of attacks depend on estimating the state of the hid-
den units. Following are the different possible attacks on
multilayer perceptron during key generation phase.

3.1 Type-1 Attack

In this type1attack replicate a huge population of multi-
layer perceptrons with the identical arrangement as the
two parties, and teach them with the same inputs. At
each stage about half the replicated networks produces an
output of +1, and half produces an output of−1. Success-
ful multilayer perceptrons whose outputs imitate those of
the two parties raise and multiply, while unsuccessful mul-
tilayer perceptrons gets ruled out. Attack starts with one
network with haphazardly chosen weights. At each step
a population of networks grow according to 3 potential
scenarios:

• A and B have dissimilar outputs τA 6= τB, and
therefore do not change their weights. Then all the
attacker’s networks stay unaffected as well.

• A and B have the equivalent outputs τA = τB, and
the sum of attacking networks is lesser than some
predefined limit. In this case there are 4 possible
combinations of the hidden outputs agreeing with
the final output. So, the attacker replaces each net-
work N from the population by 4 variants of itself,
{N1, ..., N4} which are the results of updating N
with the standard learning rule but pretending that

the hidden outputs were equal to each one of these
combinations.

• A and B have the identical outputs τA = τB but
the total number of simulated networks is larger than
predefined value. In this case the attacker computes
the outputs of all the networks, deletes the unsuc-
cessful networks whose output is different from τA,
and updates the weights in the successful networks
by using the standard learning rule with the actual
hidden outputs of the perceptrons.

3.2 Type-2 Attack

In Type-2 attack the attacker imitates one of the par-
ties, but if attacker output disagrees with the imitated
party’s output τc 6= τA, attacker certainly knows that ei-
ther one or all three of his hidden units are mistaken.
In order to get τc = τA attacker negates the sign of
one of attacker’s hidden units. As σ = sgn(h) the unit
most likely to be wrong is the one with the minimal |h|,
therefore that is the unit which is negate. This policy
results a immense enhancement in the attacker’s achieve-
ment. It can be seen that the success rate is quite high
for all L values presented, but it drops exponentially as
L increases. On the other hand parties’ synchronization
time increases like L2, and therefore it can be conclude
that in the boundary of large L values the proposed tech-
nique is secure against Type-2 attack. Each input can
be viewed as K random hyperplanes (X1, · · · , XK) cor-
responding to K hidden units. Each Xi is a hyperplane
fi(z1, · · · , zn) =

∑N
j=i xijzj = 0 in the N -dimensional

discrete space U = {−L, · · · , L}N . The weights of a net-
work could be also viewed as K points W1, · · · ,WK in
U , Wi = {wi1, · · · , wik}, while the i-th hidden output is
just the side of the half-space (with respect to Xi) which
contains Wi. Consider an attacking network E that is
close enough to the unknown network A but has a differ-
ent output for a given input. In fact they have either 1 or
3 different hidden outputs. The second case is less likely
to occur so we assume that only one hidden output of
the network E is different from the corresponding hidden
output of A. Consequently, only one pair (WA

i ,W
E
I ) is

separated by the known input hyperplane Xi. Of course,
we are interested in detecting its index i. If the points
WE
i and WA

i are separated by Xi then the distance be-
tween them is greater than the distance from WE

i to the
hyperplane Xi. W

E
i and WA

i are close to each other, so
the distance from WE

i to Xi has to be small. On the other
hand, if WE

i and WA
i are in the same half-space with re-

spect to Xi then they are more likely to be far away from
the random input Xi (even though we know that they are
close to each other). We thus guess that the index of the
incorrect hidden output is the i for which WE

i is closest
to the corresponding hyperplane Xi, where we compute
the distance by ρ(WE

i , Xi) = |fi(WE
i )|. Formally, the

attacker constructs a single neural network E with the
same structure as A and B, and randomly initializes its
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weights. At each step attacker’s trains E with the same
input as the two parties, and updates its weights with the
following rules:

• If A and B have different outputs τA 6= τB, then the
attacker doesn’t update E.

• If A and B have the same outputs τA = τB and
τE = τA, then the attacker updates E by the usual
learning rule.

• If A and B have the same outputs τA = τB and
τE 6= τA, then the attacker finds i0 ∈ {1, · · · ,K}
that minimizes |

∑N
j=0 w

E
ijxij |. The attacker negates

τEi0 and updates E assuming the new hidden bits and
output τA.

3.3 Type-3 Attack

In this Type-3 attack a huge collection of M attackers
work together. The Type-2 attacker’s likelihood to sup-
position correctly A’s interior representation is some func-
tion Pcorrect(β) of its overlap β with A, starting from
Pcorrect(β = 0) = 0.25. Assume there are group of M
independent Type-2 attackers, each having overlap β with
A. They will split into 4 groups, one for each possible in-
ternal representation. Since Pcorrect > 0.25 for all β > 0,
the number of attackers having the correct internal repre-
sentation, M . Pcorrect will be bigger than the number of
attackers in the other 3 groups, for all β > 0. Therefore,
the internal representation resulted from the majority dis-
cussion of M independent Type-2 attackers would always
be the correct one! From this argument we conclude that
the attack should use M � 2k−1 attackers, which would
simultaneously develop an overlap with the parties, trying
to remain as independent as possible.

3.4 Type-4 Attack

The Type-4 attack procedure is to start from indepen-
dent Type-2 attackers and let them act disjointedly for
some preliminary number of time steps. Then, the ma-
jority procedure is applied: we count how many attackers
have each of the 4 possible internal representations, and
assign the majority’s internal representation to all the M
attackers. To prevent the similarity between the attack-
ers from developing too quickly, this majority procedure
is applied only on even time steps. However, the attack-
ers make many coherent moves, and unavoidable overlap
is developed between them as well. Therefore we do not
have a group of independent attackers, but of attackers
with an overlap between them. This overlap diminishes
the efficiency of the attack, and it is not always successful
as a majority attack of M independent attackers would
be.

3.5 Type-5 Attack

It is much easier to predict the position of a point in a
bounded multidimensional box after several moves in its

random walk than to guess its original position. A sim-
ple way to do it is to consider each coordinate separately,
and to associate with each possible value i in the inter-
val {−L, · · · , L} of the probability pt(i) = Pr[Xt = i].
Initially ∀i, p0(i) = 1

2L+1 and after each move pt+1(i) =∑
j pt(j), where j are such that if xt = j then xt+1 = i.

Applying this technique to the original scheme we face
the problem that the moves are not known to the at-
tacker does not know which perceptrons are updated in
each round. Fortunately, if we know the distribution of
the probabilities Pk,n,i = Pr[wk,n = i] then using dy-
namic programming we can calculate the distribution of
~wk ~xk for a given vector ~xk and thus the probabilities
uk(s) = Pr[τk = s]. Using these probabilities we can
calculate the conditional probabilities

Uk = Pr[τk = 1|τ ],

=

∑
(α1,··· ,αk):

∏
i αi=τ,αk=1

∏
i µi(αi)∑

(α1,··· ,αk):
∏

i αi=τ

∏
i µi(αi)

because τ is publicly known. We can now update the
distribution of the weights: P t+1

k,n,i =
∑
j P

t
k,n,jPr[w

t
k,n =

j ⇒ wt+1
k,n = i] is calculated using Uk. Experiments show

that in most cases, when A and B converge to a common
ˆwk,n the probabilities Pr[wk,n = ˆwk,n ≈ 1 and thus the

adversary can easily find ˆwk,n when A and B decide to
stop the protocol.

3.6 Type-6 Attack

To provide a brute force attack, an attacker has to test all
possible keys (all possible values of weights). ByK hidden
neurons, K × N input neurons and boundary of weights
L, this gives (2L + 1)KN possibilities. For example, the
configuration K = 3, L = 3 and N = 100 gives us 3 ×
10253 key possibilities, making the attack impossible with
today’s computer power.

3.7 Type-7 Attack

Here the attacker E’s neural network has the same struc-
ture of A’s and B’s. All what E has to do is to start with
random initial weights and to train with the same inputs
transmitted between A and B over the public channel.
Then, the attacker E learns the mutual output bit τA/B

between them and applies the same learning rule by re-
placing τE with τA/B , i.e.

WE
k = WE

k − τA/Bxkθ(σEk τA/B)(τAτB).

One of the basic attacks can be provided by an at-
tacker, who owns the same tree parity machine as the
parties A and B. He wants to synchronize his tree parity
machine with these two parties. In each step there are
three situations possible:

• Output (A) 6= Output (B): None of the parties up-
dates its weights.
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Figure 2: Encryption decryption time against stream size

• Output (A) = Output (B) = Output (E): All the
three parties update weights in their tree parity ma-
chines.

• Output (A) = Output (B) 6= Output (E): Parties
A and B update their tree parity machines, but the
attacker cannot do that. Because of this situation his
learning is slower than the synchronization of parties
A and B.

It has been proven, that the synchronization of two parties
is faster than learning of an attacker. It can be improved
by increasing of the synaptic depth L of the neural net-
work. That gives this protocol enough security and an
attacker can find out the key only with small probability.
Changing this parameter increases the cost of a successful
attack exponentially, while the effort for the users grows
polynomially. Therefore, breaking the security of neural
key exchange belongs to the complexity class NP.

4 Complexity Analysis

The complexity of the Synchronization technique will be
O(L), which can be computed using following three steps.

Step 1. To generate a MLP guided key of length N needs
O(N) Computational steps. The average synchro-
nization time is almost independent of the size N of
the networks, at least up to N = 1000. Asymptoti-
cally one expects an increase like O(logN).

Step 2. Complexity of the encryption technique is O(L).

Step 2.1. Recursive replacement of bits using prime
nonprime recognition encryption process takes
O(L).

Step 2.2. MLP based encryption technique takes
O(L) amount of time.

Step 3. Complexity of the decryption technique is O(L).

Step 3.1. In MLP based decryption technique, com-
plexity to convert final cipher text into recursive
replacement cipher text T takes O(L).

Step 3.2. Transformation of recursive replacement
cipher text T into the corresponding stream of
bits S = s0s1s2s3s4 · · · sL−1, which is the source
block takes O(L) as this step also takes constant
amount of time for merging s0s1s2s3s4 · · · sL−1.

5 Experiment Results

In this section the results of implementation of the pro-
posed CKE encryption/decryption technique has been
presented in terms of encryption decryption time, Chi-
Square test, source file size vs. encryption time along
with source file size vs. encrypted file size.

The results are also compared with existing RSA [4]
technique, existing ANNRBLC [10] and NNSKECC [11].

Table 1: Encryption/decryption time vs. file size

Table 1 shows encryption and decryption time with
respect to the source and encrypted size respectively. It
is also observed the alternation of the size on encryption.

In Figure 2 stream size is represented along X axis and
encryption/decryption time is represented along Y-axis.
This graph is not linear, because of different time require-
ment for finding appropriate CKE key. It is observed that
the decryption time is almost linear, because there is no
CKE key generation process during decryption.

Table 2 shows Chi-Square value for different source
stream size after applying different encryption algorithms.
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Figure 3: Chi-Square value against stream size

It is seen that the Chi-Square value of CKE is better com-
pared to the algorithm ANNRBLC [10] and comparable
to the Chi-Square value of the RSA algorithm. Figure 3
shows graphical representation of Table 2.

Table 2: Source size vs. Chi-Square value

Table 3 shows total number of iteration needed and
number of data being transferred for CKE key generation
process with different numbers of input(N) and activated
hidden(H) neurons and varying synaptic depth(L). Fig-
ure 4 shows the snapshot of CKE key simulation process.

Table 3: Data exchanged and number of iterations for
different parameters value

6 Analysis of Results

From results obtained it is clear that the technique will
achieve optimal performances. Encryption time and de-
cryption time varies almost linearly with respect to the
block size. For the algorithm presented, Chi-Square value
is very high compared to some existing algorithms. A
user input key has to transmit over the public channel
all the way to the receiver for performing the decryp-
tion procedure. So there is a likelihood of attack at the
time of key exchange. To defeat this insecure secret key
generation technique a neural network based secret key
generation technique has been devised. The security is-
sue of existing algorithm can be improved by using CKE
secret session key generation technique. In this case, the
two partners A and B do not have to share a common
secret but use their indistinguishable weights or output
of activated hidden layer as a secret key needed for en-
cryption. The fundamental conception of CKE based key
exchange protocol focuses mostly on two key attributes
of CKE. Firstly, two nodes coupled over a public chan-
nel will synchronize even though each individual network
exhibits disorganized behavior. Secondly, an outside net-
work, even if identical to the two communicating net-
works, will find it exceptionally difficult to synchronize
with those parties, those parties are communicating over
a public network. An attacker E who knows all the par-
ticulars of the algorithm and records through this channel
finds it thorny to synchronize with the parties, and hence
to calculate the common secret key. Synchronization by
mutual learning (A and B) is much quicker than learning
by listening (E) [12]. For usual cryptographic systems,
we can improve the safety of the protocol by increasing
of the key length. In the case of CKE, we improved it by
increasing the synaptic depth L of the neural networks.

For a brute force attack using K hidden neurons,
K × N input neurons and boundary of weights L, gives
(2L+ 1)KN possibilities. For example, the configuration
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Figure 4: CKE Key Simulation Snapshot with N=12, K=10 and L=6

K = 3, L = 3 and N = 100 gives us 3×10253 key possibil-
ities, making the attack unfeasible with today’s computer
power. E could start from all of the (2L + 1)3N initial
weight vectors and calculate the ones which are consis-
tent with the input/output sequence. It has been shown,
that all of these initial states move towards the same fi-
nal weight vector, the key is unique. This is not true for
simple perceptron the most unbeaten cryptanalysis has
two supplementary ingredients first; a group of attacker
is used. Second, E makes extra training steps when A
and B are quiet [1, 12, 13]. So increasing synaptic depth
L of the CKE we can make our CKE safe.

7 Security Issue

The main difference between the partners and the at-
tacker in CKE is that A and B are able to influence
each other by communicating their output bits τA and τB

while E can only listen to these messages. Of course, A
and B use their advantage to select suitable input vectors
for adjusting the weights which finally leads to different
synchronization times for partners and attackers. How-
ever, there are more effects, which show that the two-
way communication between A and B makes attacking
the CKE protocol more difficult than simple learning of
examples. These confirm that the security of CKE key
generation is based on the bidirectional interaction of the
partners. Each partener uses a seperate, but identical
pseudo random number generator. As these devices are
initialized with a secret seed state shared by A and B.
They produce exactly the same sequence of input bits.
Whereas attacker does not know this secret seed state.
By increasing synaptic depth average synchronize time
will be increased by polynomial time. But success proba-
bility of attacker will be drop exponentially Synchoniza-
tion by mutual learning is much faster than learning by
adopting to example generated by other network. Unidi-
rectional learning and bidirectional synchronization. As

E can’t influence A and B at the time they stop trans-
mit due to synchrnization. Only one weight get changed
where, σi = T . So, difficult to find weight for attacker to
know the actual weight without knowing internal repre-
sentation it has to guess.

8 Conclusion

This paper presented a novel approach for cryptanalysis
of key exchange using multilayer perceptron. This tech-
nique enhances the security features of the key exchange
algorithm by increasing of the synaptic depth L of the
CKE. Here two partners A and B do not have to ex-
change a common secret key over a public channel but
use their indistinguishable weights or outputs of the acti-
vated hidden layer as a secret key needed for encryption
or decryption. So likelihood of attack proposed technique
is much lesser than the simple key exchange algorithm.
Future scope of this technique is that this CKE model
can be used in wireless communication and also in key
distribution mechanism.
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Abstract

Recently, Isalam and Biswas proposed a new group key
agreement (GKA) protocol for imbalanced mobile net-
works. In this letter, we will first prove that Isalam and
Biswas’s GKA protocol cannot provide perfect forward
secrecy. Then we will point out that their GKA protocol
is vulnerable to ephemeral key compromise attack.
Keywords: Ephemeral key compromise attack, group key
agreement, imbalanced mobile networks, perfect forward
secrecy

1 Introduction

Mobile network is an imbalanced wireless network, where
users have different computing capability. For assuring
secure communications in mobile network, in general it
needs to encrypt the messages transmitted by users, which
means that users must generate shared session keys before
starting communications. There are many two-party and
group authenticated key agreement (AKA) protocols [1,
2, 6, 7, 8, 12] for imbalanced wireless network. However,
the design of secure AKA protocols for imbalanced mobile
networks is not a trivial task.

In [9], Nam et al. proposed an efficient group key
agreement (GKA) protocol based on the Decisional Diffie-
Hellman assumption for imbalanced mobile networks.
Nam et al.’s construction was simple, and met many se-
curity properties. However, Tseng [11] pointed out that
Nam et al.’s protocol still had a weakness, i.e. lack of
contributory property. Further, Tseng [11] proposed a
new GKA protocol with contributory property, whereas
Tseng’s protocol did not consider mutual authentication
due to Lee et al. [5]. For achieving mutual authentica-
tion, Lee et al. [5] presented a new GKA protocol proven
secure in a security model. Unfortunately, Lee et al.’s pro-
tocol is not secure due to Cheng et al. [3] and Tsai [10]
respectively.

Recently, Isalam and Biswas [4] also proposed a new
GKA protocol for imbalanced mobile networks, called
Isalam-Biswas protocol. They claimed that their protocol
met various attributes, including perfect forward secrecy
and ephemeral key compromise resilience. In this letter,
however, we will show that the Isalam-Biswas protocol
cannot provide perfect forward secrecy. In addition, we
also prove that the Isalam-Biswas protocol cannot resist
ephemeral key compromise attack.

2 Review of Isalam-Biswas Proto-
col

2.1 System Initialization Stage

Let k be a security parameter, G be an additive group
of prime order q. P is a generator of group G. The key
generation center (KGC) randomly chooses a value s ∈ Z∗q
as the master private key and computes Ppub = sP as its
master public key. The KGC chooses two hash functions
H0 : {0, 1}∗×G −→ Z∗q and H1 : {0, 1}∗ −→ {0, 1}k. The
system parameters are {q,G, P,H0, H1}.

2.2 Key Extract Stage

The KGC first randomly chooses vi ∈ Z∗q for each user
Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1), whose identity is IDi ∈ {0, 1}∗. Then
the KGC computes Ri = viP, hi = H0(IDi ‖ Ri) and
ui = vi + his. Finally, the user’s private key is (ui, Ri).

2.3 Group Key Agreement Stage

we suppose low-power user Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n−1) and powerful
user Un wish to agree a shared group session key.

Step 1. Each user Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) randomly chooses
ri ∈ Z∗q , and computes Mi = riuiP . Then Ui(1 ≤
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i ≤ n− 1) computes

Si = ui(H1(IDi ‖ Mi) + ri.

Finally, Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) sends {IDi,Mi, Si, Ri} to
powerful user Un.

Step 2. Upon receiving {IDi,Mi, Si, Ri}, Un checks the
equations SiP −H1(IDi ‖ Mi)Pi = Mi for 1 ≤ i ≤
n−1. If one of them fails, Un terminates the session.
Otherwise, Un randomly chooses rn ∈ Z∗q , and com-
putes Mn = rnunP and Zi = rnun(M −Mi)(1 ≤ i ≤
n− 1). Then Un sets

M = M1 + M2 + · · ·+ Mn−1,

ID = ID1 ‖ ID2 ‖ · · · ‖ IDn,

Z = Z1 ‖ Z2 ‖ · · · ‖ Zn−1,

and computes

K = rnunM

= rnun(r1u1 + r2u2 + · · ·+ rn−1un−1)P,

Sn = un(H1(IDn ‖ Z ‖ Mn) + rn).

Finally, Un sends {IDn,Mn, Z1, · · · , Zn−1, Sn, Rn}
to each user Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

Step 3. Upon receiving {IDn, Mn, Z1, · · · , Zn−1,
Sn, Rn}, Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) checks the equation
SnP − H1(IDn ‖ Z ‖ Mn)Pn = Mn. If it fails,
Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) terminates the session. Otherwise,
Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) sets ID = ID1 ‖ ID2 ‖ · · · ‖ IDn

and computes

K = Ki = riuiMn + Zi.

Finally, Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n−1) generates the group session
key as follows:

GSK = H1(ID ‖ Z ‖ K).

3 Analysis of Isalam-Biswas Pro-
tocol

3.1 Attack 1

In this subsection, we present the first attack against the
Isalam-Biswas protocol. We will show that the Isalam-
Biswas protocol cannot provide perfect forward secrecy.

We assume the adversary E has achieved U1’s private
key u1. Now, the adversary E can first compute u−1

1 and
H1(ID1 ‖ M1). Then the adversary E can compute r1 as
follows:

r1 = S1u
−1
1 −H1(ID1 ‖ M1).

It means that the adversary E can use the random
number r1 and private key u1 to compute K as follows:

K = K1 = r1u1Mn + Z1.

Clearly, the adversary E now can generate the group
session key GSK = H1(ID ‖ Z ‖ K) successfully, since
ID and Z are public messages. So the Isalam-Biswas
protocol cannot provide perfect forward secrecy.

3.2 Attack 2

In this subsection, we present our second attack, i.e.
ephemeral key compromise attack, against the Isalam-
Biswas protocol. In the original Isalam-Biswas proto-
col, the authors claimed even if all ephemeral values
(r1, · · · , rn) were disclosed, the accepted group session key
still was secure. However, we will show that the Isalam-
Biswas protocol cannot resist ephemeral key compromise
attack. Here, we only assume the adversary E has ob-
tained U1’s ephemeral key r1.

Now, the adversary E can first compute H1(ID1 ‖
M1) + r1, and then computes (H1(ID1 ‖ M1) + r1)−1.
Finally, the adversary E can compute u1 as follows:

u1 = S1(H1(ID1 ‖ M1) + r1)−1.

It means that the adversary E can use the random
number r1 and private key u1 to compute K as follows:

K = K1 = r1u1Mn + Z1.

Clearly, the adversary E now can generate the group
session key GSK = H1(ID ‖ Z ‖ K) successfully, since
ID and Z are public messages. So the Isalam-Biswas
protocol cannot resist ephemeral key compromise attack.

4 Conclusions

In this letter, we have pointed out that Isalam et al.’s
protocol is insecure against ephemeral key compromise
attack. Moreover, we show that Isalam et al.’s protocol
cannot provide perfect forward secrecy. For overcoming
these security flaws, it needs to carefully select a secure
signature scheme to improve Isalam et al.’s protocol.
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